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-Ë)neface

the investigations described in this

thesís began in the winËer of L967 and I¡Iere brought

to thelr present state by about the end of November

Ig72. I^Ie \¡rere late getting into the field of magnet-

lsm in chaleogenide spfnels and somewhat lacking in

expertlse. The fírsÈ two years tended to be more

frustrating than absorbing partly, I thinko because

of a lack of purpose but mainly because there \¡7ere

more experiments that seemed to go Ì^irong than

achieved even partial successo

The sËudy of magnetism in sulphides is

made dlf f lcu1t in Èwo r¡rays " First the comPounds

themselves are quite unpredictåble, second, no real

consensus of opiníon yet exisËs to explain why this

should be" oualítatívely v7e appreciate that ít has

to do r"rith the properties of su1-phur and in partícu-

lar u its low electronegativíty " How thís precept

should be applíed Ëo the explanation of sulphides is

stí11 apparentl-y a matter of conËroversy ' I'rIe hope

the work descrlbed here goes a 1íttle way towards

a soluÈionn

The organi zation of Ëhe work is as
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f ollovrs . Tn Chapter I e r,7e give an introduction to

the studíesu covering rather bríef1y the spinel

structuïe, and a comparison of sulphur and oxygen

1n an attempt to see why sulphides and oxides should

have more dlfferences than simílarities" There is

also a rather cavalier Ëreatment of chemical bonding

and some remarks abouË d-electrons. Chapter II ís

concerned with the basic Ëheory needed to do, and

understand in prínclp1e, the sort of experiments

descrtbed" trJe also Ëalk about the equipment avail-

able to us and Ëhe experimental techniques used.

chapter III is the fírsË of two on our experimental

work and gives accounts of invesËigations of FerS4r

FeCrrS4 r CdCrrSO and FeRhrSO " Chapter IV concerns

Itself vrith experiments on the mixed crystals

Cdl-xFe*Cr2S4 0 (x <1. Chapter V states where vre

stand regardíng the exisËíng explanations of the

magnetl-c properties of Ëhiospinels and offers our

reasons, tr^le also summarise the more ínteresting of

our findings.

There are a number of people Ëo thank for

theLr varíous contríbutlons. Tt is a pleasure to

acknowledge my frfend and erstwhile colleague J.M'D"

Coey, wlth whom I worked on the FerSO study' Thanks

are also due to G.A. SawaEzky ¡'rhose example and

attitudes so greatLy influenced me when T first came
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to this university. Our last post doctoral fellot'r,

D.C. Price tras ilore than helpfu1 on several occasions

Many faculty members have, êt various tiines, given

me advice and help o in particular, Prof essors C "\^I'

Searle, P.D. Lo1y, P" Gaunt, \^I"H" Kleiner and I^l'N"R"

SEevens, Ëo all of Èhem I express rny ?,TatiÈude "

I have always enjoyed most excellent

relations with Èhe technical staff of our department.

They have alrvays been most understanding and special

word of. t,hanks goes to Mr. R.H" Batt.eno Mr, G. Knote,

Mr. P, Lindsay and ì4r " J . Sewell " The ladies who

have at Llmes typed letÈers and Papers for me have

always done an excellent job, for r,¡hich Ëhey reallv

deserve more than a mention" My wife, Míchele, t¡¡ped

and indexed. this thesis f or il€ ¡ an eÍ.f orL marked by

unflagging enthusíasm, âÊtention to detail and not a

1i t t 1e pat J-ence 
"

During the couïse of my studies I have

received monies from the uni.¡ersity of ManiËoba for

mínor teaching duties buÈ the bulk of. my financía1

support came from the grant my ".rpl"t.risor 
received

from Ëhe Defence Research Board of Canada" The work

$ras supervised by Professor A"H. Þtorrish and to him

I owe my greatest debc of thanks. He has always

treated me well, ericouraged my efforts and discussed

my rvork, He suggested many of Èhe. experiments and

contributed to them ln manY wayS.
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Exper'imental studies of several sulphide

spinels are presenËed. The techniques used r¡rere

magnetization and elecËricâ1 resistívity measurements

and Mössbauer Effect spectroscopy. All the work was

performed on polycrystal-1ine powders; the crystal

structures beíng determined by means of Debye-Sherrer

x-rray powder diffractíon methods" A variety of

nagnetíc and elecÉrical properÈies \'rere observed but

it is concluded Ëhat a good understanding of all the

compounds can be had in terms of the qualitative

ídeas set out by Goodenough {f}" Several qual-ítaËive

reasons are offered to support Èhts opinion and a

more quantlÈatíve test is also suggested. Specific

resulÈs for the various compounds are as follovtso

The spinel form of Fe3S4 Ís a ferrimagnet

with TFN=606"Kr Ëhe 1ow temperature momenÈ'

2.2 /'nlmoLecule, is Í.ar smaller than expected f rom
I'

any spín only val-ue consistent wfth the Mössbauer

st,udies and elecËrical measurements indicaËe semi-

meÈa111c conductlvíty suggesËfng the presen€,e of

partially l-oca1ízed and parÈLaLLy delocalLzed charge
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carr iers. The samples vüe sËudLed appear to be

typical of synthetíc Fe3S4; ín common wíth other

lnvestigations, we find large central peaks in the

Mössbauer spectra which vre account for partly

through superparamagnetic relaxatíon but largely

through spin sÈate changes resultíng from local

dtfferences ln chemical bonding.

FeCr2S4 is a semíconducÈor and orders

wíth a simple Ndel spin arrangement at 170oK,

The Mössbauer spectra show a magnetic hyperfine

sp1ítting and a quadrupoLe inËeracÈion below this
-ttemperature" The quantity äe'qQ is positive and

V makes an ang1-e of 11 + l-o with H, - unËiL Ttu20oKzz nt
when 0 beglns to decrease towards zeto and then

changes abruptly to 90o. Thís is accompaníed by a

change 1n slgn of the E,F"Go so that below 9"K !e2qQ

1s negatlve and there is also a smal-L assymmetry

parameter. l,tre attribuËe this to a J-T sLabiLízatíon

of the 5n (¡'.2+) ground sËate and suppose Ëhat the

E.F.G" above 10"K is a result of dvnamic stabilj-za-

tion.

AtEempts to synthesize FeRhrS4 met wfÈh

partiaL success and samples containing about LO%

impurity phase r¡rere studied. The gpinel phase is

stabfllzed by annealing aË 500oC afËer quenchíng

from temperatures above 900"K; however, the quenching

lnduces sLraíns" apparently on a loca1 basis, so thaÈ
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\'L07. of Ëhe iron sltes exhibit a large quadrupole

splltting at room temperature whí1e the others

show a sma1l or zero splitËíng. Magnetization and

Mössbauer measurements indicate anËiferromagnetíc

order wiËh TN=215+5"K 0=-240"K" The Curíe constant

C"=3.2 is in keeping with the exPectaËion of only

Fe2* 1n the compound, a view conflrmed by the total

spectrum shlf t "

The compounds Cd1-xFe*CrZS+ 0(x<1 ate all

ferrlmagnets wfËh Tr* rangíng from 96oK(1=0.05) to

165"K(x=0"9) in a smooËh fashÍon" The Curie-l¡leíss

parameter 0 changes from 130"K(x-0 " 05) to -223"K

(x=0.9) but. the variation is noË contínuouso Ehere

being an abrupt change from positive to negaËive

values between x=0,4 and x=0.5. Resistívíty

measurements show that a1l- the compounds are semi-

conductors indtcaÈing l-ocalízed electron behaviour

and a sSmple mode.l is offered to explain why the

Curl-e consËants are not always in keeping with those

expected from spín only consideraÈíons. The

Mössbauer specËra of Èhese compounds a:re extremely

complicatedo all but the members with x=0.9 and 0.05

show quadrupole splitting above Ehe ordering temp-

eratures. This quadrupole sp1ítting ls, temperature

dependent. Once below the ordering temperature all

spectra show evidence of quadrupole interactíons



and a1-L spectra have temperaEure dependent llne

widths. I^le suggest Ëhat thls results f rom a

comblnatlon of effects. On Èhe one hand there Ís

a time dependent E.F.G" resultlng from dynamic

J-T stabJ-:."zzation and on Èhe other¡ Proximity

effects resulttng from a variety of environments

with dtfferent elastíc anísotroPY.

1" J"B, Goodenough, J, Phys" Chem. Solids, 30' 26L,
L969 "
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There are five sections in this introductory

chapter, which are intended to lay the ground work for
this description of our study of some transition metal

sulphides with the spinel structure" The first section

describes the spinel structure. Section 2 is devoted

to sulphur, and an attempt is made to indicate why we

should expect sulphides to exhibit rather different
properties from theír related. oxides" Section 3 consists

of a few notes on chemical bonding" In section 4 we

indicate the nature of arguments leading to the concepts

of localized and collective behaviour of electrons,
ending with a hint of the variety of properties that are

encountered in sulphide spinels" Section 5 describes

how spinel sulphides, or at least some of themo can be

svnthesized 
"

]-" THE SPTNEL STRUCTURE.

Descriptions of the spinel structure can be

found in í,2\ . In what follor,ys we shall try to give

as clear a summary as possible,

We start by considering the anion sublattice"
This is sketched in part in figure I, fn the figure, the



2"

Figure 1 " To ll1us trate the f. c. c. anion sËacking.

6 face centred atoms circumscribe an octahedral or B-site.

Sites such as these are sit.uated at body centres and cube

edges, Between a face of the octahedron and the nearest

cube vertex atom is a tetrahedral or A-site. There are

twice as many tetrahedral as octahedral interstices.

In order to see where the cations are positioned

we note that the space group is 0J E F3dm the crystal-n
structure being first determined for Fe{fe- }0 and

24
Mg{af }O {3i" Figure 2 illustrates the atomic positions

-cL

in tf,e primitive unit cell which is % the sj-ze of the unit

cell and has two of the anion units shown in figure 1.

Anions are denoted X and occupied octahedral sites are

denoted B" The anion positions are identical in each

octant and each is co-ordinated by four cations 3B and 1.A.

fn figure 2t the line joiníng X, and *" is in a <111>

t'
\ 

'--
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direction and on this line lie the two occupied A-sites

in t.he primitive cell o between these A-sites is an un-

occupied B-site and it is characteristic of the A-sites

that the nearest octahedra are empty" If we start at 
",

and look along the .ÍtO> every available B-site is occupied

A translation from B- .-t0t> takes us to the plane of B-sites
L

above B and looking in a <110> from B all the available
L2

octahedral sites are fuIl" Símilar (001) planes repeat

every fourth layer and sínce cubic symmetry is preserved

the f.c.c. ceIl of figure 1 is doubled in a1l three

directions" Table 1 summarises the unit cell atomic

positions and the four translations needed to generate

the rest of the unit cell.

Table 1" Atomic Positions In The Spinel Structure.

Co-ordinates relative to êo

BXA

oøaøo

\'\'\

5/B | 5/B ,5/B

7/B,V/8u5/8

5/8,7 /8,7 /B

7/805/8,7/8

ururu

urúrú

urll ,u

larl-1rU

\4u,\+u,4-u
\'u,4-u,\,'u
4*u,\,'u,\+u
þq'lJ r\'u r\,+u

Plus four translations
among the octants

(0 o 0 n 0 ¡ 0,1,\¡4, 0 oÞrîÞ2,Þ2, 0)
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Figure 2 
"

PosiËions of aLoms in Ëhe primitive cel1.



The primitive ceIl thus contains 16 anions

4 B-site and 2 A-site cations and the unit cell twice

these numbers" The lattice þarameter ao of table t is

defined in figure 2 and the parameter u is defined in

terms of the anion cation separat'ions i'e"

AX=ao (vL/ A) ß

BX=ao (5/g_u)

while BB=L/4(ao{Z)

and AA=L/ 4 (ao,ß)

In the ideal f.c,c. lattice u=3/8 but this generally

makes the A-sites too small for cation occupancy so that

most spinels have u>3/8. The anions are displaced along

one of{<111>} away from the nearest A-site cation" This

movement results in trigonal fields at the B-sítes but

they are in different <11I> directions for each of the

B-cations in the primitive ceIl. Thus overall cubic

symmetry is preserved. This trigonal component is super-

posed on a component arising from the B-cation latLice in

any case. At any B-site the two trigonal fields are

oppositely directed. The A-site symmetry is perfectly

cubic.

As we have seen, the primitive cell contains six

cations, meaning thatu in total, there must be síx magnetic

sublattices. The B*site array is complicated, if we

number the latt.ices 
"r-"uand 

choose any cation for example

one belonging to B_ then it is co-ordinated by six other

cations, two from each of B-, B^ r and B, "234
In fiqure 3a
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(a)

TLlustrating
(a) rhe 4 B

lattices.

the 6 l"lagneÈic
sublatËices (b)

(n \\,v /
Sublattíces
the 2 A sub-

FÍgure 3 
"
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\^/e have tried to illustrate the arrangement" Because

there is no obvious \^Iay that the B sublattices can be

arranged into interpenetrating lattices, there is a

possibility of complex spin arrangiements among the

cations" The A-site cations are more straJ-ghtforwardly

arranged into two interpenetrating f.c.c" lattices such

that a cation belonging to A_ is Letrahedrally co-ordinated

by four A-site cations belonging to Ar.

is itlustrated in fiqure 3b"

This arrangement

SULPHUR AS AN ANTON"

As we shal-I see latero suphide spinels exhibit

a very wide variety of properties, much greater than the

diversity among comparable oxidic spinels" The reasons

why this should be so are not particularly clear, but it

is certain that the nature of sulphur t QY rather its

character as an anionu must play an important role" In

table 2 some physical quantities associated with sulphur

and oxygen are given. It seems natural to compare the tr,vo

elements since later we shal1 often try to relate the

properties of an oxide with those of a similar sulphide.

First we note that sulphur is a bigger atom

than oxygen. This means that, t,he outer electrons (3s23p4)

wj-lI be better shielded from the nuclear charge than the

l2s22p4) electrons in oxygen and it follows that the sulphur

ion S2-wilI be able to sustain greater derzj-atíons from
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charge syftìmetry in its surroundings than will 02- . As a

resulL, there is the possibility of forming a larger number

of sulphides than oxides with a given crystal structure"

This follows from the way in rnzhich the crystal structure

is determined by the Madelung and poJ.arizåt.ion energies"

The Madelung energy is lowesc when the anion is co-ordinated

symmetrically by cations of opposite charge. In the event

that the cations are not all similar, the position of the

anion will be displaced towards the cation with the highest

polarizing power. The larger the anj-ono the more polariza-

tion it can sustain and the less exacting the demands of

the polarization energy" It follows quite naturally that

a crystallographic distortion that occurs in an oxide may

not occur in the corresponding sulphide or, if it does,

then it will likelv be at a much lower temperature"

Table 2" Some Properties of Oxygen and Sulpher"

PROPERTY SULPHUR OXYGEN

Atomic Number
Atomic Weight,
Electron Conf igurat.i.on ^

Atomic Radius 1_ (A)
roni-c Radius (x- ) (A)
Covalent Radius (1\)
Paul ing Electro¡negativity
Number

16
32"07
(Ne)3s23p4
L"27
I.B4
L"02

2"5

ð
L6
(He) 2 s22p\

1"40
0"73

?q
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Leaf bl-ank to correct nurnbering.
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Next we note that sulphur is much less electro-

negative than oxygen. On the Pauling scale {4} oxygen is

assigned an electronegativity of 3.5 and is the most

electronegative element known. Sulphur, on the other hand,

is assigned 2"5 and is only slightly more el-ectronegative

than elements that generally behave as cations in chemical

compounds. e"g" Fe is f"B, Rh is 2.2" Two important

results arise rrom this fact, regardless of the absolute

accuracy of the Pauling scale {5}. In the first place, a

sulphur lattice will find it. difficult to sustain any but

the lowest ionization states of the cations in it." Thus"

although there is plenty of ervidence for the simultaneous

presence of Fe2* and S2-, e,g. FeS and hexagonal Fe3S4,

the evidence for the existence of Fe2S3is at best dubious

{6}, which suggest.s that Fetl is unstable in the sulphur

lattice" Secondly, bonds between metal atoms and sulphur

will be considerably less ionic in character than bonds

between the same metal and oxygen. Vühile there is no

absolute difference between an ionic and a covalent bond,

the fact that the bonding electrons are distributed

differently between the bonded atoms makes a considerable

difference to the physical character of the compound formed

{7 }" We shall make some further remarks about chemical

bonding in the next section. Suffice for the moment to

say that,where the bonding is strictly ionic, the forces

between ions are non-directional whereas i-n the covalent

bond, the bonds are highfy directional. fn the former
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case, crystals can be pictured as arrays of close packed

hiqhly co-ordinated hard spheres but in the latt.er o the

direct.ionality and symmetry requirements of the bonds

place severe limitations on the geoinetric arrang:ement

of atoms "

The hard sphere model can be tested in the

case of two isomorphous compoundsn for example (Êe) {C:: }O24
and (Fe) {Cr }S " In the spinel (re) {Cr }O , the lattice

24-24

parameter is 8.37 å, at room temperature {Br9}whereas from

table 2, we would have expected 'v7 "g4 å, for a close packed

02' l-attice, the indication being that the cation l-attice

has caused an expansion of Lhe oxygen lattice. The cr3+-o2-

distance is 2.Og å which compares favourably with the

distance predicted by the j-onic radii, i.e " 2"Og A. For

the spinel (Fe) {Crr}Su"o=9"996Å {tOrtt} whereas, we

calculate lO.OS å, tor a close stacked f.c.c. 52- lattice,
consideration of the Cr3*-S2- distance leads to 2.35 Å

comparqd with a predicted value of 2.53 Ä. Obviously it
is wrong to take the ionic radius of 52- as a gauge for
finding the l-attice spacing¡ we should take a smal-Ier

number and this suggests at least some covalency in the

cation anion bonds. Consideration of the A-site situation
leads to Fe'*-S2-=2.43Ä which is considerably less t.han

t.he hard sphere model value of 2,60Å"

One further feature of sulphur is íts ability
to form molecular ions (S") even in the solid state"



Thus, the compound pyrite Fe(S"): is extremely conmon

as a natural mineral but its partner oxide Fe(O"): is
unknown. It is also noteworthy that sulphur compounds

often demonstrate a strong tendency to support non-

stoichiometric structures, usually in the form of vacancy

ordered, cation deficient, compounds, the pyrrhotites for
example" Such non stoichiometry greatly depletes the

anion p orbitals since charge conservatj-on demands holes

in the valence band to compensate for the cation deficiency.

Under the circumstances it is interesting to enquire why

the complex anion (S"): is not formed in such compounds"

In the equilibrium "i.t.r.tion two holes are localized on

t.he anion, their energy is given by:

t

4ne
c

r
where r is the separation of
of the Ne cores.

is î,102kca1/mole {L2} hence we mustThe (S^) bond energy
2

have

r.ve 2 N^

. Treo lï--1õ-s'v3.34

In the pyrrhotit.es the 52- -.q2- separation is .v3.54Å, {13 } ,

somewhat larger than the result above. A perfect spinel

with the lattice parameter of 9"35À would have a S2- -S2-

separation tu3.3å,, This is somewhat smaller than normally

found. It seems plausible however, t.hat in loca1 defect

structure regions, there may be a t.endency towards (S"):
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format,ion "

In suflìmaryu many of t,he differences between

oxides and sulphides can be traced back t,o the different

electronegativities of the two elements. For' although

sulphur is similar chemically Lo oxygen, it will only form

simple ionic structures wit,h the most electropositive

metals, otherwise t,he bonding is predominantly covalent

and this fact must. be t,aken into account when attempting

to explain the observed properties of sulphide compounds.

3. CHEMTCAL BONDING"

No new ground will be broken in this section,

it is included in order to introduce various terms and

concepts that will be useful later. The ideas are explained

in a variety of text books of which {t4,15116} are as help-

ful as any"

ße Ar

Flgure 4 
"

The hydrogen mol-ecule problem.
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Perhaps the best way to start is with an example

and the simplest is that, of the hydrogen molecule" Vüe

follow Tinkham {14} and, referring to figure 4, write the

Hamiltonian as:

H,,-r/ 2 ¿1-r / 2L?-tlR" _ -1lR" .-1lRn _ -1lRr. .+7/ r_ _+1/Rr¡' 2 I - .4 1 a2 ,l u2 12

There are no exact solutj-ons to the problem so we need to

approximate and the usual approach is to suppose that the

elecLrons I and 2 will have hydrogenic wavefunctions

associated with each of the nuclei a and b and that the

overall wavefunction of the molecule will be a linear

combination of such wavefunctions. lfe may consider two

possibilities:

tr=*(a(1)+b(1) ) (a(2)+b(2) ) {o(1) ß (2)-g(1)cl Q) }24

ú =N(a (I)-b(1) ) (a(2)-b(2) ) {e(1) ß (2)-g(1) o Q) }24'2

Where N is a normalization factor and e anrl ß are spin

functions necessary to give ü, and ü, the antisymmetrical

properties required for fermions. If we just' look at the

space parts we have:

ì, 
^a 

(I ) a(2) +b (1) b ( 2) +a(1)b ( 2) +b(1) a (2)
t

ür .ta (1) a(2¡ +b (I (b (2) -a(1!b (2) -a(1) a (2)
2

The I'correct " \nravefunction will presumably be some combina-

ti-on like:

Ô=CrÚrotrÚ,

where C and C are varied until <þ | H | þ> is aL a minimum.
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Vrlhat we shall d.o howevero is just examine the terms in

the spatial parts of úrand Ürto see what they mean"

There are two sorts of terms. The first, like

a(I)a(2), clearly concentrates the electrons on the nuclei'

The second, like a(1)a(2I concentrates the charges between

the nuclei, a situation which would appear to be most favour-

able since the electrons then experience attractive potent-

ials from both nuclei" Terms like a(1)a{2) are ionic,

whereas a(I)b(2) is a covalent term. The variational proced-

ure determines the relative weights of each of the two types

of term necessary to obtain the correct binding energy of

t.he mo1ecule. Consequently¿ wê see that there is no physical

difference between the terms ionic and covalent bonding they

are parts of the same problem. Any confusion that may arise

does so because of the approximate mod.els used to describe

the bonding in a given cryst.al"

Thus, in electrostatic Crystal Field Theory

(C.F.T.), zero weight is placed on the covalent terms. In

this mod.el, charge is transferred completely from the outer

orbitals of the more electropositive atom and placed in

t.he empÈ,y orbitals of the more electronegative atom" The

atoms become ions carrying formal charges and they are

bo,und together electrostatically.

rn the Valence Bond Theory (V.B"T. ) {4 }, zero

weight is given to the ionic terms" Instead, appropriate
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combinations of atomic orbitals are combined into a new seL

of hybrid orbitals and these are filled qTith electrons that

belonged to the metal and the non-met,al components. The

bonds predicat.ed are the most stable that can be formed

between the metal and the ligand.

Molecular orbital Theory (M"o"T") {tZrta} takes

both aspects into account and it is basically a better

approximation than either c.F,T, or v.B"T. The mechanics

of the method have really been illustrated by the hydrogen

molecule problem. vühat we have in rf rand \)2 are two linear

combinations of atomic orbitals (A'.O. )' (hyd'rogen s wave-

functions). In one of them, the overlap region is added

in, whereas it is subtracted out f.ot the other. Two

"molecular orbitals't are formed, the one having the over-

lap included is at a lower energy than the other because

of the favourable potential for eleetrons between the

nuclei. This is called a bonding orbital (denoted o)

whereas, the other is called an antibonding orbital

(denoted o*),
At this point a diagram becomes necessary,

and we refer to figure 5" In figure 5a, we show the

situation just described" Note that the energy difference

o*-o depends on the size of the overtap. If t.he overlap

were zeyoo then the atomic orbitals would be unchanged

in energy from that in the free atom, such orbitals are
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then call-ed non bonding. Figure 5b shows the same

exercise but for p or d orbitals. Figure 5c shows another

type of overlap possible for p and d orbitals because of

the fact that these atomic orbitals have zero amplit,ude

at the nucl-eus" The M"O. formed are denot.ed n and' r*.

Charge resides above and below, but not onr the bond axis"

A simple measure of bond strength is the numerical value

of the angular function along the bond. axis; hence, since

in n bonding there is a plane along the bond axis where

there is zero probability of finding an electrono r bonding

is always weaker than o bonding.

As we mentioned in section 2 ' the bigger the

electronegativity difference in the atoms entering the bond

the more ionic is the bond, Tn the M.o. picture, electro-

negativity enters via the energy difference of the A.o.'s

used in forming each bonding and antibonding orbital. Thus

the greater the electronegativity difference, the greater

is the energy dj-fference of like A.O.!s and the greater the

ionic character of the bond formed.

To summarise then the following points are

important;

(i) The greater is the overlap of the A.o" from

which the M"O. are formed, the greater is the

energy difference between the bonding and anti-
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bonding orbitals"
The greater is the electronegativity difference
of the two elements entering a bondi_ng process,

the greater is the energy difference of their
corresponding A.O" and the more ionic is the

bond formed.

For A.O. with spherical symmetry only o bonds

can be formed, all other A.O. form both n and

o bonds" This fact is important in determining

a parameter cal-l-ed crystal field splitting"
Bonds formed from n overlaps are weaker than

bonds formed from o overlaps.

(iii)

( iv)

4" DESCRTPTTONS OF d-ELECTRONS"

There exist two extreme ways of describing

electrons in solids viz, localized and collective. The

explanat,ions of the behaviour characteristic of the terri-
tory between these extremes is a subject of continuing

theoretical investigation" There are however, several

basic ideas that can be used to give at l-east a qualita-
tive understanding of the situat.ion and what follows is
a very brief out.line of these ideas" Useful references

are { åS,19} .

We start faírly far back and mention that from

the solut.ions to bhe hydrogen aLom problem, it is possible
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to obtain zeyo order d-electron wavefunctions i"e. the

solutions when the angular momentum quantum number Ð=2"

These have the angular dependencies:

Ú - tu stn""*o{tizÖit2
Ú*,t"inocosoexp{ti0}
,lr 

^,^ 
2g .r/o -Jcos v-J-

(A co-ordinate system is defined in figure 6a)

Linear combinations of these angular functions

are taken to form the real functions that are sketched

in figures 6b,c, and d. The linear combinations used are:

ü, =üo '(2r" -*'-r') / t'
, r- ^ ? 2. 2

$r= (ü z+V_) / 
/ 2 tu(x- -y- ) / r-

b = (ú -tf \ /õ. tu(xy) /12.3 . 2 ,_2! |

,/'-2
u=(V JV4) l{2 N(zx) /r-

0 u= (úr-ü_, ) /6 ,(yr) /r'

The first thing to note about the orbital-s is that there

are two types, a group of two that have lobes along the

cartesian axes and a group of three that have lobes pointing

between the axes. The first group 0r and q2 are denoted

e- the second group ô , ö o $- are denoted t^,^r. In the
g '3 '4 's 2Y

light of our previous remarlçs on the M"O" approach to

bondingr w€ see that this division has some interesting

conseguences when the cation is co-ordinated by a set of

ligands. Consider octahedral co-ordinationo the eg group

are directed towards the ligands whereas the trn grouP are
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4îíi>
Þ* , b*, Q"

(c)

Flgure 6. Illus trating d-orbf Ëa1s "

(d)

directed between them. Hence the eg group overlap with

the anion orbitals and are therefore involved in o type

bonding and antibonding whereas, to a first approximation,

the t d group are non-bond.ing" Consider thenu the hypothet.i-
2V

cal {r'es } complex shown in figure 7 " All to1d, the

cation s and p, and the anion o orbitals combine to give 4

bonding M"O" and 4 antibonding M.O. The cation eg group

provide 2 more bonding and 2 more antibonding M.O. whereas

the L ,g group are non-bonding" lVe expecL the oU* to fal1

wíthin t,he band of o(s-p) orbítals but od to falI below

o *(s-p) and above the non-bonding t"g" Henceo with the

(q)
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available electrons, all the o states are filledo all the

o *(s*p) orbitals are emptyo between them is a gap in

which 1ie the t rg and the od* and there are six electrons

to place in these 5 orbitals" Apparently, we could put

all six in the trg ot four in trg -td two in o.u. one of

the consequences of the symmetry of the d-o:ibltale ís that

in a crystal, the degeneracyo normally 5 fold, is partially

removed and a 3 fold ptrus a 2 fold degeneracy remains.

Another is that problems about what to assign as the ground

state arise" Of interest is the energy difference between

t ,g urd odn "

splittingo we

In C.F.T., this is called t.he crystal field

shall retain that name but sometimes this

splitting is called the ligand field sp.l-itting. Had we

chosen to look at a tet-rahedral site (4 çe-erdination) we

would have obtained a similar result but the roles of the

e and t groups would be reversed"q 2cÍ

The ground state problem is tackled using Hund's

rures and s6me íntuition' Hund¡s first rule {20} states

Of the terms given by equivalent electrons,

those wit,h greatest (2S+1) are favoured and

of theseu the most favourabl-e is that with

the greatest L"

Here L and S are the total orbital and total spin angular

momentum numbers. The word term here is a reference Lo a

spectroscopic notation denoting different angular momentum

states
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As an illustration, take a free Fe2* ion.

There are 6 d-el-ectrons so r making use of the Pauli

Exclusion Principle, the maximum (2S+1) is (2(5/2-L/2)+t)=5.

For 6 d-etectronsr wê have L=0,L,2, there are therefore'

SrP and D terms. From these terms, uS, tP, uD we pick

sD as the ground s€ate sd¿nee th$s has Ë,he greatest L asso-

ciated with it."

Hundls rule tells us that as far as possíble

electrons prefer to line up with their spins parallel.

This is partly because in this fashion double occupancy

of spatial orbitals is minimised and so¿ therefore, is

electron-electron repulsion, but it. is also because the

magnetic exchange interaction among the electrons favour

the largest possible (2S+1) " If we apply these considera-

tions to the hypot.hetical complex of f igure 7 ' v¿e see that

the first three electrons readily enter Èrn but the next

two can only be placed in od* if:

Aex>Ac. f "

where Aex is the intra-atomic exchange energy. If this is

the case, then we have the electron configuration
sT (t 4,o -*2) o if the reverse is true, then we will get

?-g' 2q d
la ^(t ]6ro,*O). The short notations of the electron con-

19 2Y L¿

figurations s¡F r^ ârê derived from the irreducible- z9o "lg

representations of cubic symmetry for t.he (zL+I) dimensional

representation of the continuous notation group. Table 3
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below, shows how they are derived from the ground state

term sD. How the choice is made between the two high

spin states uT 
- and sE- belonging to sD is a matter of29g

considering the degeneracy of the state formed. If the

sixth electron is placed it trg then there are 3 ways of

doing it and we require a ground state that is triply

degenerate i.e. uT^-. The tA- state is called a l-ow29 rg

spin state¡ wê have 3 doubly occupied orbitals, therefore,

L=O¡ S is clearly zetor so the representation must be

chosen from the terms consistent with 15.

Table 3. Relationship Between Ground St'ate Term and
Decomposition into I.R"

DECOMPOSTTÏON
Ã-------E

1g 29g T (Mu11iken )

(Bethe )
(Degenerac

IIUMBER
OF

TERMS

I

1

2

3

4

/l
=

6

TERM L

SO

P1

D2

F3
u=

H5

I6

fr
I

fz
I

Ig
2

lg
f,¡
3

2g

ls
3

0

l-

0

I
1

2

I

0

0

t
I
L

I

2
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It may be thought that because there are electrons
in a partially filled M"O. odn, these electrons must

behave like those in a metal. consider now a whole

collection of complexes such as that in figure 7, odu

cert.ainly does extend throughout the whole crystal but

because it is antibonditg, electrons in it belong to

the cation sublattice" As long as the coulomb potential Ul,

that normally traps the free atomu s electrons in the

potentiat well of. the nucleus, remains large enough in

the crystal to sPlit oU* into up spin and down spin states,

then it is still reasonable to describe the cations in

terms of the crystal fie1d. states like sT 
- etc. t2Lt.

z9
This brings us rather abruptly to the nub of this section.

Consider a cation in a crystal and suppose that

the d-electrons are associated with it in much the same

\,ùay as they would be were it a free atom, ie. the cation

has some well defined crystal field st.ate corresponding

to an ionization state ¡afff , Consider removing an electron

from this ion so that MË becomes M (n+r)+. This requires

the energy U, Oy which the two states are separated" fn

a crystal however¡ w€ must arrange for the electron to

become trapped somewhere else, presumably on a like,

neighbouring cation whose staLe changes from Ml* to M (n-1)+'

suppose the net amount of energy required for transfer

is U, and assume that a transfer energy b is available" So

long as U>b t,hen clearly, a localized electron picture holds
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but if U5b then a collective electron description is

necessary and the assignment of crystal field states

and formal valencies becomes meaningless.

A little more detail will perhaps clari-fy the

situation" We have already hinted that U, is not the same

as the free atom potential Ut. Consid.er iot example the

d-orbitals, they are no longer equivalent so that if there

are mc)re than 3 d-electrons, some will be less stable

than others, Hence Ul is lov¡ered by the surrounding atoms,

Electrons in orbitals closest to surrounding atoms feel

their parent nucleus' potential less strongly so it appears

that the influence of the surroundings is in the nature

of a screening effect" As the screening becomes larger

and larger¿ so the electrons become less and less tightly

boundr so that the net transfer energy U is of the form:

Un g2 exp (-tr _ ^ )t2,,,
where r is the separation of the cations and E is a

T2

screening parameter" To j-ncrease the screening effect,

it appears from the arguments concerning the stability of

the d-orbitals, that we must increase the overlap with the

anion orbitals" For these two cations we musto by analogy,

decrease r , but this would tend to increase U so we
l2

conclude that Ç must, be a function that. increases with

increasing overlap.

The t,ransfer energy available from the overlap
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integral is of the form:

b"v/rf*hg d1
2L

where h represents the change in local potential at

cation 1 as a result of the presence of cation 2. ft

is therefore clear that b increases as t'he overlap

increases, and since U decreases at the same time,

there must be a critical value of b where the localized

picture goes over to a collective picture for the d-electrons

{21}"

The wavefunction" ü, and '4)2 are d-electron

wavefunctions but they cannot be the simple zero order

functions ô , ó etc; because of the overlap wíth the
T2

anions, ãt least in compounds that we shall be considering.

Some account must be taken of the covalenL, mixing of the

anion functions. Thereforeo for octahedral sites¡ we

might for example write:

ú.=No(oe+Ào0o) and Út=*n(0t+Àd0n)
¡

Where þ and ó- represent the functions associated with the' 'e 't
qroups of e^ and t - orbitalso Àoand À *are covalent

929
mixing parameters, 0o and 0o are site symmetrized s, no

and p orbitals and N and N are normalizing constants.'Tr o 'lT

On tetrahedral- sites, it is the t -. orbitals that o bond
z9

and the e^ that n bond and we might. write:
Y

U -N (0 +À 0 ) and r!,=N (0.+À_0_)
ETETITÍTOSOO
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although the Àrrrtro,þnuþo will be different for the two

sites "

Naturally, direct experimental measurement of

any one of the parameEers involved, is fraught with dif-

ficulty because of their interdependence. A study of

compounds can however, be justified because it is possible

to at least draw inferences about the ways in whích

various factors musL be influencing the observations.

For example, in sulphide spinelso direct d-elect.ron over-

lap is unlikety because the cation separations are deter-

mined by the stacking of the larger anions" Therefore,

drastic changes in observed properties in comparable

compounds indicate the role of cation-anion covalency.

To sum up thenr w€ can say that the character

of d-electrons in a compound will be determined by several

factors. In the localized regime, the initial ionization

state and. the extent to which covalent overlap with anionic

p orbitals de-stabilizes the d-orbitals are probably the

most important. The properties of compounds that give

evidence of this characLer are activated electrical con-

ductj-on, paramagnetic Curie constants that. are consistent

with well defined ionization states, and low temperature

saturat.ion magnetizations consistent with localized spins"

In the collective regime, metallic behaviour is expectedo

the inference being that the proximity of other atoms so
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completely shields electrons from the nuclear charges

that there is no question of electrons belonging to any

particular nucleus. In the intermediate regime there are

no obvious guide lines but intuitively we expect }ow acti-

vaLion energy conduction with rather low resist'ívity

indicating broad bands separated by small energy 9aPS,

the inference being that b is close to but smaller than

some critical value b"; or semi-metallic conductivity i"e"

Iittle or no temperature dependenceu the inference being

that b¿b."

5. PREPARATION OF SULPHIDE SPINELS"

The method used to prepare most of the compounds

studied is that described in {10}" There are however'

several technicalities that are worth emphasizing because

it. is rarely that complete details of experimental prepara-

tions are found"

Stoichiometric quantities of the required

elements are weighed and mixed together thoroughly.

Mixing may be effected in a ball mill or by hand with a

pestle and mortar. Ball milling is most satisfactory when

Iarge quantities of the initial mix are required, hand

grinding is satisfactory for small quantities" Whether

Iarge or small quantities are prepared depends mainly on

the price of the reagienLs involved, a factor that is

deLermined by the purity and rarity.
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For samples used in magnetization measurements

we generally used reagent grade elements (99"98 assay),

so large quantities n1009 could be made and the inítial

mixj-ng was done in a glass balt mill. Some of our Mössbauer

samples needed to be enriched. in the isotope s 7Fe for good

Mössbauer absorption. This isotope comes 99"999? pure so

generally \de used spectrographically pure reagents for

the rest of the elements" We, therefore, made only small

quantities tlg and hand ground the elements in an agate

mortar and pestle" We also used spectrographically pure

starting elements when conductivity specimens were prepared"

After grinding, the mj-x was introduced into

quartz or vycor ampuls o evacuated and sealed. These ampuls

h/ere made in the form of test tubes with a necked portion

about 1 inch long, 3 inches from the closed end, the open

end being roughly 2 inches from the necked region. The

ampuls were throughly cleaned before use by soaking them

in an 80 220 I{CL/H2O, mixture and washing with distilled

water. They were vacuum dried prior to use, The evacua-

tion of the ampul with the compound took ru12 hours, the

nominal pressure was lds mmHg and sealing was accomplished

with an oxy-acetylene torch"

After sealing it was necessary to carefully

remove all traces of grease from the outside of the ampul"

This can be done wit,h water and detergent or a high grade



acetone but lower grade solvents must be avoided since

they are futl of grease tiremselves. If grease is left on

the ampul, it will react and etch the surface, thus,

weakening it. so that explosions occur or oxidation of the

specimen results 
"

The actual firing must be approached with cautíon

on account of the high vapour pressure of sulphur' Three

precautionary measures ,miry . be adoPted. First, the

quantity of mix contained in the ampul can be kept to a

minimum, in an ampul 3 inches long 3/4 inch diameter and

I-2 mm waII thicknessi \^7e found 39 was a safe quantity.

Second, some of the free sulphur can be eliminated by using

stable sutphides instead of elements eg CdS instead of Cd,

transition metal sulphides were not used however¡ or account

of their tendency towards non-stoichiometry" Third, the

firing can be done in stages" Thusr wê held the tempera-

ture below 400" C for t,he first 5 hours so that some degree

of reaction occurred and reduced the free sulphur concen-

tration" The temperature was then raised slowly to 850

900" C f.or the next 45 hours after which time the ampul

was allowed to cool slowIy in the furnace" After this

treatment u the sample was in the form of a grey/black

sintered lump. This product was thoroughly reground,

pelletedo resealed and fired for a furt.her 48 hours at

850" C" At the end of this t,ime, the furnace temperature

was briefly raised to 1100" C and then the ampul was
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allowed to cool in the furnace. We have tried to give

an indication of the improvemenL in qu.ality that. results

after two firings by showing in figure B part of the

FeKcr x-ray powder diffraction pattern of one of our

samples (a) after I firing (b) aft.er the second firing.

Notice how much sharper are t.he high angle reflections in

(b) compared with (a) also note that. in (b) the x-ray

doubtet is clearly resolved whereas in (a), the diffuse

nature of the reflections makes doublet resolution impos-

sibIe, This clarity indj-cated good homogeniety and str:ain

free crystallites of good size" Diffuse lines result

from inhomoqenietyu excessive random strain t ox a small

particle size,

The product after the second firing was not

in a form suitable for conductivity measurements, partly

because pieces tended to break off the pellet.s leaving

them irregularly shaped, but mainly because the density

was low" W€, therefore, inserted another stage in the

preparatj-on when conductivity samples were required"

After the first firing and grínding¡ w€ pressure si.ntered

0"5g lots into rectangular section pellets N\/4 ]€ L/4 x I/B

inches " This pressure sintering was accomplished by

pressing the reacted powder in a tool st.eel dye at 70u000

psi and 500" C for I hours in a nitrogen atmosphere.

After thús treatment, the pellets were hard enough for

their surfaces to be cleaned by mechanical grinding on
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Figure B. I11us trating the e

(a) Fired 48 ho 8

(b) Fired 96 h" B
r.êo't'indino ¡Ft¿sr116 q!

ffecE of firíng:

5Oo C furnace cooled;

50" C wÍ th intermediate
Ler 4B h. furnace cooled
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fine corundum paper. These pellets \^7ere then fired

and the resulting product was a regularly shaped piece

with density close to the theoretical x-ray density, to

be specific¿ wê obtained between 95 and 972 theoretical

dens ity "

One of the problems encountered in magnetic

measurements on compounds containing more than one catj-on

is that of cation distribution if there is more than one

type of crystallographic site" To avoid this problem'

we decided to use cations with well defined site prefer-

ences, and to do the heat treatments carefully so that

ful-I advantage could be taken of the site preferences.

While this tends to be somewhat restrictive, ít' is

worthwhile because the problem of deciding whether cation

distribution is seriously affecting results does not

arise. Thus, good B-site cations are cr3* and Rh3+.

The site preference of cr'* is a result of the two empty

en orbitals that form both o and n bonds on the octahedral

site t22\. Similar considerations are probably appjícab1e

to Rh3+ which is 1ow spin(1A'-^) on octahedral sites.
19

Good A-site cations are Cd and Zn" fron has no particular

preference for either site but it has little compatibility

with cr3* on octahedral siteso from{23}, it is apparent

that perhaps 109 of the octahedral sites can be doped

wíth Fe when Cr occupies the rest. The situation is

different in oxides {24}"
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This chapter has three sections' These

sections are subdivided into various parts" Thus

section I relates to the magnetization measurements,

section 2 to the electrical measurements and section

3 to the Mössbauer Effect spectroscopy. The first

part of each section reviews rnostly well known

theory relating to the type of experiment performed,

the second part describes experimental equipment and

the third part indicates the experimental procedures

adopted. section 3 deviates somewhat from this recipe

but not in a manner that is likely to be confusing.

In preparing the parts on basic theory

we have made use of a number of standard text books.

Thus¡ w€ found {f rZr:} useful- in preparing the notes

in section 1.1 and in section 2"1 we have been guided

by {¿, Sl . There are many good d.escriptions of the

Mössbauer Effect and the observable hyperfine inter-

acLionsowe found lø,1 ,Al usefull. We do not wish to
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imply that other works were ignoredo there are

references to various papers and reviews but some-

times \^/e are forgetful of our sources of common

knowledge.

MAGNET I ZATION MEASUREMENTS .

I Theoretical Background"

There are several topics that ought to

be introduced in this section for t,hese days, magnetism

covers a wide range of phenomena, but only a few of

them can be briefly deatt with here. All materials

exhibit the phenomenon of diamagnetism v¡hen a field

is appliedo by virtue of the motion of the electrons

and Lenz¡s Law. Paramagnetism is the magnetj-sm

associated wiLh ions that have well localized

el-ectrons in partially filIed d-subshells " If a

field H_-^_is applied to an array of such ions subjectapp

to the condition that:
gy'(e H.,s << hT <<b

where g is the gyromagnetic factor-z{Å" is the Bohr

magneton A is the multiplet separation and. T is the

absol-ute temperature, then a magnetization arises

because the field tends to align the electronic angular

momenta associated with each ion. The results of an

experiment where H___ andTare varied show that, the
app

magnetization at constant temperature is proportional
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which the ground state of the spin system may be

described. There are' howevero four broad catego-

ries that may be díst.inguished:

(i) Ferromagnetico

(ii) Antiferromagneticn

(iii) Ferrimagnetic,

(iv) NoncolIinear"

In order to decide which of these

possibilities pertains to a given compoundn consid-

eration must be given to a number of factors" A

rather thorough account of the procedures involved

is given in i9l. This aspecL of long range order

wilL not part,ícularly eoncern us, what we shalI do

is define what is meant by each of the terms.

A ferromagnetic ground state implies a

parallel array of equivalent spins on equivalent

crystallographic sites" Such orderinq leads to

spontaneous magnetism below Some critical temperature

T" called the curie Temperature. At low temperatures

<(Tc' a saturation magnetization is measured, cor-

responding to complete alignment of all the spins"

At higher temperatures the magnetization is smal-ler

as thermal energy tends to randomize the spin system.

The spontaneous maginetization, associated with long

range order, disappears at T. although a magnetization

associated with short range order may persist up to



perhaps 2T"" Far enough above T. the magnetic

susceptibility fol-lows a relationship:
-x-*=cy/ (T-0)

42"

(rr"3)

called the Curie-Vr7eiss Law and 0 is the positi-ve

intercept on the temperature axis when }-l i=
M

plotted against T. The parameter I j-s the l,{eiss

paramerer 
"

An antiferromagnetic ground state implies

the existence of at least two magnetic sublattices

arranged so that an ion on sublattice I has nearest

neighbours that belong to sublattice 2 onJ-y (and

vice-versa) " The ions on the two sublattices are

identical and their spins are aligned antiparal-1eI.

The temperature at which this type of long rangie

order occurs is called the Née1 point, TN. Bel-ow

rn t-ha crrlrl attices have magnetizatiOns Of equal.N

magnitude oppositely directed" Crystalline anisotropy

determines the common axis of the magnetizations and

the magnetic susceptibility is different as a field
j-s applied 8d or I to this axis. Thus, -[. to the easy

axis the suscept,ibility is roughly constant with
temperature whereas û0 to the easy axis the susceptí-

bility increases with increasing temperature up to TN.

There is no spontaneous magnetization, i.e. S*O as Eapp*O,

The Néel point is often illdefined. in magnetization
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measurements and may only be detectable because

the susceptibility follows a Curie-Weiss Law above

T., i.e"
L\

Ãr= crlfr+ I ) (rr"4)

Here, þ is the Weiss parameter and. is the negative

intercept on the temperature axis of " ë; -T plot

A ferrimagnetic ground state has some of

the characteristics of both the previous arrangements.

Thus, there are at least two magnetj-c sublattices

that may have ions of different types associated with

them. It is easier to consider a specific example

and we shall consider the spinel structure and for

simplicityr wê shall lump the B-sites together and

atl the A-sites toget,her and call them the B-sublattice

and the A-sublattice. Thus, even if the ions on A

and B are identical, ferfimagnetj-sm arises when So

is oppositely directed ¡e Se since lLao\ =%lU"\ . Hence,

a ferrimagnet shows a spontaneous magnetization below

some critical temperature called the Ferrimagnetic

Néel point, TFN. In this definition' LiO is always

collinear with $" so the low temperature saturation

magnetization depends on the number and magnitude of

the spins associated t¡lith A and B. The temperature

dependence of the spontaneous magnetization depends

on the individual temperature dependencies. of So and

Ie in accord.ance with theoreiical predictions by Néel Ê01
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for which a large body of experimental evidence
.,\existsLIf ,I2f " Just above Tr* the susceptibilit.y

is extremely complex but far enough above T"oo the

susceptibility follows a Curie-Weiss Law:

nr="r/ (r+0 ) ITT q\

simil-ar to an antiferromagnet" The constant C*

however, ís complicated because of the presence

of different ions:

õ-õ,^-\'.*Lø-Qc¡4=u¡+us=¿Nis'ilËJ1 (Ji+l)/3k+¿.1l]j sie43J j (Ji+1) /3k (II.6)
Lr

where Ni is the number of ions per mole of compound

with angular momentum J, on subl-attice A etc"

Non-Collinear spin arrangements arise

because of competing magnetic interactions or

anisotropy ax6s. rn [O] tfrere is a detailed. review

of the theoretical basis for such spin arrangements.

A good deal of work has been done on spinels. For

example in if:j the relative stabilities of the Néel

(Ferrimagnetic) arrangement, the triangular
(Jaffet-Kittel-) and the ferromagnetic spiral are

considered. In [faJtft" relative stabilities of the

antiferromagnetic and the ferromagnetic spiral

arrangements are considered" A concise account of

the subject with various examples is gíven in IZJ .

The existence of Hel-ical- spin arrangements was

predicted by the authors of [fSrf6,J,7]¡,. Canted
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antiferromagnetism and weak ferromagnetism also

represent examples of non-collinear spin arrange-

ments. The first arises from single ion anisotropy

terms and t,he example of NiS is dealt with in {-Z: ,

the second arises from antisymmetric spin inter-

actions first considered by the author of ffgì to

explain the weak ferromagnetism in Haematite.

At this point we give some consideration

to the type of information that we can obt.ain in

our Iab. and see in what ways this can be used to

draw inferences about the microscopic behaviout of.

the material. Regardless of whether there is a

long range ordering temperature or noL, we can

measure the magnetic susceptibility and., providing

the compound is not simply diamagnetic, we shall

determine C*". If the data yield a non ,"to A then
lvl

we ought to be able to find the long range ordering

temperature. The Curie constant yíelds information

about r.Þft and the sign of 6 will yield up informa-

tion regarding the principal magnetic interaction

in the compound, (This point v¡ill be dealt with

l-ater.). rc 0 is positive then we shall probably

be able to measure a spontaneous magnetizatj-on and

find an approximate value of the long range ordering

tempBrature. For a ferromagneL, the low temperature
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magnetic moment is given by:
t,,.¿[ =ncfJ

in units of 
-\/nolecule 

where n is the number of

ions per molecule " A measurement of¡t therefore,

yietds information that can be compared with

deductions made from the value of CM" For a ferri-

magnet the 1ow temperature magnetization must be

compared to values deduced from the various possible

ways of arranging the sublattice magnetizations.

It is also of ínterest to determine whether there

is any difference between Ê and f" or TU; how

nea¡:ly saturation can be approached, and the temp-

erature dependence of the spontaneous magnetization.

To obtain useful information from measurements of Þ

and T^ or T*,, \^/e need to consider rather specific
UN

models so r¡re look at this problem next.

At the basis of the concept of a magnetic

exchange interaction is the Paulí Exclusj-on Principle

and for localized electrons in orthogonal orbitals

the spin dependent contributions to the total energy

of a system can often be written as the operator f2:
È--=-2L¡:.s."s,rl t.j a I -r_ -l

(rr"7)

this expression is commonly known as the Heisenberg-

Dirac Hamíltonian" From a classical viewpoint Jij
is the exchange interaction energy of two spin vectors

S i and S . and a parallel or antiparallel alignment

of the spins is favoured as Jii is positive or negative.
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In the Weiss Molecu1ar Fj-eld Theory¡ w€

take a system of identical spins on equivalent

crystal sites and consider one maginetic atom" The

interaction of this atom with the rest of the svstem

is represented by an effective field proportional to

the average magnetization of the crystal, i.e.

H =N14
-a Ç Ç t¡7-

(rr"B)

(rr.9)

(rr"r0)

(rr" 11)

( rr.12 )

l-- a 1\tr-L"rJ/

The single ion Heisenberg Hamiltonian is from (II"7):
¿

ã =-2JS."Ë..-""j-'j=t :j
where Z ís the number of nearest neicrhbours to

+hthe ie¡¡ ion and Jii has been replaced by J since

aIl Z interactions are identical. The maqnetic

energy of the ion is:

H = Å,1"Il
-II, ','wherere[ 1s the magnetic moment which we consider

here to be the spin only value, i.e.

. !, =_g,ee|_

so from (IT.I0) and (II.11):

where NW is called the molecular field constant"

H =-sy'bs "-%rt
equating (II,9) and (Ir.12):

z
H -f 2.1/s¿4e ff- gi-€r_ i=l

No'uro with the assumptioñ that all magnetic ions

are identical, we replace the 9¡ by the average

value (S) and the averag:e magnetization is then:

(rr.14)



so from (II"t4) and (II.l3):

Tl^rr=2Jz S. =2.T2 ¡'ÍËrr tq-r Ns%å
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(rr" Is)

With t.hese results one finds by employing well
known methoas {$ thar:

t =T^=2JzS (S+1) (ïI.16)
3k

for a ferromagnet and:
nr =-TN=2JZS (S+1 ) ( rr " 17 )rr --TF--

for an antiferromagrnetu with consideration of ìust
the intersublattice exchangie.

The reason *hy 0 and T^ are identical
in this model is that each spin is considered to
be statistically independent of all the others"
Thus, if we wri.t,e down a short range order parameter:

Z = éi'E i)59r>(9i)
æ=æ-

because of the statistical ind.epend.ence.

InÈroducing the reduced magnetization ü as:

õ_ =G¿
S

we have:

L = !) T<T^

O T>T c

Thus any short range order is proportional to the
square of the 10ng range order parameter and there
is no difference between 0 and T^
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There are other effective field theories,

perhaps the simplest to include here is that commonly

called the Oguchí method. In this model the statis-

tical correlation of the spins is incl-uded explicitly

for one randomly chosen pair consisting of a centraf

ion and one of its z nearest neighbours" The Hamilto-

nian becomes:

H =-2,TS.-s. --,llr.(Siz+S+o) H..p _""a":_J g.D\_Lþ _JL' 
-

\^Inef e:

H=H --+H- -err -app
and Heff is the effective field due to the (z-L)

nearest neighbours. The properties of the syst'em

can be found by seeking the simultaneous eigenstqtes

of S;.S+ and tî 'Õ t -he effective field is found_r toirroj2i " r_.r

in a method simitar to that described for M'F"T. and

the expression:

(II.1B)

(rr"19)Hoç+=2 (z-1) ¡ M
ñffi--. . f,ß

is obtained. It differs from the Weiss Field

expression only in that z-þ'-1) becauseo of. the z

interactions between the central atom and its

neJghbours, one has been treated exacÐIy and the

other (z-L) are treated in the I{"F. approximat'ion.

In appendix Ao various expressions are derived in

the case of z=6 S=3/Z . Vrre find for example that:

J/kTc =0"0688 while J/k0 = 0.0666, 'Ú/Tc =1.03
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These may be compared with the M.F"T" results that:

J/kT = J/kÛ =0.0666 ùlt =f.C

In addition, the model predicts finite short range

order above the Curie Temperature and for high

enough temperatures the short rangie order parameter:

T4 t/t<t"

In factu the Oguchi model does not represent

a great improvement over M"F"T. but the concept of

pair correl-ation is used with more success in model

known as the Constant Coupling approximation.

rn this model, the effective field is

regarded as a parameter to be determined self consis-

tently (In the previous models H"¡¡ was included

explicitly) " Specifically. [2i the model predicts

for z=6 S=l/2 :

t lr =l_. 65- /'¡
ïn fact, w€ have greatly oversimplified

the problem by considering only one of the many

possible exchange interactions i.e" nearest neighbours

onIy" Molecular Field Theory does have a rather

unique advantage over most other effective field

theories in that a large number of interactions may

be considered" rf we, for example, consíder the

antiferromagnet, then with just the ínclusion of

second nearest neighbourso several interesting results

emerge, among t.hem the f act that:
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-:< 7t* < or

from which we see that a positive value of F can

be associated with an antiferromagnet, t,his occurs

when the ratío of first to second neighbour inter-
action is l-ess than -1" We can also assert that
ferromagnetism is impossible if the nearest neighbour

interaction is negative, no matt,er how large and

positive the second neighbour interaction may be.

However¡ âs a rough guide, û gives the sign of the

nearest neighbour exchange interaction and in certain

simple systems u it is possible [f g3 to ded.uce the

magnitude of this interaction, In general, we

shoutd not expect t and T^, T^, to be equal and we- c' l\

should expect at least some degree of short range

order above the long range ordering temperature.

Finally, this section would not be complete

without. a note on the nature of magnetic interactions
and their rel-ationship to the chemical bonding of
the crystal" We have seen the expression for the

Heisenberg-Dirac Hamiltonian that is at. the heart

of magnetic exchange but this expression does not

account properly for the strengt,hs nor the observed

systematic behavíour of interactj-ons between cations,

For example, it is possible to calculate the inter-
action energy of two spins assuming it. to be of the

dipole-dipole type. rt is found {ij rhat the inter-
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action fall-s off as L/r1 where r is the separation

of the ions " There are many systems where the

strength of the exchange interaction increases with

increasing r. A solution to the problem was suggested
/ 't c^,)in t20J extended in t211 and more recently a set of

guide lines called The Goodenough-Kanamori rules of

superexchange {zz,zl} have been given.

We now set down these rules:
(1) Superexchange between two empty or two half

filled orbitals will- be negative (antiferro-

magnetic);

(2) Superexchange between a half filled and an empty

orbital will be positive.

The physical explanations of these rul_es

are as follows: Because of the Pauli Principle
electron transfer between half filled orbitals can

onì-y occur without a change of spin (i"e. spin

angular momentum is conserved) o if the two cations

involved have their net spins oppositely directed,

i"e. an antiferromagnetic alignment. The Pauli

Principle allows either kind of alignment in the

case of transfer from a half filled or a full- orbital
to an empty orbital but Hunds rul-e stabilizes the

highest possible spin states so that ferromagnetic

ali-gnment is preferred.
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Superexchange as such, is a mechanism

by which neighbouring, though widely separated'

cations may exchange electrons virtually with the

aid of an intermediary anion whose state does not

change. The important parameLers involved are the

net transfer energy U and the transfer integral b

that we already met in Chapter I section 4.

L.2 The Magnetometer.

rn our laboratory, we have a vibrating

sampre magnetometer (r)'. The magnetic fields used

in experiments are supplied by an electromagnet to

a maximum of rgroe(2). The field ís regulated by
1")

a precision control unit "' u for which the field

sensor is a gaussmeter probe (3). The magnet id

water cooled thr:ough a primary, closed system filled

with distilled water and a secondary system operatj-ng

through a heat exchanger off the mains water supply.

Two, fail safe, relays, monitor the water temperature

and pressure in the primary circuit" The current

in the magnet will also cut off if the power supply

to the field monitor fails.

The operation of the magnetometer has been

described previously in a number of theses from this

laboratory LZd3 and technical descriptions are con-

tained in several manufacturersr manuals filed in the
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lab: A brief outline of operation rvill, hohzever,

be given here. The magnetometer is based on a d.esign

described in IZSJ " The main features of our system

are shown schematically in figure 9" The sampleo 1

is attached by means of a rigid rod, 2 to the trans-

ducer, 3" The transducer causes vertical oscillations

of the sample relative to a pair of sensing coils, 5

thaL are fixed to the pole pieces of the electromagnet"

The rod is also attached to a pair of circular metal

plates 6a which together with a pair of fixed plates,

6b make up a vibrating capacitor. ülith a field applied

to the sample an a.c. signal at bhe vibration frequency

is generated at the sensing coils and its amplitude

is proportional t,o the magnetic moment of t,he sample"

A signal of the same frequency appears between the

fixed plates 6b with an amplitude proportional to the

d"c. voltage applied to the plates 6a. The phases of

both signals are determined mainly by the mechanical

motion. Suitable electronics allow these two signals

to be added in phase opposition. If their amplitudes

are equal, then their combined out-put is zero" The

signal from the plates 6b is called the reference

signal, the other, the sample signal"

Two manners of operation are possible. rn

the firsto the "Meter" switch on the control consul is

turned to "Reference Siqnal" in which case the meter
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reading is proportional to the d.c. feed-back signal

going to 6b to render zero the combined sample and

reference signals" rn this mode the sample magnetic

moment, is given bY:

(Calibrated Meter Reading x Range) /L00

where the range is determined by the setting of a

six decade precision attenuator necessary to span

the entire change of sample magnetization. In our

lab, r¡/e generally use the second mode in which the

"Meter" switch is set to "Output Bal-ance". In this

mode the meter is used as a null detector in conjunc-

tion with a 5 decade digital potentiometric divider

and a direct measure of the difference between the

sample and reference signals is obtained.

The magnetometer is extremely sensitive,

the main reason for whích lies in the design of the

sample sígnal pickup assembly and it is worth making

a few com¡nents about it' Sone prelimi-nary remarks

are in order. A sample with non-zero magnetic

susceptibility, placed. in a uniform magnetic field,

changes the field in its viciníty so t,hat as wel-l

as the uniform field, there now exists a non-uniform

field arising from the sample. The P"A"R" magnetometer

operates by detecting and measuring that part of the

field due to the sample. fn the neighbourhood of

the sample, the ratio of t.he non-unif orm f ield to



Figure 9. Transducer
assembly in the magnetomeËer

4e

,y'* \å\-l\ø

Fígure L0" To il1ustrate the
operatíon of the Pick-uP coils "
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the applied field is of the order of the sample

susceptibility and the design specifications of the

magnetometer are such that susceptibility changes
-q5 x I0 ' e"m.u" may be detected" Put another wâY,

\¡/e are able to d.etect changes of about 5 parts in
Cl

100 of the applied field" The pick-up assembly is

designed so that fluctuations in the magnet fiel-d

do not set the lower limit of detection. The

syst,em is based on a modul-ation technique, in

describing it, we shall refer to Figure 100 auboc.

Figure 10a shows the laboratory co-ordinate system

with its origin at the centroid of the pole pieces

of the magnet" The field will be in the y direction

and the a axis is vertical" The sample is vibrated

sinusoidally along the z axis at a nominal frequency

of 82H2" The non-uniform field, therefore, varies

at B2Hz and a narrow band wid.th detection system

centred on this frequency senses Èhe field plus any

fluctuations in the 1ab" magnet field of the same

frequency" As it turns outo most lab. magnets have

negligible noj-se fluctuations at this frequency.

The operation of the sensing coils is

indicated in figure 10b in terms of one turn loops

Ll and L2" For an arbitrarily shaped sample, the

field will be complex, but for reasonably shaped

samples, the dipole component dominates and in figure 10b
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the sample magnetization ind.icated by the heavy

arro\^/, really represents the y component of the

dipote term. A pair of magnetic field lines are

shown in figure lOb, so long as Ll, LZ and the sample

Iie in the x-y plane the net flux in Ll and L2 is

zero but if the sample moves downwards the net

flux is non-zero and currents circulate in Lt and

L^ as shown. Note that these currents circulate
¿

in opposite senses. Ll and LZ are connected in

series so as to add the two currents" Thus voltages

induced in L, and L2 that are produced by spurious,

time varying fields cancel out, provided the fields

are uniform over the volume of space containing

the loops. Conversely, time varying fields that

are not uniform over the sensing volume do contribute

to the signal detected" Thus, the size of the sample

is limited to typical dimensions ^- l¿". The actual

pick-up coil arrangement is j-ndicated in figure l-0c"

It is desirable from the point of view

of repeating experiments to position the sample at

the origin of the co-ordinate system since this is

supposedly a well defined point. To this endn the

transducer assembly head. is fit.ted with 3 adjustments"

One to enable small adjtlstments of the sample along

each co-ordinate axis. Intuitive consideratíons

show that the output signal is a maximum at the
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origin along the z-axisu a minimum at the origín

along the y-axis and a maximum along the origin on

the x-axis" In principle, it is a simple matter

to adjust each of the controls in some fixed order

zsytx for example until the sadd.le point is reached.

In fact, this adjustment is tedious and extremely

time consuming because the controls do not operate

enLirely independently of each other and the set of
6)adjustments \ rryrxl must be made several times

before the magnetometer reading after t.he (n+1)th

set agrees with that found from the nth set to

better than 0.54. However, we usually find that

t,hree sets are enough t.o obtain IZ agreement

between the nth and. (n+I)th set. The machine is

calibrated with a standard sample, usually ni-ckeI,

that occupies the same physical volume as the samples

to be studied"

1,3 Ancillary Equipment.

Unless the magnetometer is to be used

exclusively at room temperature, at least two

facilities are requiredi a cryostat, to reach tempera-

tures below 300" k and. a furnace to reach temperatures

above 3OO" k. our lab. possesses both of these

attachments and they are described in the following

paragraphs "
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our cryostat (4) is a flow through type

with a working range of 4-300" K. Figure 11 shows

the basic features " In operation, t,he cryostat is

suspended from the flange fitting, 7 in figure 9.

The main feature of the cryostat is the capillary

tube, I that connecLs the helium reservoir, 2 Lo

the bottom of the sample chamber, 3, The flow of

liquid through this tube is cont.rolled by the needle

valveo 4" A smal1 10w heater, 5 supplies enough

power to the sample chamber to cover the working

range quoted above. It j-s possible to use Iiquid

nitrogen as the cryogenic fluid but temperature

stability is noticeably poorer S 1o K compared with

a figure of t 0.5"K when liquid helium is used. The

temperature is measured using a calibrated carbon

resistor in the range 4"2-30" K and a copper/constantan

thermocouple otherwise. An important, and rather

attractive feature of the cryostat is the activated

charcoal getter, 6 affixed to the bottom of the

liquid nitrogen radiation shield" The common vacuum

space in the dewar j-s rather sma1l so even small

leaks and outgassing of the walls can seriously

impair the vacuum. The getter, hov/evero allows the

dewar vacuum to remain hard for periods of a week

or more. More important, the cryostat can be used

without continuous pumping and a 3 litre fí11- óf,
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Figure 11" DÍagram of the magneËometer cryostat
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helium, carefully managed, can last up to L2 hours"

our furnace (I) ís sketched in figure i-2.

The outer case, I is of stainl-ess steel and is 3/4"

outer diameter" The radiation shielding, 2 consists

of a sheet of tantalum rolled i-nto a tube so that

in effect, there are a largr: number of concentric

radiation shields. The heating element, 4 is of

nichrome, non-inductively wound on to a cLosed end

corundum tube, 5 " The v¡indings are hel-d in place

by high purity alumina cement" Electrical connection

to the windings is through the vacuum sealed recepti-

cal, 6" A pumping port, 7 allows the vacuum space

to be evacuated. The maximum operating temperature

is specified. as 770" C,for this, a po\¡rer input of
\0"54, 50V d.c" is required. The furnace is straight-

forward in operation and Lemperature stability of

i2" K can be readily obfained" The sample chamber

itself , is lined with a st.ainless steel tube, 8.

In use, this tube becames dirty, presumably because

of the high temperatures involved, and must be

cleaned periodically. During operation, the vacuum

space in the furnace must be continuously pumped

because of outgassing of the corundum and alumina

cement, this represents a disadvantage because some

vibration is transmitted along the pumping line and

and the line itself restricts the movement of the
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Figure L2 " Diagram of the magnetometer furnace '
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furnace so that care must be taken when setting up

the furnace in the sensing coils" When working with

paramagnetic materials, it is necessary to check

and al-Iow for the background signal, since this can

be fairly Iarge.

To complete the descriPtion of the

magnetomeLer equipment, we describe the assemblies

by which thb sample is supported in the field of

the magnet. The items to be discussed here are the

sample support rod and the two extensions needed for

use in the dewar and furnace described earlier"

Figure 13 shows the details of t,he assemblies. The

support rod, (a) is common to both the dewar extension,

(b), and the furnace extension, (c) " The overalL

length of (a) is 29 IL/L6"" It is const,ructed of

telescopinq brass tubing soft soldered together.

At the upper end is a captive knurled screw which

allows mounting in the transducer unit described in

section L"2" On the shaft are two cone shaped brass

bushings that carry keying slots to ensure that when

the transducer head is rotated, the rod also rotates.

The trower end of the rod carries a 6-32NC female

thread that is used to mount the extension pieces"

The 1ow temperature extension piece, (b)
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Figure 13. Magnetometer support rod (a) ,
high (c) Ëemperature extension pieces.

65"

low (b), and
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has an overall length of 10}¿" and is made from epoxy

bonded fibre glass " At its top end, it is threaded

6-32NC male to mate with the sample rod. It carries

two teflon bushingrs that allow the sample to centre

in the dewar sample tube without producing excessive

resi-stance to the vertical vibrations. At the l-ower

end is an aluminum sample holder support that also

acts as a thermal sink for the copper constantan

thermocouple.

The high temperature extension, (c) is

also 10k" long and is constructed as follows: the

main shaft is a quartz tube. At ihs upper end, it

is sealed to a partially hollowed brass rod that is

threaded to mate with the support rod" At 9" from

the upper end, a boron nitride bushing is cemented

and the tube is closed with a boron nitride, sample

holder, support" The bushing and the support together

provide the centering restrictions for the sample in

the furnace tube"

The temperature of the sample is determined

by a thermocouple" In the case of the low temperature

work, the thermocouple leads run down through the

support rodo along a flat in the thread on the exten-

sion, are coiled around the shaft on the extension,

and the junction is clamped between the lower teflon
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bushing and the aluminum holder support" A similar

arrangement exists for the high temperature work but

the leads run down through the quartz tube and the

junction is butted against. the boron nitride holder

support" This avoids weakening the boron nitride

bushing by obviating t,he need to cut or drill it to

afford access for the thermocouple to the sample area"

The high temperature extension described

was made in the lab. The original extension, supplied

by P"A.R., was constructed from a solid rod of quartz

and was extremeJ-y fragile" The extension described

has proved itself to be much more durabl-e and is

somewhat more convenient to use because of the ease

with which a thermocouple can be introduced into the

sample region.

I.4 Experimental Details"

The samples \,vere in the form of polycrystalline

powders and were contained in aluminum sample holders.

The holders were machined from rod to an O"D" of

7/SZ" and length I/2" " One end was recessed to a

depth of L/8" and threaded 10-32N"C" to mate with

the lower end of either extension piece descrj-bed

earlier. The other end was recessed to a depth of LI/32"

and again threaded 10-32N"C. to accomodate a plunger

I/8" long that had a sl-ot cut in one of the flat faces"
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Flgure I4. A schemaËic magnettzation curve.

In useo the sample vüas placed into the larger recess

and the plunger was turned in as far as possible using

a screwdriverî thus, immobilizíng the granules"

Before use' the sample holders were cleaned

in detergent and diluted HCl' rinsed in water and

acetone, and allowed to dry" Finally, the holder was

weighed, fíIled with the sample, and re-weighed.

With the aid of figure I4, we shall explain

how a full magnetization curve is obtained for a ferro-

or ferrimagnetic sample" It shoul-d be statedo however,

that this fuIl cllrve was not measured for all the

samples at all temperatures, the description is to be

regarded as a model- and in the later di-scussion of

specific sampleso it will be made clear which parts

of the full curve were actually measured" For anti-

-41'll

t^-
h¿
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f erromagnetic spec j-mens, we measured the suscepti-

bility ovel: the whole temperature range of interest"

First the support rod and extension piece

is assembled and the sample holder attached. The

sample is positioned in the sensing coils and the

optimum position is located as described earlier"

The field is increased from zero and the region

OB,B^C. is obtained. The iIl-defined point B-, the
L¿II

knee in the curve, is often regarded as the point

at which saturation occurs" We generally take the

region B.C, where the curve is reasonably flat as
I

the regj-on of technical saturation. 
"t 

defines the

point at which the maximum attainable field has been

applied" The fie,Id is decreased in the region 
"tot"t

and E1 defines the remanent magnetization M^ forL't(

which the applied field is zero" On reaching Er, the

sampl.s is rotated through 180o and the signal measured

on the magnetometer reverses polarity. From Et to FI'

the field is increased slowly and it is now oppositely

directed to the sample magnetizatÍon. Vrihen the magneto-

meter signal has reduced to zero, the Point Fa has

been reached and F, defines the coercivity of the

sample H^. The magnetometer signal again reverses-U

polarity and t.he region FID.CZ is traced out by continu-

ing to increase the field" The region C.rE" is obtained



by decreasing the field, the sample is once more

rotated IB0 " on reaching E, and the rest of the

curve, E^F^C", obtained by continuing to increase
¿ ¿ l_

the field.

This description has already defined the

remanence M-. and the coerci "'i r-*' rr " 'i + -emains to:lll(l Ll¡E UUç!9rvIuJ ."C, ru !

define the saturation maginetization Mr. Two common

conventions exist in our lab", both derived from

the region BZC' on the magnetization curve" Tn the

firsto the data are extrapolated linearly to the

magnetization axis at H=O. This magnetization is

denoted M^. In the second, the magnetízation data

are plotted against I/H and línearly extrapolated

to L/u=O corresponding to H->*J " This magnetization

is denoted ItÇ

The extension of the measurements to find

the temperature dependence of all or some of the above

quantities is obvious. No "critical point" determj-na-

tions \,rere made although we clid estimate the long

range ordering temperatures from the steeply falling

regions of the M, versus T curves"

The magnetization in t.he paramagnetic

region was deLermined in a conventional manner, andn

except for work in the furnace where a background

signal was subtracted off, the slope of the curve of
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magnetization versus applied field was taken to be

the susceptibility" For the furnace work, the back-

ground signal \^/as measured at a few temperatures as

a function of field. Figure 15a ind.icates that the

required susceptibility lt. is given by:

n 
"= 

(Ao-no) - (Bo-Bn) = (Ao-Bo ) - (Ab-Bb)

W æ.il GFTI

where the subscripts o and b refer to the observed

signal with a sample and the background signal in

the absence of a sample. Thus, the required suscept.i-

bility is the difference of the two slopes. Figure 15b

was obtained experimentally and it may be seen that

the background is linear in H. The background is

diamagnetic in character (negative slope) indicating

that the major contribution is from the aluminum

sample holder and its boron nitride support" There

must also be some contribution from the vibration of

the furnace induced by the pumping line.

After obtaining all theT-. "s indicated,

the data from the furnace work was normalÍzed to that

from the dewar at the common temperature of 296" K.

The magnetometer was calibrated using

spectrographically pure nickel for which t'he magneti-

zation was taken to be 54"8 e.m.t./g ç126!, a more

recent set of measurements [ZZi gives MS=55"07 e.m.u"/g
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for nickel. In table 4 we show the results of cali-

brations obtained by various experimenters in the

Iab" over the last year. These group around a mean

value of 7.289 x 10ae.m"u/division with a maximum

deviation of 0.83.

Table 4" Cal-ibration donstants for the magnetometer"

Experj-menter

I" Maartense

C. Bou¡mford

M.R" Spender

G"G" Hembree

May L97L

ñ'rærra*- llñuv uÐ L

August 1972

October rr

Value
e.m. u. /nivision

7.350 x I04

7 .289 x 10-4

7 .257 x 104

7 .258 x IO4

Sample
Weiqht

0"011

a "225

0 "225

0 "372

2,

2"r

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS .

Basic Theoretical Results.

AII the compounds that we investigated

showed semiconducting type behaviour. We made two

sorts of measurements, conductivity and magneto-

resistance. In appendix B, we show how the well-

known formula:

( =(rexpfnTkr]

may be derived" This relates the resistivity e to

the energy gap2E between the highest occupied state

(rr.20)
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and the conduction band as a function of temperature.

The agreement between th,is prediction and the observations

will- be tested" We also mention the effect of magnetic

ordering on the energy gap. This is a topic that has

been dealt wit.h recently [ZAj . Basically, a break

in the curve ln( versus T-1 is expected. ât, or just

bel-ow, the magnetic ordering temperature because of

the spin splitting of the valence and conduction band

induced by the (sop)-d exchange interaction.
Perhaps of more interest are the microscopic

scatterinq mechanisms that contribute ao fo. In the

particular approximation used to fi-nd fi o in appendix

B, we obtained an expression for the mobility,L{ wlnicln

wct5 ;

â
vd{a ---A----r

(m*1¡ z

tlere. à is the mean free path between scattering eventsJ --

and m* is the effective mass of the carriers.
It is worth listing some of the processes

that contribute to h . First we consider scattering

by l-attice phonons for this is consistent with the

approximation made for the rel-axation time ? in Appendix

B í"e" V =h c-I where c was the total velocity" As it
turns outo a simple analysis of electron phonon scattering

in t.he Debye model t4l yeilds:

? "c ,l-g***-v'



where € is the energiy of the electron¿ so that:

3æ T'ñ'¿

Hence ,^Lû T-"/t for l-attice scattering" Next.

important is impuri.ty scattering. In a simple

approach¡ w€ iEnore the screening effect of the

collective electrons and consider the scattering of

a conduction electron using the approach suggested

by Rutherford for c'(-particle scattering" rt is

found. t.hat approximately {¿ì ,

?dc3
where C is the velocity of the electron" With this

approximation for I in the formalism of Appendix B

we find:

¿ | .,.î m2Á'\

This effect d.ominates t,he mobility at 1ow temperatures

whereas lattice phonon scattering is the dominant

factor at high temperatures"

There are many other scattering mechanisms

and there is certainly insufficient room to discuss

them all but one other that we shall discuss briefly

since it may have application to sulphide spinels ís

magnetic polaron formation" This mechanism has been

considered by the authors of Lzg,3o,31-i . fn this
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process a conduct.ion electron in a magnetic semi-

conductor can become self trapped by polartzíng

the 3d spins of nearby cations. A narrow conduction

band is required also a targe s-d exchange and it

is necessary that the susceptibility of the cations

be large for the polaron Èo be stable; hence, T7 1""

Under these conditions, the mobility is found, in a

first approximation, to be independent of temperature.

The analogy between these polarons and conventional

lattice polarons is seen by noÈing t.hat:

"s-d exchange corresponds to lattice deforma-

t,ion potential and magnetic suscept,ibilit.y

corresponds to lattice compressibility. "

we have some good guides [Zg? as Lo results

expected in magneto-resistance measurements on magnetic

semi-conductors" If the magnetic polaron effect is

viable or even if spin-spin scattering is important,

then in a compound that is essentially ferromagnetic,

we may expect that a decrease in resistivity would

occur on applying a magnetic field" For an antj--

ferromagnet, it is shown in fZOi that increasing s-d

exchang'e increases the effective mass of the magnetic

polaron so we might expect an increase in resistivity

as a result of apptying a magnetic field"
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2.2 Equipment"

The equipment used in these experiments was

fairly simple" A descripton of the specimen preparation

wilt be given in the next section, fox the present we

shall state Lhat the specimens \úere prepared as smal1

bars L/4" x L/8" x I/32" and 4 leads were soldered to

them using In153Sn solder. Figure 16 then, shows the

electrical circuitry used to make the measurements.

A dry ceIl battery provides the current through the
fqì

circuit, and a digital voltmeter \¿t with a maximum

sensitivity of 1¡{.(V was used to measure the voltages

dropped across the specimen and a standard 100 -CL

resistor" The input irnpedance of the D.v.¡{. is-IOB-rOl2iL

depending on blae range used. Generallyr wê measured

voltages ^- td3v and currents ^. td5a in the specimen

so that the power dissipated was small ^, tOBw.

6
I

t
\------ rT tt Ittt I

Itt PI | .e--'j lseecnraHt !it *7
ii r-il Ì{l I\é-'* I:2t i\
Y g'v 9

i I botl

-t
It)

r-.)(=l¿ e 
Ilt Il*r -| åd

.-- - I jvn'vnÂeo]
| $--lf

f ,;-3i' ::-l::!i ""'
Íl
IIIIti
ù'ul

ìiìi i1,1.! ¡r1r I L:...

Flgure 16 . Círcuí t
measurements.

for elecËrícal
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Vüe attempted measurements in the temperature

^ ^ ^ ô --range 4"2-300-K by making use of the dewar described

in section 1"3" The lower temperature limit of the

measurements was in fact, set by the actual value of.

the resistance of the specimen, our equipment failed

to function for resistance vàlues à I05J2 . presumably

stray currents become comparable with the steady

circuit currents and the measuring equipment is unable

to distinguish between them ¡SZ':"

2"3. Experimental Procedure"

In section 5 of chapter T, we described

hovr sulphide samples with densities approaching theore-

tical x-ray values could be prepared" ft is from these

samples that specimens for the electrical measurements

ró/ere cut. We used a diamond saw to slice bars that

\^/ere typically L/4" x L/8" x I/32". A micrometer

screvrgauge was used to determj-ne the actual dimensions 
"

After slicing, the bars were soaked. in acetone for

about 12 hours and then degreased by suspending them

over hot toluene for about 4 hours. After this, the

specimens v/ere readily wetted by the Inl5%Sn solder

that was used to make contacts to them. The specimens

were fixed to aluminum holders from which thelz were

electrically insulated by a 0.002" thick mlzlar sheet.

The thermal contact between the specimen and holder
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seems to be reasonably good since the thermal e.m"f"

found during the experiments was generally .(2 parts

in 500" The ohmicity of the contacts was excellent;

we checked this at room temperature and at some other

much lower temperature. Figure L7 is typical of the

results we found; the tests are made by measuring

the V, I characteristic of the specimen for forward

and reversed current, flow" The VrI characteristic

should be linear and pass through the origin, departures

from this expectation may be interpreted in terms of

"diodeo' type contact behaviour"

In user the specimen holder is screwed

onto a replica of the extension piece and support rod

d.escribed in section 1.3, The dewar was suspended

from the magneLometer drive head and the specimen was

introduced into the field space of the magnet in the

same fashj-on as for magnetization measurements. We

were, therefore, able to make both resistivity and

magneto-resistance measurements. Standard current and

voltage reversal techniques \,vere used throughout. At

one time, wê also made some HaIl Effect measurements,

but because of the large mag'neto-resistance effects,

the data proved to be altogether Loo confusing and

are neither discussed nor presented in the reports

on the compounds.
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3 " T.1öSSBAUER EFFECT STUDIES

3.1 Review of Theory"

When a nucleus is bound into a solid and

excited in some fashion, it will naturall-y decay to

its ground state" At t.he heart of the Mössbauer

Effect is the fact that this decay can resul-t in the

emission of a Y-ray whose energy is well- defined in

the event that. no phonons are excited. in the process"

The experimental evidence was obtained by l{össbauer

during an investigation of the nuclear resonance

absorption of F-rays in 191rr í¡¡l . The poj-nt is,

t.hat normally, the recoil energy of the nucleus as

it emit.s the photon, is enough to excite one or more

lattice phonons so that the energy of the emitted

I -ray is il-l-defined. However, it was shown by

Lamb þ43 that this is not the only possibility for

there was a finite probability of the recoil momentum

being taken up by the crystal as a whol-e without

changing the vibrational staLe of the crystal.

Mössbauer envisaged his discovery as a method for

investigating low lying nucfear energy level-s but,

as it t.urns out, the effect has had its greatest

application in Lhe field of solid staLe physics" As

such, the Mössbauer nuclei are used -to probe the

immediate environment produced by the surrounding

solid. The imrrortant characteristics of this
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environment are the charge densityo the electric

field gradient and the magnetic field, These quantities

are sampled by the nuclear properties; radius,

quadrupole moment and magnetic moment in the ground

and excited states. Each of the observable l{össbauer

parameters; isomer shift¡ Qüâdrupole interaction,

and hyperfine field consists of a product of a solid

state and a nuclear property so that a knowledge of

the nucl-ear parameters is required before the solid

state properties can be deduced.

Not all nuclei exhibit t,he Mössbauer effect"

In fact o of all the elementso only about 40 have

suitable isotopes and of these 70 isotopes, only a

few have found wide application in solid state physics.

In our lab. for example, the effect has been exploited
. 57* , lroan r.e ana t'Sn" To see what the limiting conditions

are, we examine the expression gíving the number of

nuclei that absorb or emit a V-ray recoillessly"

This is called the recoilless fraction, f where:

r="*p L-e? < *'> /n2 "2 ) (rr.21)

in which E" is the energy of the emitted I -ray and
?( x-) is the component of the mean square vibrational

amplitude of the nucleus in the Y-ray direction" For

larqe E.EV and <*2> must be small" In fact if

sources are to be used at room temperature Ex ( 50keV.
)

It is clear that f=l for <x-) =o, the case of a nucleus
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2
in a completety rigid lattice and f+0 for 4x-V-væ 0

the case of a completely free nucleus" In additíon,

since the recoil energy ímparted to the emit'ting

nucleus is:

))
E =EÍ /2M- c-

@ q ' l,

where M" is the mass of the whole latticeo there is

a lower limit to the size of particles that may be

utilized because we musL have E* less than the

naturaf line width. There are two other conditions

to be satisfied. First, we need- to have the half life

of the excited. state about an order of magnitude less

than the various hyperfine interactions and secondly,

internal conversion in the solid must be small so

that a j -ray is detected rather than an electron.

Of all Mössbauer nuclei, the 3/2æeL/2

transition in 57r. best satisfies all the conditions
\7 57

and the d.ecay scheme for "'Coq -'Fe, together with

the various {-rays emitted, is shown in figure 18"

The stable isotope 57r" represents 2-L78 of natural

iron, quite enough for most iron compounds to be

used as Mössbauer absorbers. The important nuclear
q,-7

parameLers for "'Fe are listed in table 5" The

minimum possible observable line widt.h is twice the

natural width because experimentally' \^7e use a source

and an absorber and the line width of the source photon
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Flgure 18. The decaY scheme of 57co.

Table 5. Nuclear parameters for t'F""

Quadrupole Moment ground state 4/Z
Quadrupole Moment excited state aZ/Z

Nuclear g-factor ground state gt/Z

Nuclear g-fact.or excited state g 3/2

Half life of excited state 7r,

Line width of emitted photon l'

Minimum possible absorPtion
line width Wo (=2 f' )

Energy of emitted Photon Ey

0b

0 "2-o "29b

0.1805

-0 " 1031

0.98 x lo8s

4.67 x 109ev

0.I9 Amm/s

L4,4L3 x lO3ev

is folded with that emitted from the

units of lüo are given in the natural

units, the relationship between mm/s

units can be obtained by considering

absorber.

Môssbauer

and other

the energy

The

energy

energy

-EJ OI
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a photon emitted from a moving source viz"

E=Ey (v/c )#E,

or (E-Eu )/Ex = 6n/nu =v/c (T-T."22)

where v is the source velocity and E( the unshifted

photon energy. Thus, for the L4"4 keV E-ray from
57r" a source velocity of 1,298 x 1019mm/s corresponds

to an energy shift 6 
"u 

of I erg oy ¡ alternatively

a source velocity of I mm/s corresponds to a shift

of 4"804 x 10-/ev.

3"2 Hyperfine Interactions.
We shall describe briefly the three

hyperfine interactions of interest to us, namely:

(i) The Isomer Shift;
(ii) The Quadrupole Interaction;

(iii) The Magnet,ic Hyperfine Int.eraction"

The isomer or chemical shift arises because

the radius of the nucleus in the ground state ís

different to its radius in the excited state. Experi-

mentally, it is related. to the difference between the

centre of gravity of the observed l4össbauer spectrum

and the zero of velocity in the spectrometer" We

say related, because in fact that difference is the

sum of two effects. One being the isomer shift 6i
which is usually independent of temperature, the other,

which is strongly temperature dependent, is the second
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order Doppler shift

determined shift 6t

shift i. e.

l\ñá'\þ = Ô +Þ
tiD

A first cal-culation of E. tei involves the

charge densities resultíng from s-electrons since

this type of electron has a large probability of

being located at the nucleus" Thuso

(rr"23)

ca ?r. .t2 !., r2-\[- 2 21
b. =2.Ã 2"" I lrJ to) \ --l\il_ (o) \ -l\ n- -R- - il- 5 L ta 'lg JL ex gd"

where Z is t,he atomic number e2 is the square of the

electronic charge, Rex is the nuclear radius in the

excited state, Rgd is the nuclear radius in the

ground statet -e\¡.{o)2 and -e{={o) 2 
^r" the

s-electron charge densities at the nucleus in absorber

and source respectively. NoLice that Ei is, therefore,

read relative to some st,andard. In our work, this

standard is 57 co in chromium, although there is novl

some internat,ional- feeling that isomer shifts should

be quoted relative to sodium nitroprusside,

This picture however, does not show up all

the det.ails and 61 depends rather sensj-stively on two

other important feaLures. First, the chemical nature

of the compound in which the nucleus is bound" To

be specific, let us consider the two isomorphous

ED"

l_s

The experimentally

called the total spectrum
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compounds (Fel[rer]on and (re)S'efr sn magnetite and

greigite respectively. Both compounds have the spinel

structure and. in both, the iron shown thus, ír.?, ís' q j'

octahedrally co-ordinated by 6 anions" The isomer

shifts however, are 0"82 and 0.70 mm/s respectively"

At least part of the difference results from the ways

in which the cations and anj-ons bond together" We

have already discussed the chemical distinctj-on

beLween ionic and covalent bonding in chapter

section 3. Thus, in the moderately ionic oxideo the

valence elect.rons from the cat.ions reside mainly in

anion orbitals and the Mössbauer nucleus experiences

little or no contribution to 6, from 4s like electrons"

In t.he sulphide, the low cat j-on-anion electronegativity

difference results in more covalent bonds so some

charge is shared between cations and anions, enhancing

the electron density at the nucleus. The reason why

the extra charge results in a smaller 6i is that 6.

is intrinsically a negative number since Re* < Rqd in
5t

Fe 't3 53 .

The second point to be made can also be

illustrated by an example. Consider t,he two compounds

(Fe)tcrtJ 54 and (ne)trerj sn" Again both are spinels,

the iron shown (Fe) is te'crahedral-l-y co-ordinated by

the sulphur anions. The isomer shifts are 0.78 and
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0.41 mm/s respectively. At least part of the difference

is caused by the different valence states of the iron
thus, in FeCr2S4, the (Fe) iron is ferrousn whereas,

in FeFe..,Sn, the (Fe) iron appears to be essentially¿ q'

ferric. ft may seem rather surprising that the removal-

of one d-electron that does not itself have a signifi-
canL charge density at the nucleus should change 61

so noticeably" To discover the reason, it is necessary

to consider the spatial distributions of the 3d and

3s electrons " The 3d electrons spend an appreciable

time closer to the nucleus than the 3s elect,rons. As

such, the 3d electrons help to screen the 3s electrons

from the nuclear charge. Therefore, the more 3d

electrons there are, the better are the 3s elecLrons

screened and the smaller is their density at the

nucleus" Recalling the negative character of E. o

is clear that Fe24(¡s2:46) wilL have a larger 6.

Fe3* (¡s2¡¿5) .

ir
than

We mentioned the second order Doppler shift

ear'l ier: hcro 9¡s C6nsider brieflv the vrav in whir--hur¿ç ural vv¡¡lvrr

it arises and give an expression for its magnj_tude.

The shift, 6_ is relativistic in origin and is associ-
t)

ated with lattice phonons l:0,:ZJ. rf Eu is the

energy of the unshifted photon and E the energy of
the Doppler shifted photon, VE the velocity of the

emi-tting nucleus in the direction of the emitt.ed



photon the¡r:

E=E (I- (v^/c)
IJ

Phonon frequencies are much

associated with the nucl-ear
't1 R -lI0" compared. wit,h 10"s* so

<vr/c > -ão

89.

) )-r^(,L-(v'^/c-))"
-Fi

higher than the frequency

excit,ed state lif etime o

that:

))
btrt. (Vi /c->fo so that.

2 2-4
E=Ev (1- (VElc ) )

and

f^7â

2since Va(( c

have zllü/Eó=-.vfir /2"2

The next step requires the use of a specific model

usual-ly a rnontomic solid with an energy U per atom

of mass M and in this approximation:

8D=-Ex U/2c2l,t

U is calculated by assuming one of the models for

the freguency distribution of the lattice vibrations,

often the Debye model and the expression for 6p

becomes:

6^=-9kTE'-D 
4ü'æ 

o

At this pointo

f

and note that i

fgn * 2/r \3?"j u-?

[ZË \eJ io F:r )
we recall that:

="*pf-ul < x2>/#'"t
n the Debye approximation,

(n.24)

the expression



which can be approximated fon 'y78^/2 as:

--lut"D-

for f

or In f=-KT

wir.h x=3F,? mc2x\Tq' L)

Thus, a plot of the area under

for various temperatures can be

%h 
e0"

k +F/0")'z/å d")J
Duoç

becomes:

r="*pf(-s w,l nrczxSt

r12,
f=expf -3EiT/Mc- k

\t]-"¿J)

the absorption curve

used to determine 8-
IJ

and so Eo can be calculated assuming dD is the same

over the whole temperature range" It is therefore,

possible to subtract 6O from 6¡ and discover whether

there is any temperature dependence of 6i" Care must

be taken however, because Bo may itself, d.epend on

temperature, either directly or as a result of magnetic
- c^ ^-lorder l38J . In additíon o it has been suggest,ed that

in a polyatomic solid., the value of M maybe d.ifferent

in the high and low temperature limits i3* . Thus,

at high temperatures, where phonon frequencies are

high M=M(57r") because the wavelengths involved do

not involve much more of the lattice t.han the Mössbauer

nucleus itself. However, ãL low temperatures T<< 0*
D

phonon wavelenths may involve much larger portions

of the lattice so that ¡t+lvl the average mass of the

atoms in t.he lattice.
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The isomer shift may depend on temperature

via a number of effects for example, íf a crystallo-

graphic transition occurs, íf there is a change in

band structuren if magnetic ordering is accompanied

by magnetostriction, and it has been shown i40l thaL

a sma1l, probably immeasurable, change occurs when

magnetic order sets in, regardless of any other

considerations.

The next hyperfine interaction of interest

arises from the coupling of the nuclear quadrupole

moment with the electric fíeld gradient produced by

t.he surrounding crystal and the electrons belonging

to the nucleus itself" This is called. the quadrupole

interaction. There is no quadrupole moment associated

with nuclei in spherically symmetric states (T=0,\) 
u

where I is the nuclear spj-n quantum number. Thus,

in -'Fe, there is no quadrupole coupling with the

ground state, I=\.0 but there is coupling with the first

excited state for which f=3/2 "

The electric field gradient (E.F'G.) is

found by taking the gradient of the electric field

at the nuclear sit.e and is therefore, a 3 x 3 tensor

that reduces to diagonal form with the proper choice

of co-ordinate system" The three di-agonal components
)'à'V/ äx,òx. are generally abbreviated as V----n V----o V--- '' ---i---i J---------r xx' yy' zz
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and by convention lu=rl> lu**l 7 \v,ru\. Now at the

nuclear site the charge density il afmost entirely

due to s-electrons but since these electrons are

spherically symmetrico their charge does not contribute

to the E"F.G" and therefore, Laplaceus equation must

be satisfied by the components of the E.F.G" at the

nuclear site" Thus, the requirement thatv2ræo
'lo:ri< fn \/ +V.,*,+V__=O. HenCe, Only tV¡O independent"zz' JJ ^^
components of the E.F.G" remain. By conr¡entionr one

of these is V" z=ê9. (see appendix C) o the other is
cal1ed the asymmetry parameter ? ¿efined as:

"l- = lv**-vyy I whence o.< I é t
i-B

"zz

The Hamiltonian for the interaction is;
d

H=e .V J

fn the parämagnetic síaLe Vz'z d.efínes the axis of
quantization" The Hamiltonian is therefore, wrítten:

H=êe \urrþt3-ï 
(ï+rI o,u**-uyy) t13-i.2.ll

4r(2r-L) L Å rr ^ t 
J

Then using the definition of V"r. and t ¡ !vê have

the eigenvalues B

cY"J')Eo=e'_Çg I 3nFr-I(I+1)1, (L+1.¿)rzAÈ.T
4T (2r.-t)

\=r' (r-1) " '-r
where r¡¿, is the nuclear magnetic quant,um number,

I
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Figupq 19 " Splttting of the tT¡lo lowest staËes ot
the )/Fe nucleus as a resulË of :

(a) An electric quadrupole ínEeraction;

(b) The magnetÍc hyperfine inËeractíon"

Since the expression contains orrfy *1, states that

differ only in sign are degenerate" Hence, in the

particular case of 57r", in an axiatly symmetric

E. F " c. (1=0 ) the 1=3/2 state splits into * 3/2 , 'y L/2

with the splitting given bY:

t = "2qe

The situation is illustrated in figure 19a.

Of particular interest in solid state
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physics is the mechanism by which the E"F"G. arises.

In appendix C, a few specific mechanisms are considered.

These divide ínto, mechanisms that are related to the

behaviour of electrons in incomplete shells of the

parent atom, especialllz in the case of ferrous irono

and the mechanism by which charges on distant ions

in the lattice produce on E.F.G" which is of interest

in the case of ferric iron.

The third hyperfine interaction results

from the coupling of the nucnear magnetic dipole

moment with the magnetic field arising from the

electrons associat,ed with the parent atom" It is

called the magnetic hyperfine interaction. The

Hamiltonian is:

it=- rU " E¡¡=-9 f r. Ef,f

and the eígenvalues are 3

E*=-r.t Hhf ml
T

with fi-=IoI-1o, o ¡-T and H,,- the axis of quantization"
LNI

Here o f is t.he nuclear Bohr magneton and g, the

nuclear gyromagnetic ratio. Thus, the magnetic

hyperfine interaction lifts the (2I+I) fold degeneracy

of the nuclear states compl-eteIy, and t,he sítuatíon

for -'Fe is illustrated in fj-gure 19b"

Of interest are the contributions to the

field Hhfrfirst we list, them and then consider the
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oriEín of each term:

(i) The Fermi Contact field (H=)

(ii) The orbital fietd (Horb)

(iii) rhe Dipolar field (Haip)

liv) The Local field (Hf)

(v) The field resulting from
Conduction Electron Polari-
zation (H..o)

(vi¡ The Supertransfered Hyper-
fine field (H"¡hf )

Numbers (v) and (vi) are included for complete-

ness and will noL concern us.

The term H= is usually the largest contribu-

tion to H¡¡ and it arises from the direct coupling

of the nucleus and the s-electrons" An expression

can be written for H= in terms of the up and down

spin densities S1, Sù of s-etlectrons at the nucleus:
!

H==- (16x{ /3)ru-"< 7 (St -Ss ) >

but the expression fox Hs is not particularly trans-

parent especially when ions with completely fi1led

s-shells can show large contact fields. In figure 20,

we attempt to illustrate how a difference in spin up

spin down densities can appear at the nucleus even

for filled s-shell-s as a result of the exchange

interaction between the s-electrons and d-electrons

in an incomplete shell. Thus, the exchange between

dî and s1 is attractive and between dÎ and sl,
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Fígure 20, To illustrate Ëhe core polarization
mechanism for Hs.

repulsive. Henceo st electrons are pulled away from

the nucleus and vice-versa" Therefore, the spin densities

S f and S S no longer cancel and Hs+' 0. Notice that

H_ is parallel to the magnetic moment of the parerrt

ionu antiparallel to the spin of t,he parent ion.

In order for the term Horb to appearo two

conditions must be met. Firstu the ion must loe in a

state where the orbital angular momentum is non-zero

secondu there must be at least partial lifting of
the orbital degeneracy of the ground state" Hence,

for ions in S states where Þ0, Horb=O and for ions

in cubic environments l{or5=0. Otherwise the expression

F¡r IJ - ìq""orþ
Horb=- 2 au"4 t3 ) ¡¿ 4"r)

where <f3>, is the reciprocal of the average cubed radi-us
Jd

of the 3d electrons and L, is the average z-component

of the orbit.al angular mornentum. In the event that the

orbital momentum is quenched and the elect,ronic currents

circulate in the x-y plane only then:

T
.'.t

< r çl\-r(}. U i

\

-?
H^--,. =-24{<r">- . (g-2 ) <S>orþB3dz
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There are two distinct dJ_po1ar fields, one from

surrounding magnetic atoms, the other from the spin of the

parent atom" rn sulphide spinels the distance between mag-

netic atoms is ^4-5å, so that dipole fields from the sur-

roundings are rather small" The dipote field from the

parent atom j-s given by:
HU. o=-Z/"L B { 3L(S. r) -s \- =-==- 7'

Choosing the z axis as the axis of quantization:
Lt,4s"os20 -r-> <r-')ru (sr)

where 6 is ttÍe polar angle in an ordinary spherical

co-ordinate system" Notice t.hat this term is zero for
spherical and cubic symmetry since (.o='@ -Þ =O

under these circumstances"

The local field consists of any externally
applied field H.pp pl_us the Lorent.z field and the

demagnetizlng field, The expression for H1 is then:
Hl=}I'pp++ 

" 
g-DM

ïn general, in Jn orA"re¿ compound all
thgee hyperfine interactions are present simultaneously

and except in one or two special cases, the Hamilton-

ian has no closed form solutions and the eigenvalues

and transition probabilities must be computed. Such

computing facilities are available in our laboratory
and furÈher comments will be made on this point in
a laÈer section. The problem aríses because, ín
the most general case, the quad.rupole interaction
introduces off diagonal elements in the Hamiltonian
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when the magnetic field direction is taken as the

axis of quantization. These elements are too large

to be ignored. unles= .2qQ 19tH.*. If we suppose
rì.I

that this condition does in fact obtaino then the

eigenvalues for the case where the E"F.G. makes an

angle @ with the hyperfine field and "? =0 are;

E(3/2)=g", tt F Hr.rmr* (-t) I ml+Ll 
"2qo(:.o=2p -r-iTr--l

E(I/2¡=94 F Hr,r*r

with neglect of the isomer shift"

There are a few points worth noting about

these results.
(i) Vühen & =0, there are only six allowed

transitions between the ground and

excited states corresponding to

Amr=O, t I and the relative Probabil-

ities are:

-L/2 4 /2)
t+r/2 ú /2J

3 -r/2 -r/21 2

+r/2 +vz)
_L/2 +L/;1 1

+L/2 -r/2)
(ii) When 0+0, there are eight allowed transi-

tions corresponding to ilï=Or g 1 t2. The

transition probabilit,ies depend on the

magnitude of e2 tQ/Xr,¡un,

(iii) when Ô =cos-f G/ß) , the spectrum looks

superficially as though there were no
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quadruple interact,ion and t,he int,ensi-

ties of the lines must be carefully

examined to see whether devíations from

the expected 32221 ratios are acceptable,

f.or frequently, the two Ámr=12 lines

are of rather small intensity and may

not show up as distinct absorption peaks"

This critical condition is not beyond

the realms of possibility. It is easy

to determine that the angle betrveen

< 00f> and (111> is precisely
-lcos - (I/d3 ) in a cubic crystal and if

the easy axís of magnetization is a

cube axis and a small trigonal distortion

occurs along < 11I> the situation has

been reatized

3.3 The Mössbauer Spectrometer.

The spectrometers (6)in orrt lab. have

been most thoroughly and comprehensively described

previously [¿fJ . There is nothing more to add, but

for the sake of completeness a block diagram of the

spectrometer is given in figure 2I" The transducer,

on which the source 57co in a cr matrix is mount"a(7)

allows the energy of photons emitted from the source

to be modified according to equation (fI"22) " The
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Block dl-agram of the Mössbauer spectrometer.

photons pass through the absorber and of those whose

energy corresponds to the energy separation of states

beLween which transitions are allowed, a fractj-on

is absorbedn A detector counts the number of photons

passing into it, after collimation" The detector is

either a crystal scintillator(B) or a proportional
/q\counter\-/. Pulses from the counter are shaped and

amplified, energy analysed and recorded" The method

of recording depends on whether the transducer is used

in the constant acceferation or the constant velocity

mode. For the latter, the transducer st.ays in one
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velocity channel f.or a pre-d.etermined length of time

and the total number of counts is recorded in a

scaler and printed out(10). ïf constant acceleration

is used then the transd.ucer is driven th::ough the

whole pre-selected velocity range in a pre-determined

number of steps. A multichannel .rruly="t(11) scales

synchronously and t.he number of counts per velocity

step is recorded in a memory bank. Subsequently,

the memory is read out onto punched paper tape (12)

and printed paper(r0) " The data may also be recorded

graphically by means of an x-y recorder fitted rvith

a point protter(10) ,

3"4 Ancillary Equipment.

A great deal of the ancillary equipment

used. in these experiments has been described prevíously.

A description of the fuinace used to collect spectra

j-n the range 3000< T<700" K can be found in [aer43J "

Several people have described our 50kOe supercon-

ducting solenoid 11¡,a3,44\ as it is used in Mössbauer

Effect studies with and without the room temperature

bore in position. W€ can hornreverr contribute a

description of a liquid nitrogen flow through cryostat

for use ín the solenold room temperature bore and a

descrlption of a cryostat which was custom built fot ,t=(13)

and used to collect spectra in the range 2'K<Ta250" K"
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The flow through cryost.at is sketched j-n

figure 22. The temperature achieved by the sample

is 81 t 2' K as measured with a copper constantan

thermocouple" The instrument found some use tafr¿:i

but it vüill soon be replaced by a rather more

sophisticated cryostat. rt is very simple in design"

The outer case is of stainless steel 2 inches O.D.

and 11 inches long" There is a I inch diameter

mylar window at the lower end and a 2 inches diameter

mylar window at the upper end. Copper tubing carries

liquid nitrogen down to the sample area" The liquid

flows t,hrough t.he rectangular cross-section annulus

and back up a second tube where it exhausts to air.

The absorber can be of the rigid matrix type or

clamped. between I inch diameter Be discs. Aluminum

foil provides radiation shielding along the optical

path and aluminiserd myla wrapped around the sample area

and enclosing the copper feed tubes provides sufficient

radiation shielding from the outer can. A 50 litre

dewar of tiquid. nitrogen lasts about 20h. whj-ch is

long enough to collect some 50-60r000 counts per channel"

The t.op window tends to get rather coo] because of the

proximit,y of the feed tubes so it is provided with a

small heater to prevent icing.

A sketch of the custom built cryostat is

shown in figure 23a" In the centrer wê have the
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sample tube 2, at the bott.om of the sample tube in

the common vacuum space 3 s is attached a 100 SL , 9

watt heater that is wound on a massive copper former,

4 " Three reservoirs are in thermal contact with the

sample tube. The highest 5, is the main liquid

helium tanko capacity 5 litres, the lowest 6, is the

subsidiary helium pot, capacity I litreo which is

used when sample temperatures below 4"2oK are required.

Liquid helium is introd.uced into 6 from 5 via a needle

valve 8, operated at the top of the cryostat. Between

5 and 6 is an exchange gas reservoix o7 . The liquid

nitrogen reservoir 9 surrounds 5 and has a capacity

of 15 litres . 770 K shielding is provided through

the rest of the dewar by means of copper sheet. The

reservoir 6, also has a 4.2'K rad.j-ation shield, 10.

The lower part of the sample tube is of Be thus,

providing a "wrap around" ð -ray window. The windows

in the 77o R shield are mvlar and the outer wind.ows

are of Be"

Vüith t,he exception of the port on 6 o all

pumping ports come to a manifold that is valved to

enable all volumes to be evacuated eit.her at once or

individually" The pumping line from 6 goes to a

separate pumping station,

The absorber is introduced into the crlzostat

on the end of a long, thin walled, staS-nless steel tube.

This assembly is shown in figure 23b. A flange seals
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l3

Fígure 23a" Line diagram of oxford cryostat'
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Figure 23b. Sample rod for the oxford cryostaÈ,
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the sample chamber against air via an o-ring on the top

of the cryostat and another o-ring on the sample support

tube. On the sample tube are two circumferential Be-Cu

springs that allow thermal anchoring for the exchangie

gas in the sample tube. The upper spring locks onto

the wall- of the sample tube in the vicinity of the

7-7' K region L2, the lower spring locks on near to

the top of the main helium pot, 13" These anchors help

to induce layering of the exchange gas and provide for
temperature stability" The sample support is of copper

and is fairly massive. Buried j-n it is a germanium

thermometer precision calibrated. from 2"L" -99"8oK.

Electrical leads from the thermometer run up through

the sample tube and pass through a sealed connector at

its top end. The sample temperature may also be measured

using a Gold lron/Chromel thermocouple that is fixed to

the copper foot of the sample tube. In the absorber

support are two stainless steel pins that. provide for
positive location of the absorber with respect to the

optical path"

The operation of the dewar is straight-

forward. Before use, â11 reservoirs, exchange gas

chambers and the needle valve capilliary and seating

must be thoroughly flushed with clean dry helium gas

in order to prevent freeze up, icing or blocking of

the various vents and access holes. The sample chamber,

exchange gas chamber and lower reservoír are connected
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to a supply of helium gas and the needle valve is

closed. (access of gas to the fower chamber can be

had by means of a T junction ín the pumping líne).

The nitrogen can is filled and about' 3 litres of

liquid. nitrogen is poured into the main helium

reservoir. Precooling of the dewar takes 5-10h"

After this period, the nitrogen in the main helium

reservoj-r is syphoned off and the reservoir is again

flushed with clean dry helium gas. Liquid helium is

then transferred into the reservoir, usually -14

litres of liquid ís required to complet'e dewar cool

down t.o 4,2'K and fill the main reservoir"

It is simplest to describe the use of the

cryostat in various temperature regions î 2.L"<T<4.2" K,

l=4 "2o Ro 4.2o<T<loo K, Loo<T¿3oo"K,

(i ) 2.f<r<4 "2" K"

The exchange gas reservoir and the sample

chamber are evacuated. Liquid helium is admitt.ed to

the lower reservoir via the needle va1ve. When the

boil off subsides, the needle valve is closed"

The T junction on the pumping line to the

lower reservoir is now closed. The pumping line to

the lower reservoír is shut and the pump is then

switched on. The pumping line is opened gradually

and a Bourdon gauge monitors the vapour pressure of

the liquid helium in the lower pot" About. Lh" after

the pumping line has been fu1ly openedu the sample
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will achieve a steady minimum temperature '-f K,

that can be monitored wit.h the germanium thermometer.

The 1 litre capacity a]lows a spectrum collection time

of at least 10h. Temperatures in the rest of the

range can be obtained by increasing the pressure of

exchange gas in the sample tube. Temperature stability
is g O.2o x for periods up to 5h" We shalI be able to
achieve something better than this after the pressure

control for t,he helium pumping line is operative"

(ii) T=4"2" K.

rf the steps prior to (i) have been adhered

to the sample will be at 4"2'' R, rt has been found

that opening the needle valve to allow liquid t,o fill
the lower reservoir is just slightly advantageous.

(iii) 4.2"¿ T110" K.

fn this rangeo the needle valve is closed,

the exchange gas chamber and the lower reservoir are

evacuated and temperatures are achieved by varying

the exchange gas pressure in the sample tube"
o(iv) 10 <T<300"K.

In t,his range, it is possible to use a

temperature controller which we shall describe briefly
later. The exchange gas chamber and the lower reservoir

are evacuated and the sample tube is part,ially evacuaÈed

to *:--OmmHg, TemperaLure stability is excellenÈ t0n1. K

for periods up to 24ln"
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The temperature controller(1&) has both

proportional and. differential feed back 1oops" The

output from a thermocouple junction at the sample

chamber is compared wit,h a pre-selected emf corres-

ponding to the desired sample temperature" The

difference is amplified, fed to a power st,age that
increases or decreases the power supplied to the

cryostat heater as the difference voltage is positive

or negative" A differentiating net monitors the time

rate of change of the difference voltage and adjusts

the power supplied to render t.his rate zero. An

integrating net averages out large rand.om noise

fluctuations "

The cryostat and temperature controll-er

function extremely welI" Exchange gas cooling of

the sample gives confj-dence in sample temperature

homogeneity and the germanium thermometer allows

precise t.emperature measurement even a-t the lowest

temperatures attainable" The design of the sample

chamber and the manner of sample insert.ion allows

specimens t,o be changed wit.hout warming the entire

cryostat. A very large temperature range can be

covered. The cryostat is relatively inexpensive to

runi a 5 litre fill of tiquid helium will last 24 h.

although it is necessary to top up the liquid nitrogen

tank at L2h" intervals.
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In some of our earlier worko we used a cold

finger cryostat that has been described previously {AZi "

3"5 Experiment.al procedure.

Tn this section¡ w€ shall mention four
aspects of Mössbauer experimental technique; absorber

preparation, experimental condj-tionsu spectrometer

calibration and líne shape considerations.

Tn all the Mössbauer work Èhat will be

describedo absorbers were in the form of finely ground

polycryst,alline powders" One of the pre-requisites of
a Mössbauer absorber is that, it, should have a reason-

able recoiless fraction and some of the compounds

investigated had a very low iron content of which 57¡'.

represented only ^"22 ordinarily" It was thereforeo

necessary to boost the 57n" content by using iron that
had been enriched. in 57¡'"(15). rn ord.er to d.et,ermine

by how much the 57¡'" content. should. be boosted.¡ \d€

adopted the following recipe. We set a minimum accept-
^l 

Ê1 ôable -'Fe content of 0"03mg ''Fe cm-'in a 100mg absorber

on an area of Lcm?. The figure of 0.03mg 57r" 
"*-2 *r=

derived from experj-ments on "<-Fe2O3 " Hence o íf the

natural iron content of the compound is XwtB, then

of the )hgFe in t.he absorber 2.L7 "X mg are 57r" , if
100

this weight:
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2"L7 x ). 0,03
100

i"e" x 7 154

then there was no need to enrich the samples" For

example o FeCrrS4 has 20ea iron by weight" If the

inequality did not hold, "chen a weight F of the iron

was added. as 57¡'. where:

F=0.03-2 "L7 x ms
100

The powders must be contained in some

fashion for use in the spectrometer. In some of our

experiments, low temperature absorbers were made

by mixing t.he powder with G"E. varnish and allowing

thís mixture to set in a 0"6 inch diameter disc

on a clean aluminum foil. In later experimentso

we have clamped the powders between 1 inch diameter

Be discs in a manner which is simílar to that, used

for t.he high temperature (T 7 30Oox) absorbers. For

experiments where an external fiel-d was applied,

absorbers were made by mixing the powder wit,h a

thermosetÈing plastic" This ímmobj-lizes the granules

and makes a rigid, self supportingu absorber but this

rigid matrix puts strain on t,he granules [nUJ and

\ire think this strain has some unfortunate ef fect.s.

We shalI discuss this possibility later"

The experimental conditions have already

been mentioned to some extent and here¡ wê remark

that we attempted to gaÈher j-nformation about, the
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three hyperfine interactions as a function of Lempera-

ture in the range 2o<tÉ5OO Ko Some experiments were

made in applied external fields up to 50kOe"

The Mössbauer spectrometer mest be calj--

brated using some standard absorber. fn the course

of our experiments, we have used iron foil, d -rero,

and sodium nitroprusside, table 6 shows the calibration

data that has been employed ln6i.

Table 6" Calibration Data for Mössbauer Spectrometer"

S tandard
Absorber

Peak Separa-
tions (**."-1)
A16 A25 434

Q.S 6t Heff
(mm.s-) koe

Isomer ShifÈq.
Relat ive to - '7Co
ín Cr (mm.e-r)

Iron Foil

,*-FerO 
U

Sodium
N1 tropsus-
slde

0.r52

0.5L2

0 " 105

L0 "657

1^ 7ñ

6 "L67 L.67 7

g .66 2.63

330

5l-7

r.772

CaLfbrat,lon of the spectrometer for experíment's in

applied external fields is of particular importance,

for, inspite of precautions taken against it [¿¡J , the

stray fieLd from the solenoid affects the motion of

the Lransducer. Therefore, it. is necessary to cali-

brate the spectrometer at each field used and to

maintain precisely the same Eeometry for the calibraÈion
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as for the experiment. In figure 240 \de show the

calibration constants for our spectrometer as a

function of external field as determined during a

particular experimental ru¡'Io The stray fields are

*102oe but it can be seen t,hat, their effect is

remarkableo especially on the velocity calibration"

Calibrating wít,h iron foil allows some

assessment to be made of t.he linearity of the velocity

scale" [Ve have found t.hat, linearit,y in our spectro-

meter is 722"
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The fínat point concerns the collimation

of the spectrometer. The problem of collimation

effecÈs has been dealt wit,h by several authors and

a survey is given in lntS " rn figure 25, a schematic

arrangement of a point sourceo a collimator and a

detector is shown. If it were possiblea we would

like to det,ect only those { -rays emitted. paralle1

to the source velocity but this so severly attenuates

the counting rate that it is impractical. Therefore,
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a finite solid angle is allowed. This solid angle

is characterized. ny Q or Lhe ratio D/zd indicated

in figure 25" Whether a point source or, a more

realistico extended source [n4, is considered the

line broadening introduced. by a non- zelo qt is

found to increase as (D/2Ð2 and to be greater, the

greater is t,he displacement of the absorption line

from the zero of velocity on the spectrometer" This

effect is illustrated in figure 26 where we plot

some experimentally determined line widths at various

velocities for various values of (D/zd), Also,
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indicated in figure 26 are the values of (D/zd)

usually obtained in t,he various laboratory set ups"

The line widths plotted in figure 26 were obtained

from the spectra of figure 27 which are from an

d -Fe^o- absorber, These spectra also íllustrat.e
¿5

the other effect of increasing collimation angle, i"e.

the velocity shift of each peak posit,ion. This

effect, does not matter provided the spectrometer

geometry is held constant.
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Flgure 27 " Illust,ratlng the effecÈ of collimaÈion on
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3"6 Data Analysis

Mössbauer spectroscopy produces a very large

amounL of data that is usually analysed init.ially

with the aid of a computer. At this university, we

are fortunate to have an I"B.M. 360 system. Data

from the spectrometer on punched'paper tape can be

readily converted to card for.m by means of an I.B.M"

J-620 machine. Following Lhis t,here are two routes

that may be takenc

(i) If the spect.rum is obviously simple; then

a least squares fit t,o the peak positions

is usually sufficíent for the various

Mössbauer parameters to be extract.ed;

(ii) If the spectrum is fairly complicated then

a least sguares fit of t,he exact nuclear

Hamiltonian to the d,ata is required" This

type of fit is then checked against the

rat.her freer fit, given in (i) 
"

The fit,ting program used in (i) is known as 'TMONKEYU' and

was given to us by the Applied Mathemat,ics Divisj-on at

Argonne. The fitt,ing in (ii) is accomplished by means

of a programme called ''POWDER" that ut,ilizes as a su]:-

routine the solutions obt,ained for the complete nuclear

Hamiltonain by the author of [¿tJ,
These programmes are described ín a little

more detail in append.ix D"
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In thiso the first of two chaPters

describing experiment,al workø wê present and discuss

the results of our invesÈigations of four quit,e dif-

ferent compounds. Three of t,hese compounds Fer54r

ne [cr2j sa and cA [cr2J sa were known to exist before

we started our work. They had been investigated i.n

various experiments and explanat,ions of many of

t.heir properties were either established or at least

suspected" lVe have reviewedo albej-t bríef1y, the

results of relevant, experimental worko in an attempt

to place our own invest,igations in perspect.ive. Our

siudies of these compounds ar:e described in sections

Lu2o and 3 respectively, The fourth compound is

described in section 4" Vfe suspected its existence

but so far only rather j-mpure sanrples have been

nrona rarl
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1" A sruDY oF re[re]sn"

The work described in this sect,ion has

been reported previously [1r2] and is given here in
much the same form"

1"1 fnÈ,roduction"

fn contrast to the j-ron oxides o a large
variet.y of phases are found in the compounds of iron
and sulphur, many of which have recent,ly been reviewed

[3j " Two structures are known for the compound FerS4

and both have been identified from natural minerals"

Smythite has an hexagonal layer structure rather like
pyrrhot.it,e i¿t and it appears to be difficult to syn-

thesize pure ma€erial{. sool p greigite has the spinel
structure tZj . It is an extremely rare mineral and

a number of syntheses have been proposed, all of which

yield reasonably pure greígite with sma1l crystallite
a1size t6, B ,9 uLO r 11,121 "

By comparison with magnet,ite, its isomorphous

oxide, greigite has not been very extensively st,udied"

Tt has been shown t.o be thermodynamically unstable

relatíve to pyrrhotite If¿1 but natural greigit.e

shows no 'cendency to decompose in air at room t,empera-

ture" When heat,ed in vacuumu it is st,able up to Zgú C

/-1
l 7i where it decomposes to pyrrhotit.e" Under other
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condit5-ons u there is a much more limited range of

stability Igl.
The compound crystallizes in the spinel

strucLure wit,h an ideal cubic sutphur array [ZrOI"

The lattice parameter is g,87 O -å, ¡ut values between

9"81 and g.go Å hatte been reported for the synthetic

material. Some workers [6ì report a díst.ortion in

the structure although this is not mentioned by anyone

elee "

In addition to x-ray studies, synthetic

FerSn has been studj-ed by electron diffraction

tArgr10o15r16J and. it has recently been shown that

anisotropy can be induced by an electrostatic field

above 3130 X ¡fZ] " Some magnetic properties have been

reported {erfOrreJ " No coercivity was det,ectedo

the saÈuration magnetization was L"3Å1, per formula

unit (ellemu/gþ and an ordering temperature of 580"r

was deduced from 1ow temperature measuremenLs.

Mössbauer spectra have also been reported.

[6r16018], These show several superposed. spectra with
hyperfine fields 300kOe.

Our stud.y of FerSn was conducted on synthetic
samples that we found to be rather poorly crystallized.
and non-stoichj-o.met,ric to varying exLent.s. Based on
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their Vjössbauer spectra alone however¡ w€ judged them

to be no \^lorse and. in some cases slightly better than

other samples studied previously. Put another wdy o

they are typical of samples of synthetic greigite and

since the natural mineral was unavailableo it seemed

that a study of synthetic material was the practical

way to study the compound. We, Èherefore, judged

it. to be very important to make some at,t,empt to distin-
guish between observat,ions pertinent to the compound

proper and observations resulting from deficiencies

in sample charact.erization.

1"2 Preparation of Samples,

This compound was not prepared in t,he

manner outlined in chapter 1.5, that method does not

work in this case" lVe used the method reported in

igJ " The precise details of the met,hod are given in

appendix E since it. makes ted.ious reading. Suffice

to say here t,hat we made thirt,y samples. For the

firsL 20 at,tempts, equal quantities 5mI of 0.15M

Mohros Salt ps (NH4 ) , (SOn ) ,6HrO and 0 .2M sod.ium

sulphide were used and the yield was 100-200m9. In

an effort to produce larger quantities, 0,6M Mohrus

Salt and 1"6M sodium sulphide were mixed in a 2zL

ratio for the last 10 batches, the yield wasru19.
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The final product varied considerably and

alt,hough we can offer no definite explanation of this

iact there are several factors that may contribute:

(i) The preparation met.hod is a hydrothermal

synthesis and the reaction temperature is

critical i

(ii) There must. be a very rapid quench of the

fínal product to prevent the formation of

other phases;

(iii) Fe3S4 tend.s to oxidise when in contact with

water so washing and filtering the final

product may have had a bac effect.u especially

on smal1 crystallit.es"

We examined c¡ur 30 samples visually and only 20 that

were black in colour and attracted by a hand magnet

were retained for x-rav examination.

X-ray diffractometer traces were obtained

for the samples and Debye-Sherrer photographs were

taken of those that showed strong greigite reflections.

Manganese filtered FeI{ø( radiation was used throughout"

The high angle lines were rather broad but all except

the very weak spinel reflections could be identified"

We also found some extra lines in each sample t.hat

did not belong to the spinel pattern, In some cases

t,hese lines were ídentif ied by their d values r w€

found different impurit,ies in differen'¿ samples. This
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suggests that the problem is not a systematic fault.

of the preparation but. rather a consequence of the

abilit.y of j-ron to form a large number of sulphides.

Tn table 7 we show the x-ray powder patterns

for three of our samples Èogether with the published

patiern [Z] f.or natural greigite" The spurious

reflections are indicated by asterisks and we conclude

that samples 7 and 24 contain traces of pyrrhotite

and that sample L4 contains smythit.e and a trace of

some unidentified. phase. The amounts of pyrrhotite

must be (5? since its Mössbauer pattern does not appear

in our spectra, on the other hand, there musL beÞ1å

for the x-ray pattern to show up" Thereforeo the

purity of our samples is estimated as bein$ between

95-992 
"

Table 7. Part of the powder pattern from synthetic
Fe.S¡ samples; t,he íntensities were esti-
maËeð vísuallv and the radíation was Fel{æ/l4n

hkt 7 Greigite

(Spincl ) ¿tu (Ãl lR ,/,, (Ä ) 4, (,4) d,, (Ã)

l4

ill
220
3ll
222

400
331

422
31,3

5ll
440
840
844

2.968 t0

5.72
3.472

5.69t
3.467
2.972

2 -909
J.)51
2.466

2.004

| .897

| .736
r .098
I .003

2

3
l0

N.O.
I

2

5

N.O.

I

3

l0
2

3

5.720
3.482
2.975
2.839
2 -637

2.466

2.062
2.0t2
| .902

| .745
I .104
L 007

2

3

l0
<l

2

5

N.O
3

I

3

9

3

5

2
À

0

I

2

I

5

o

4

4

5 .720 8 .0
3.498 31.5
2 .980 I 00 .0
2 -855 3.9

2.470 54.8
2.260 | .2

2.0t7 9 .2

1.901 28.6

| .746 76.8
L t05 16 .4
1.008 30.9

N.O.
2.062 3

2 .853
2.637

2.471

2.0t4
1.902

t.746
L ¡04
I .006

cReflætions not belonging to the spine¡ pattern
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From the high angie spinel reflections'

we determined the lattice parameiers given in table B

and these same reflect.ions were used to determine the

apparent crystallite size D" According to [tgJ 3

o= (7/p ) cos á

where ñ is the x-ray wavel-ength 0 is the Bragg angle

and p is the line broadening" Vüe assumed that:
Ê =Þ -ÊI IOBS./TNST"

where P^^^ ís the observed fu]1 width at hal-f maximum. UIJb

intensity and. Ér*rr" is the instrumental broadening

det,ermined from a standard" The three samples

described in t.ables 7 and I are aTnong the hest that, we

made. We chose to study them further because we

believed that a strong correlation existed between

butk properties and apparent crystallite size.

Chemical analyses of t,he j-ron contents of samples 14

and 24 are given in table B but we had a very low

yield of sample lZi an¿ no chemical analysis was made,

but where necessaryo later, we shall assume the iron

content of sample 7 Eo be t.he same as t'hat of sample

14 u sínce in some other respects the two samples are

similar, The formula Fe3S4 has 56.644 of iron by

weight" Some of the discrepancy between observed

and expected iron content is presumably a result of

non st,oichiometry which we assume manifests itself

in the form of B-site vacancies. Some of the difference
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^. r ^:.i ^ data forcrtlu rttav Jlç u¿9 ICrystalJ-ographic
synthetic U.354

Samplc

Slze
D+10

(Å)

Lattice
parameter Wt.% Fe
au * 0.01 (Wet chemical

(Ä) analysis)

Magnetic momenl 4.2 oK.

H-q'
po/formula unit

Observed Corrected *

t37
I l7
9l

7

t4
z4

9.86
9.83
9.87

54. 6

49.0

2.05
2.04
I .58

1.lO

2.25
2.21

*See page 148"

howeverø ñay arise from viater absorbed onto the

particles! surface t ãrr idea that we were able to

check by means of infra-red a.bsorption specLra,

Figure ZBa sho\,,üs the absorption spectrum of sample

13, it. is compared there to a spectrum taken from a

natural crystal of pyrite Fe(S2)=(b) , It may be

seen t,hat there ís strong absorption at 1450 cm-l

in both cases" These absorption bands are characteri-
stic of H*OH or OH-, but the test is not altogether

conclusiveu although the absorpLiou is stronger in

Fe3S4 than in Fe(sZ) ,

1" 3 MagnetÍzation Measurement,s.

The equipment and techniques

in Chapter fI sections L"2, 3 were used

the complete magnetization curve for two

and 24 in t.he temperature range A.Z-3OO0

these samples \,ve also measured. the first
curve ín the range from 300-700tK" Our

ï/lere:

described

Èo determine

samples 7 t

K. For

part of the

obj ect,ives
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snectra from (a) Fe^S,
1Jlt -3000 cm-a comes

dlsperse the powders.
typíca1 of OH-Ínfra-red
urs ín both sulphides
\,{as a well crys tal-l-j-zed

t'.)t.53,ü z's3'5+o

Fi gure 28 " Inf ra-red absorp l-ion
/! \(b ) FeSr. The deep absorptÍc,n a
from the organic binder used t.o

The absorptlon at æL45() 
"*-1 
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spectra buE the facË that it occ
ls curíous when one of them (b)
natural sample.

(i) To determíne the low temperature moment;

(íi¡ To determine the magnet,ic ordering temper-
ature i

(iii) To find out whether there was any evidence
fol a Verwey type transition as in Fe3O4
îzo'ç

(iv) To see vihether there was any evidence of
superparamagnetic behaviour "

We made thermal- scans of the remanence and of the

magneLization in various fixed applied fields to

determine t.he long range orderíng temperature as more

conventional techniques failed on account of the

tendency of t.he compound to decompose after long

periodsu ât elevated temperatures.



Hc vrith temperature f.or samples 7 and 24 while figure
30 shows the temperature variation of the function

Mp/M.a " Tn iigure 31, l!{.o is plotted against tempera-

ture for samples 7 and. 24" At low t.emperatures the

magnetization is a slowly varying function of

temperature and shows no discont,inuities. At 4.2öR0 M- is
37 "6 and 28"5 e"m.v"/g for the two samples respectively.

The corresponding moments per Fe3S4 formula unit are

given in column 5 of table I "

t_33.

variation ofIn fiqure 29 we show the

o7

o

o

--- -T
Number 7

N0mber 24

L;
o

I

o.l

Figure 29 r ""'t"'"r"us 
T

D(7)=L37 A,¡(24)=91 ¡

Figure 30* Me/Sf." versus
D(7)=I37 Ào DT24)-91 Ä

g

;o
F

ts
zo

Figure 31,
D (7 ) =L37 Ãu

Mo¿ VefSUS
D(24)=91 Å

o SoÕp,o Nuñbe. 7

o Somple Numbor 24

2oo roo qoo sob-iõõ
TEMPERATURE fK)
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The high temperature behaviour of the

magnetization shows t,he t.hermal d.ecomposition of the

compound" The magnetization l-evel s off at about 500"K

and then continues to fall above 600"K. After heatinq

to 67A"Rî the greigite had decomposed to a dark brown

powder and we could find no trace of the original

reflections in the x-ray powder pat.tern" The phases

present were not identified"
The thermal scens in the fixed applied

fields are shown in figure 32 " Following frd we

attribute the peak in the curve at high tem¡reratures

to t.he balance of anisotropy and magnetization

energies and conclude that it, occurs below the ordering

temperature" We, therefore, ext.rapolated the steeply

falling parts of the curves above the peal<s to M=0

o)
YJ
L

o
)
Èo

tsz
l
É

=@Ég
z
\
!J
bz
0
2

Fl gure 32 " Thermal
applled fields and

s cans o f magne E!za
extrapolation of T^

tion in various
(H) ro H=0.
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and obtained the four ordering temperatures that are

plotted against applied field in figure 32 " A linear
extrapolation of these data to H=0 yield.s an ordering

temperaLure of 606"K. A scan of the remanence, howevero

yielded 570- K for the temperature at. wi'rich MR=0"

I"4 Electri-cal Measurements.

lüe were unable to make any decisive

electrical measurements because we could not. produce

any high density samples. The powders we did have

could not be sintered because of t,heir low decomposi-

t,ion temperature. We dido howeveru press some powders

ínto discs that. we esti-mated to have about 558

theoretical x-ray density" We could not, solder leads

to these discs so a four point probe was used. Vüe

found resistivities in the range t-l02-ÇL,cm. By

compressing t.he discs between brass contactsr w€ found

lower resi.stívítíes and a decrease of about a factor

of four when the temperature \'vas lowered from 300 to

4.2"R" VrIe do not have much regard for these results
and consider them, at besto indicative of semimetallíc

behaviour 
"

1,5 Mössbauer Effect SpecLroscopy.

Spectra were recorded f.or L2 samples at

room temperature. All consisLed of a six line magnetic
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pattern wit'h a hyperfine fiel_d of about 3l_OkOe

superposed on a central doublet" Bo-bh t,he magnetic

pattern and the central d.oub.Let had rat.her broad

lines that suggested the presence of more than one

spectrum" The intensity ratio of the doublet,/maqnetic

pattern varied quite a bit from sample to sample.

fn figure 33 the patt,erns of -uhree samples are dis-
playedo and marked at the right hand side of each

pattern are the results of the room temperature

measurements of Mo¿ and H" together with the intensitv
ratio of doublet./magnetic pattern. More d.etailed

investigations were made on samples 7, Lq and 240

and their room Lemperature spectra are shown in
figure 34. If the area under the outer pair of lines
ís assigned a value 3 o then table 9 shows the ratio
of. íntenties for outer paír: middle pair: central
area" It can be seen that, the intensit,y of the central
portion increases as 'L.he effectiq¡e crystallíte size
decreases. The Euadrupole splitting and isomer shift
of this central doublet are estimated to be O"6q

and 0"52 mm/s respectively"

fn figure 350 the temperature depend.ence

of the Mössbauer spectrum of sample 24 is shown" The

central peaks are reduced in int.ensity as t.he tempera-

Èure is lowered., in fact o by lO0oKo 78? of all the

absorption is in the magnetically split, pattern. By
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Flgure 34. 14össbauer sÞectr a 296"R
(a) Sample 7 D=l- 37 4,(b) Sample L4 D=117 4,(c) Sample 24 != 9L À"

Table 9, Intensit.y ratio of outer, inner and middle
pairs of lines"

Sample number
Experimcntal

condit ions l4

296"K
296"K.1/ = 50 kOc
100"K
296'K aftcr

prolongcd cooling
|0(l "K aftcr

prolonged cooling
270"K,H=90kOe

afìer cooling to
il5'K

3.00:2.07:2.45+
3.00: -- :1.40

3 .00 2.21:4 .02

3.00:2.14:3 3 .tJj:2.00:4.79

3.00:2.23:2.84

3.00:1.76:7.08

3.00:1.98:6.70

3.00: -' :5.-14

t0

*l:rrors arc +:0. I 5.
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4"2"K, howevero the spectrum again becomes complex.

It appears to be composed of t.hree magnetj-cally split
patterns with intensity ratios 2zzzr. The most widelv
split pat.t,ern has very broad outer lines - 1.45mm/s

and. a hyperfine field of 470kOe" The other two

patterns resemble each other and have fields of about

327 and 313kOe. These results are collected. in
table 10. On returning to room temperature, the

magnetically split, pat.tern is weaker, relative to
the cent,ral portion, than in the original room

temperature spectrum" This may be seet:l by comparing

figure 35a with figure 34c or by consid.ering the

Table 10. Hyperfine parameters for sample 24 deduced
from zero field spectra"

296"K 100'K 4.2"K

Pattcrn I/n, (kOe ) f/n, (koe) /.s Hn, (kOe)t /.S+*

lorA
2orB
3

3t6
321

0.57
0.80

313
327
472

0.64
0.71
0.ól

0.51
0. ó0

308
291

+lsomcr shil(s arc givcn rclativc to thc sourcc. l0 mCi of'57Co in Cr: the units are mm/s
tWc cstim¿tc ¿tn crror of + l0 kOc.
*ûWe estimate an error of +0.05 mm/s.

intensity ratios given in tabLe 9. We found a similar
effect, in sample 7 and a comparison may be mad.e beLween

figure 34a and figure 36a. !Íe took x-ray powder

diffract,ion patterns after cooling these samples and

found that t.wo weak ref lect,ions had. appeared. at d=3. 94
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Figure 35 " Mössbauer
spectra of sample 24 at
(u,) 296"K (b) 100"K
(c) 4"2"K.

Figure 36. Mössbauer spectra
sample 7 in applied fields;
(a) H-*-=0 (b) H^--=20koe

"yy dPP
(c) Hrpp=50kOe.

of

oand 2"L9 A and we conclude that prolonged. cooling
j.'nduces an irreversíble change in the sLructure

that has an appreciable effect on the Mössbauer

spectrum.

In order to determine t,he spin arrange-

ment in Fe.S' Mössbauer Spect.ra were obtained forJ4

several samples in an applied field of 50kOe and.

the fíeld dependence was found for sample 7 " Some

of t,he spectra are shown in figure 36 and the varia-
tion of effective field with applied fÌeld is shown

in figure 37 " Each of the outer lines of t,he magnetic

pattern are split. by the appiied fietd into two lines
of unequal i-ntensity, these are marked A and B in
figure 36, and the middle lines disappear when H^oo

\tEl-GllY (m.rs)

I
À

-60 -4.o -2.o 0 20 4.o

Velocity (mm/s)
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Figure 37 " Varíatíon of H r.rl rh ll f or the tr,¡o
sublattices. 

--err "aPP

exceeds 10kOe. There are three points to be made:

(i) The splitting of t.he original patt.ern

indicat,es the presence of two magnetic

sublat.tices i
(ii¡ The disappearance of the middle lines

indicates thaÈ the magnet,izations on

'che two sublattices are collinear;
(iii) The data in fisure 37 shows that at one

sublatt,iceo the eifect.ive field d,ecreases

while at t,he oÈhero it increases indicating
that the magnetizat,ions are antiparallel"

The third point, requires some explanation and in figure
38 we have tried to illustrate how the concl-usion can

be drawn" !{e recal-l figure 20 and note that H= is
direct,ed opposit,e Èo the ionic 3d spin" fn figure
38 o ¡4,8 is supposed Èo be larger Èhan {O so t,hat

r0 20 30 40 50
APPLIED FIELO (KOe)

-l-*r--r'--r--T_l

/i
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Flgure 38. To illust:rate Èhe effecË of H"oo on Hnf.

H^^^ aligns the dípoles assor)iated with B ions and
C¿.L,,P

therefore, 
"upp 

is opposed t1, Hfrt for B ions so that
for B ions Heff=Hhf-"rpp" If we suppose that [O i=
ant,iparallel to $e then at A ions we have:

Heff=Hhfu*rpp

As a broad principle then¿ w€ can say t,hat for
Mössbauer spectra in applied field" Hrpp adds to
Hfrf for sublattices whose magnetizations are anti-
parallel to the net sample magnetization, and vice

versa" It is now clear why points (i) and (iii)

can be made¡ so for completenessr w€ explain point
(ii). To und.erstand thisr w€ first recall that, the

nriddl-e pair of lines correspond 'to transit,ions

where À rnr=0 " The angular d.ependence of the radiated

intensity from these t.ransit.ions has the form
a

3sín¿0 o where 0 is the angte between the axis of
quantj-zation and, the direction of t,he emitted d -rayu
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there is therefore, zero intensity along t,he quantiza-

tion axis where 8=0" when E^pp hr= aligned all the

dipolesu it defines t,he axis of quantization and if
tl \/H^pp ii { -cay velocity, the Amr=0 transit.ions va¡rish"

The transit.ions corresponding to Amr=11

have intensi-ties with angula:: dependencies

g/4 (t+ (sin2o) and 3/ 4 (L+cos2 @ ) respectively which

are 9/2 and 3/2 when 0=0. As a corollary, if E pp

cannoL align all t.he dipoles e"g" íf Hrpp is too small

t.o saturate the magnet.izat,ion, or if there is a canted

spin arrangement o then the A mr=0 transitions do not

completely disappear because under t,hese circumstances/

s is not. zeyo for all crystalli-tesu a fact thaL can

be used to determine canting angle= {ZZJ "

To return to the original discussion,

there is one other point t,o makeo from the specLrum

in figure 36c o we can determine the relative intensities

of the A and B patterns. This turns out for sample 7

to be:

1:1.8J"1

and a similar analysis for sample 24 gave:

l- :1" 5å.1

The line widt,hs for t,he two pat.terns \^iere 0 " 38 and

0"59mm/s for sample 7 and 0"62 and 0"67nm/s for sample

24" Finally¡ we remark that the hyperfine fields and
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isorner shifts for t,he two patterris extrapolated to

ti----=0 Al.ê r¡iven in tabl-e 11."app

Table 11. Hyperfine interaction parameters ín some íron sulphides"

Hyper f lne
Fleld or

Fomal lonlc Co-ordinaclon l6oner Shfft quadruPole
C@pound StaÈe of lron SfÈe Relôclve to Cr SpliEttng Coment8 Referencee

Fe3s4 (grelglte) F"3+ tetrshedral 0.41 æ/e 311 koe Hyperflne ffelds and L,2
fsooer BhlgÈs extra-

?i:ï:"t 
to zero aPPrred

Fu2* o" Fu2'5* octahedrsl o'70 310 koe

FelI (octahedral) 0,52 0.64 m,/s

Fe3s4 (s6yrhlre) Fu2+ ocrahedrsl 0.71 295 koe 24

E"Il octÁhedrâI 0,48 0.69 m/s

Fcs (pyrrhoti¿e) ?u24 octohedrel 0.93 .^260 koe Several hyPerflne 5

:i':::l:"i"åillll3,.,""
FeS, (wrfte) F"II octahedral 0.48 0.61 un/e LoH-sPfn ferrow lroo 5

cuPes, Fu3+ reÈrâhedEal o.3ii 360 koe 25,26

?+F&ÊZSO Fe'' cetrahedral 0.75 206 kOe Norut Epinel Hhf at 
|tr

FeIn2S4 Fu2+ octahedral 0.96 3.3 æ/ø Inveroe PPfnel 27
29

1"6 Discussion of Bulk Properties"

We consider the characteristic feature of

the Mössbauer spectra for Fe3S4 to be the magnetically

split patterns and justify this apparently arbj-trary

assumption in the following way. The intensity ratio

expected for the spinel structure for iron on all

the A and B sites is L22"" the ratios that. we found

were 1ù8 and 1:1.5 aL "L¡ however t if non-stoichiometry

leads to R-sit.e vacancies in FetSn as it does in

pyrrhot.ite¿ smythite and non-stoichiometric magnetit,e,

then the discrepancies can be accounted for. Our

chemicai- analyses showed that the iron deficiency in
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sampie 24 was L3.48 and wit,h Èhe assumption stated

earliero the iron deficiency in sample 7 is 3.53"

Tf all the discrepancy is reflected in B-site
vacanciesu then in sample 24, 20s¿ of t.he B-sites are

vacant and the i-ntensity ratio expected is 1:1"6,

whereas for sample 7 | vre estimate 53 g-site vacancies

and expect an in'censit,y ratio of 1:1" 9 " Tf we take

into consideration t.he errors introduced into the

chemical analysis by adsorbed. water¡ wê are justifíed

in concluding that the observed intensit,y ratios are

in good agreemenL \,rit,h what is expected" An additional
refinement is in order if the recoilless fraction at

the two sit.es is differento for example in Fe3O4:

fs/fs.=O"94+"02

at room Lemperat,ure fZ¡f "

The extrapolated zero field data indicate
that, the hyperfine field at bot,h A and B-sites is
t,he same æ310 kOe and this is a curious result if
Fe3S4 conÈains both ferrous and ferric iron" Certainly

the isomer shift at the A-site is considerably less

t,han that at 'che B-sit,es suggesting that Fe3S4 may

be directly compared to magnet.ite where the inverse

s;oinel cation arrangement. pertains with Fe3* on A-sites
and Fe2*+Fe3n on B-sites"

In chapter TI sect.ion 3"20 we discussed

t.he isomer shift and the ambiquity that arises when
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chemi cal bonds cont,ain substantiai covalent contribu-

'cions" In Fe3S4 we encounter such a problem" In

table 11 o we collect, toget,her hyperfine field and

åsome:: shift data for varíous iron suiphides and we

shall make use of these data j-n the following discussion.

The isomer shift data of table 11 índ.icates that if

an iron sulphide has an isomer shift, ) 0 "7 mm/s

relative to chromiumo then it is essenti ally a high

spin ferrous species. For octahed.ral sites o Lhe range

of isomer shifts for such species is 0.96 or 0"93 to

0"71 mm/s, Now in Lhe spinei lat.ticeo the volume

of the two sit,es is different so t.hat the same iron

species would show a smaller isomer shift on a

tetrahedral si-te than on an oct.ahedral sit,e because

of the extra covalency on the smaller A-site. The

covalent reduction may be expected to be the same

at both ends of the isomer shift range. So, if we

take the isomer shift of iron in FeCr2S4 as an upper

limit, for high spin ferrous iron on A-sít,es and

compare ít wit.h the isomer shifL of re?+ in Fern2S4r

we obtain a scaling fact.or that allows an estimate

to be made of the lower limit of isomer shifts of

high spin ferrous iron in tetrahedral sites. To

summarise, high spin ferrous iron in octahedral and

t,etrahedral sit,es in sulphides may show isomer shift,s

in the rangieså

0 "7L 0 "96 mm/s and 0. 56 0.75 mm,/s respectively.
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The A-sj-t,e iron in Fe3S4 appears to be

ferric in view of the considerations aboveo the B-

site iron presents more problems. For purely ionic
a r- ?+

bond.ing, half would be Feo- and half would be Fe"'u

the observed isomer shift (0.70 mm/s) is at the bottom

of the roughu esLimated range, above but there are

several arguments to suggest that in sulphides,

octahedrally co-ordinated iron is invariably ferrous:

(i) rn wet sulphurous solutions iron is always

in the ferrous state;

(ii) In t,he case of pyrrhotite, the combined

evidence of Mössbauer and Lransport studies

shows that all the iron is ferrous and that

there are holes in an anion-anion overlap

band trl t

(íii) The minera] srnythite has the same chemical

formula as greigit.e, Fu3S4, but Mössbauer

st.udies show that t.he mineral is a ferro-

magnet and all the iron is ferrous I.ZA\ ,

(iv) There is considerable doubt concerning the

existence of FerS, which would contain only

ferric j-ron and be analogous to na ô llì-*2"3 L*r o

One effect of non-stoichiometry has been

discussed in terms of B-site vacancies that, lead to

a discrepancy between the observed and ideal A:B-site

intensi'ty ratios, We shaLl discuss a second plausible
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effect l-at.er but we shali mention now that non-

stoichiometry probably leads al-so to l-ocal regions

of strongly covalenL bonding that cause lowo rather

than high s;pin ferrous stateis to exisÈ in Lhese

regíons" These low spin ions reduce the expected

magnetic moment since they have S=0. Thus in each

molecule of FerSn containing a B-site vacancy, we

propose that the ot,her B-site will be low spin" This

is consistent with the view that all the B-site

iron is f errous. It follows t.hen that the magnetic

moments measured for samples 7 and 14 should be

increased by -104 and thaL of sample 24 by reAjed since

we have already estimated 5A and 20ã B-site vacancies

in these samples. These corrections lead to the

fiEures shown in table 8r column 6. Wêu thereforeu

conclude that a magnetic moment of 2"2t"Zz\/nolecule

is typical of Fe354" This fiEure is inconsistent

with any arrangement of hågh or low spin catíons on

the A and B-sit.es that would yield t.he observed

field dependence of the Mrcissbauer spectrum. Furthero

the conductivit.y check indicat.es that at least. some

of the charge carriers must be delocalized"

In order to account for t.hese results in

terms of a band scheme, the cation valencies should

be known" As we have seenu there is some uncertainty

concerning t.hís point and as a result¿ w€ shall propose
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two band schemes. The fi::st is based on the

proposal t.hat FerS, has an average of ferric and

ferrous iron on the B-sites" It has it,s origins

in the scheme suggested for magneÈite [:0,:fr and.

is shown in figure 39b" The scheme in figure 39a

is that fcr magnetit.e and in keeping with ionic

considerations for the oxide, it, result,s from the

effecL of j-ntra-atomic exchange on cryst,al field

split d-orbitals at oct.ahedral and tetrahedral

sites" In the sulphide, as we have remarked in

chapter T., section 3 | we shoul.d take account of

the ext,ra d.-electron covalent overlap llZ'S with

the anions so in figure 39b t.he t,2c(A)eof(B)eoÎ (A)

orbitals constitut,e a # band. Exchange splitting

is supposed to be smaller in t,he sulphide t.han in

the oxide so that tzgùB overlaps 6-rc. As a first

approximationo the elecÈrons in o-* are supposed

to be collective and ô'* is unpolarized. If it.

is to remain sor then t.2g$(B) accepts electrons

from it in paírs so t.hat the magnetic momenÈ is:
( 2 ( 3-x ) '2)z4e Per molecule

where 2x is t,he number of tzgù (B) electrons per

molecu1e. The measured momen-t shows that. x& L

so that. the B-sit,e caLions have an electron con-

fíguration like (EZ,Ls 6*L"5) ¡ an intermediate spin

st.ate similar t,o t,hat proposed in ltrJ for Ru3+ in
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Figure 39. ProPosed.
fol (a) Fe3o4 and (b)
has 2x elecLrons Per
unpo l-atLzed €'* band "

Eíon ls a1ProximatelY

one-electron energY band schemes-r.3s4. rn (b), Èhe t2gs(B) band
f oráuia unit, leavíng 8"-2x in the

The Fe (B) electronic confígura-
n4 ¡ç.*1.5 ^-2ov-ô

LaRuO3. A moment greater than 2Z'{-"/moLecule will

result if 6- * is polarized suitably. Conduction in

this model is presumably via 6- * electrons with some

contribution from t29ü (B) 
"

The second band scheme is based on t,he

id.ea that Fe.S, has only ferrous iron on the B-sites.

This scheme is sketched j-n figure 40. rn order that

t.he B-sites have only ferrous iron, the súlphur lattice

must reduce one ferric ion per molecule to the ferrous

state so that there is orie hole per molecule in t'he

valence band. The Fe24 levels are below the top

of the valence band. Figure 40 shows Èhe posi-tions

'2n,,",ço,,''
ill

JOtr€l

L

(o)

1, t(Alv_l-.2- t 5J ô..r
e tatTll

.tØ"

4s (Fe )

C, T
Eg*4ev3d (Fe)

â2

(b)

t_

t?e{(B) 
J I

)

'¡?91(
2x)

oü(A
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te ta,

''(B)
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Jo"u

It
Fe2+(B);5 T,
l-

Fe

C.

tA, 
,

Fe3*{A)

N(E) FOR B.SPIN N(E) FOR A -SPIN

Fígur e 40. Alternative energy band scheme for
Fe3S4 assuming that only ferrous ions are stable
on octahedral slÈes ín the sulphur lattice.

of the ionic terms not the one electron orbitals

oi figure 39 and the energy U is that needed to add

an extra elect,ron to convert an Fen* to an Fe(n-])+

ion" These excited states lie above the Fermi leveI

EF. The ma.gnetic moment in ''!his case is 3lÇ/mo1-ecule'

This may be reduced by spin polarizatíon of the

valence band in the sense suggested in [:a] for

CuCr254 but. an opposite valence band polarizatíon

was suggested for CdCr4 s4îlzt "
Conduction in this

model- would be via holes in the vafence band"

Our study does not allow us to choose

between these models although t.he magnetization

measuremenËs tend t,o favour the first.

L"7 Discussion of Sample Peculiarities.

As we said earlier, this study had' two
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parts, the second of which will be discussed in this

section" It, wíli o by now, be apparent that the

Mössbauer spectra of Fe3S4 are not what wou1d. be

suggested for an ideal spinel with iron on A and B-

sit.es", al-l the samples show a central doublet,å our

samples areo howevero typical of synthetic areigite"
In case some basis of comparison ís required, the

spectrum from our sample L, figure 33 strlows about

as much magnetically split absorption as the spectrum

for greigit.e in i6l " There are four points to be

made about the cent,ral absorption:

(i) Tt is of great,er intensity relative to

t.he magnet,ic pattern as (a) the apparant

crystallite size is smaller (b) t.he devia-

t,i-on from stoichiomeLric i-ron content is

larger;
(ii) It, tends to disappear from the Mössbauer

spectrum as the temperature j-s decreased;

(iii) It diminishes only slightly at room tempera-

ture on the application of an external iield;
(iv) It has a quad.rupole splitting and an isomer

shift similar to t.hat cf pyriLe i53 and

the doublet. that is observed in synthetic

samples of smythite [Z¿1 .

Points (i)a and (ii) suggest that perhaps the samples

are par'cialIy superparamagnetic, although (iii) indj-cates
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tha't rnost of the central- absorption arises from

some other source [:Si , initiai ef fort,s to det.ermine

the origins of the central absorption consisted. of

test,ing for superparamagnetism" We shall iirst,

outline brieflv the basic ideas behind the tests.

Suppose we consider a maginetically ordered

solid wit,h one easy axj-s of magnetization" Under

normal circumstanceso there exists an anisotropy

energy barrier KV, where K is the anisotropy energy

per unit volume and V is the volume of Lhe solid,

that causes the magnetization to be in a well defined

direction parallel to t.he easy a:<is" If the volume

of. the solid becomes so small that c

KVn,kT

then the solid can become superparamagnetic, which

means t.hat the magnetization flips back and forth
along the easy axis" The existence of such behaviour

was fj-rst predicted by N6e1 lSA,Zl\ and alt,hough more

sophisticat.ed analyses of the phenomenon are available
c^ ^ìL3BJ, the relat.ionship he proposed between the

superparamagneti-c relaxation 'Lime Y o and KrV and T

is still of immense value. This :iel-ationship is:

I/'Y. =Qexpl-Xv/:<rj ITTT ] \
\ +r¿ o ¿ /

where t.he constant QgI01O/"" Superparamagnetism is
observable experimentally when Í {7" where 7 c is
the characteristj-c time of the experiment.al measurement"
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In static magnet.il:ation measurernents,

the characterlstic time is - i s and the disappearance

oî. remanence and coercivity indicate superparamagnetism"

The magnetization curve tends to follow the Langevin

function i39l " rn i4össbauer rneasurements, superpara-

magnetism is evidenced by the collapse of i:he hyper-

f ine splitting and. the characteristic time 'i 5 -10-8s
ie" the Larmor precession t.ime of the nucleus in the

hyperfine field, The nine orders of magnitude dif-

ference in t,hese two ?. *..rrs that the same sample

can be superparamagneiic in magnetizat,ion measurements

and yet stable in Mössbauer measurements tgSr40J "

The rnagnetization data of figures 29

and 30 cannot be unambiguously interpreted" In

figure 29, it may be seen that H. is a decreasing

function of T for both samples but it, is lower at

ordinary t,emperatures f.or sample 24 which had the

srnaller apparent crystallite síze. Figure 30 shows

that MR,/¡4"{, decreases steadily with increasing

temperature but at a faster rate for the sample with

the smaller apparent crystallite size. At no time

is H- or M^/tç =6 as would occur if the entire sampleC.t('

was superparamagnetic but there exists a strong

possibility that. part of each sample ís superpara-

magnetic on account of a distribution of particle

sizes, It is also v¡orth noting thaÈ in other investi-
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gations [0,fO,fO? no coercivity was detected.

Before we look at the evidence from the

Mössbauer investigatíon we must consider the impli-
cations of t.he possible distribut,ion of particle
sizes" There will be a range of volumes in any real
powder sample and we can define a critical volume

V^ at each temperature for whichT = T.^, Those(--C

particles wit,h VlV. will be stable and give a

magnet,ically split patt.erno those with V( V. will-
give a central superparamagnetic peak. There will
in fact be a small- fraction with Vy Vc that. gives

an intermediate relaxed spectrum" For example, if
we assume a normal- distribution of particle volumes

beLween 0 and 106 å, t, K=106utg1"m3 and T=300oK

in (III.1), 10? of the particles have:

Lo-g< Z- <10-7s

Equation ìrrr.r, suggest.s two tests for
superparamagnetism:

(i) The central peaks should be more intense

for samples with smaller crystallite sízei
(ii) The central peaks should gradually disappear

as t,he temperature is lowered"

From our previous remarks ¿ wê see that t,here is some

qualitat,ive agreement, with Èhese predic'tions" To be

speci f !c, if in f igure 34 we assume t,hat. t,he observed

central pair of peaks belong:-ng Èo the magneÈically
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spl-it, spectrum have L/3 -bhe intensj-ty of lines 1

and 6o thenu the magnetic absorption represents 810

750 and 613 of the tot,al and decreases with decreasing

particle size" Fígure 35 shows that the central

absorption does tend. to disappear as the temperature

ís l-owered"

A third test f.or superparamagnetism is

suggest,ed by the analogy of a superparamagnetic

part.icle with a single i-on of very large spin ( ,- LOLztl") ,

That iso it ought t.o be possible to polarize the

particles by t,he applicat,i on of a large enough

magnetic field. [gS] and therefore, remove the central

peaks. On applying this tes'L¿ w€ find. that for sample

7 the central j-ntensit.y decreases from 19 to 9Z in a

50 kOe field while for sample 24 the decrease was

from 48 to 35? in a 90 kOe field at room temperature"

W€, therefore, conclude that only about 108 of the

particles are superparamagnetic in Mössbauer measu.re-

ments at room temperatu.reo As a check¿ wê can assume

a normal distribution of particle volumes and make

use of (TII"1) and t.he known ratio of the characteris'tic

times ví2. f O-8/f O0 to calculate t.he ratio of critical

volume j-n magnet.ization measurements to that in

Mössbauer measurements ie " 5/L which leadso with

the assump'cion aboveu to the prediction that 40v, of
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particLes will be superparanragnetic in magne:t.ization

measurements at room tempera-ture" As a resul€ o Mg/Mæ

should decrease by 408 on raising the temperature

from 4"2"K (where we assume no superparamagnetism)

io room 'cemperature" For sample 7 the decrease is
*4,52 while for sample 240 the figure ís -602" When

we consider the approximations made, the agreement is
not at all bad.

We are still left, however, with the problem

oi. explaining almost all of the cent,ral absorption.

We hinted at. our explanation earlíer. lVe propose

'bhat ie is associated wíth the B-site vacancies in
the following way. The effect of the defect. structure

regions is t.o deplete t,he anion p-orbit,als of electrons

and as suggested in chaper Í | section 2, this should

Iead to the format,ion of the complex anion S; at

least in Localízed regions" Any d-electron overlap

wit,h such a large anion is bound to be much greater

and lead to a considerable increase in the covalent

nature of the bond. As a resultu the octahedral site
en orbitals forming the 6t'< lcand are even more de-

stablized and in the local- regiono the iron takes a 
\

î
low spino *.A.¡ si-.ate- Frirf hr-v-mnra s- has axial-!----t --Lg ueqeuo ! es "2

rather t.han point symmet.ry and a small quadrupole

interaction arises because of the dislnnmetry of the

surrounding anions" In keeping with the estimates
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made for the magnetic moment corrections¿ w€ should

find aboui 108 absorption from this effect for sample

7 and about 408 f.or sample 24" In fact, the room

temperature specLra in applied fields give 9Z for

sample 7 and 358 for sampie 24, These nuntbers

appearto be in decent agreemenL so we conclude that

Èhis expJ-anat,ion is reasonable"

The last of our findings to be discussed

ís t,he appearance of t.he extra magnetic pattern at

low temperatures" What we observe is that, ât 4"2oR

there is no central absorption, but instead.¿ âD

extra magnetically split pattern that accounts for

the same absorption intensity as the original central

doublet" We propose that. the observations can be

accounted by way of the following:
(i) A vacancy ordering must occuri

(iiÞ The fotg state is somehow changed t,o a

state where SÉ0;

(iii) The ordered structure must be anËûferro-

magnetíc since no sharp changes are

observed in Mø at low temperatures.

The first, and t.hird points seem quit.e reasonabLe. The

iron-sulphur system is repleat with vacancy ordêred

structures tlj and even in the spinel structurercation

ordering can occur but, we doubt whether this vacancy

ord.er5-ng is j-n any wal¡ comparable wj-th the Verwey
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transition in magnetite. It probably bears more

resembl-ance to the A-site ordering observed in
rr0"5Cr0 

"51r2s4 i¿fl . rn fact, 'Lhe extra ref lection
îat d-=2,194 observed after cool-ing the specimeno

corresponds fairly precisely to a reflection from

(4r2r0) planes which is a known A-site superstructure

reflect,ion for the spinel lattice.
It. is difficult to arrive at a reasonable

explanation of the second point" ft may be a simple

matter of asserting t,hat the two st.ates o (8"^4 o'*2) 5f 
^þY -29

and (t2g6 6-*0)Ietgr are very close Logether and very

smal-I changes in sovalency all-ows their posit.ions, on

an energy scaleo to be reversed.. On the other hand,

it may be necessary to consider the ways in which fi

bonding destabilizes the letg state to the point

where it is easy for the anion latt.ice t,o oxidize
the ferrous iron to t,he ferric state and create a
â, ar-"41o.(Fe'') staLe. Such a state would have to be

extiemety well localized.o presumably in the band.

gap" The spectrum shift, of the extra spectrum is
given in table 10 as 0.61*.05 mm/s at 4.2oK whj-ch would

not be unreasonable for Fe3* at this temperature lAz'S "

On the other handu this isomer shift is too low for
high spin F.2* on B-sites since our earlier crudeo

estimated lower limit was O "7L mm,/s and this was for
room temperature. There is of course Lhe possibilit.y
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€hat t,he specLrum arises from high spin ferrous iron

on A-sites"

1" B Conclusions"

The compound. FerSn is a ferrimagnet and

has a Neíel temperature of 606ox" The low temperature

magnetic moment is 2"2,LÇ/nolecule and t,his figure,

combined with the conductivity check and the field

dependence of the Mössbauer spectrurq indicates that

the d-electrons must be regarded. as partly localized

and partly delocaLLzed. It is hard to be certain as

t,o the cation arrangement because of t,he large degree

of covalenc5r in the catj-on-anion bonds, but¿ âs

far as our measurements go a an inverse arrangement

like Lhat in magnetit,e seems to be more in keeping

with the data

The preparation method used, produces

samples of reasonable purity but of varying quality

in as much as the specimens tended to be poorly

crystallized and non-st,oichiometric to varying extents.

The small crystallite sizes leads to some superpara-

magnetism that contributes to a cent.ral absorption

aL room t,emperature. Most of t.he central absorption,

howevero arises from low spin ferrous iron formed

because of the depletion of the anion p-orbitals.

There is some evidence of a vacancv ordering at low
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tempe::atures and there may be some interest,ing
ramifications concerning the behaviour of oct,ahedral

sit.e f errous iron in sulphides.

2" A STUDY OF FeCrrSn.

2"1 Introduction.

The compound FeCr2S4 is known t,o exist
naturally as the mineral daubreliie [¿:3, so far as

we are awareo only its x*ray structure has been

examined" This is presumably bêcause it is a very
rare mineral occurring in some meteorite fragments

mj-xed with oÈher sulphides" Synthetic samples are,
however, easy to make, and as sucho the compound has

been quite extensively st.udied.

The compound cryst.allizes int,o the spinel
st,ructure with a lattice parameter of g"996 N {aa,+5,461
and a speci-aI posit,ion parameter u=0"3g5 {¿ZJ. The

strong octahedral site preference of cr3o causes

lhe compound to be a normal spinel with only iron on

t,he A and chrominum on the B-sites" This cation
distríbution has been confirmed. by neut,ron diffraction
measurements [+zJ and. it was also shown t,hat. the spin
arrangement was of Èhe Néel ferrimagneÈic type and that
the structure remained cubic down to A"2" K" The

structure has also been st,udj_ed by means of x-rays I¿gì

and found. to remain cubic to 77o K"
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The magnetic properties have been reported

by various authors and in table 12 o we summarise the

results of ordering temperatures and low temperaLure

moments with appropriate references to the literature.

Tab1e 12" Magnetizai-íon data for FeCrrSn from literature"

0rderf.ng
Temp. ("K)

Magnetíc momenL
(/4g/ *o 1e c u 1e )

Exp er lmen t a I
Conditions References

195

180

L95

L77

180

1.5

r"52

1"7 9

1" 59

1"86

L"44

T+.'0 o K

1"50K

/, É,ov

T-*0 o K

T--¡0 " K

T-'0 " K

[1*ùo

H=9 kOe

H=0

nT[ (ro o] =

Htl <r 11> =

49

50

5T

52

4/

18 koe
53

18 kOe

Most of t.he experimenÈs were performed on polycrystal-

line powders and yield magnetic moments rather lower

than the spín only value of 2 zr("/moLecule " One

experimenL, {s¡l was made on singåe crystals and' it

was found t,hat, a moment of L"B6/r,(B is obtained parallel

!o the (100> direction but only L.a"4l'1t/mor.ecute is

achieved. parallel to t,he <Ifi> direct'ion"

The Mössbauer spect.ra of îe1trSn have been
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reported. by a few workers lZl ,Zgr53 î54,55,56,57\ " At,

room t,emperature, the spectrum is a singlet, with a

shiiL of 0"75 mm/s. This spectrum remains a singlet until
p].70o K when a magneticalty split, hyperfine pattern

appears and, rather int.erest,ingly, a quadrupo3-e shift.
The hyperfine field increases steadily as the temperature

decreaseso until 7oo K when the fierd start,s to decrease.

In t.his respect the temperature dependence of t.he

hyperfine fierd resembles that of the masnetization of
polycryst,alline samples 

"

The appearance of a quadrupole shift in
the Mössbauer spectrum of Fecr2s4 has prompted three
expranat.ions" The first îsø\ was given in terms of a

magnetically induced electric field grad.ient (E.F"c. )

and the calculation of Èhe eNpectations of this model

is given in appendix c. The second explanation was g,iven

in t,erms of magnetostriction effects, lz8,573 although
no detailed calculati-ons have as yet appeared" The

third iso, ssl was given in t.erms of a Jahn-Teller (J-T)

stabilization of the 5B(r"2+) ground state"
The electrical t.ransporÈ properties of

FeCr254 have also been st,udied laAr+5/58r59r60J
The compound shows p-Èype cond.uctivity and is a semi-
conducÈor. Magneto*resistance measurement, indicate
t'hat the resi-stívÍty falls on the applicat.ion of a

magnetic field with a maximum effect close to the
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magnelric orderj-ng Lemperature. There is an anomaly

in the thermopower just bel-ov¡ Tr* that has been

att.ríbuted to magnon-drag [Sgl . rt, the plot of

logC -T-1 three distinct activated. conduction regions

appear and there is a region just belcw Tr* where

conduction is non-activiated."

2"2 Theoretical Consideratíons.

From Chapter T, section 4î it is clear

that a Fe2* ion in a tet.rahedral site has a ground

state 5¡ tha't is doublv desenerate. Jahn and Tel1er
r)
t61Ì have shown that degenerate ground st,at,es may be

stabil ized by a spontaneous dist.ortion of the site ,to

Some lower symmetry that removes the degeneracy. The

physical reason being t,hat the distortion can be

regarded as a small perturba'tion of t,he crystal- field
and t,reated in first order pertubbation t,heory, In

this theory energy is conserved so that the distorted
state has a lower energy than the high symmetry state.

Moreover, the elastic energy of t.he lattice increases

as the square of the distortion so that there is a

well d.efined mj-nimum energy for the complex løZ\ at
any E5"ven temperature.

The magnitude of the J-T stabilization
depends on t,he strength of the coupling between the

electronic st,ates and the lattice vibrat.ional modes
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that govern the posit,ions of the anions in the complex.

At high enough temperatures thermal energy becomes

comparable with the stabilj_zatíon energy and a1lows

a complex to re-orient.ate the d.istort,ion, in a

stochast.ic fashionu along any one of three equivalent
cryst,al axes. Thj-s j-s referred t,o as dynamic J-T

stabilization and was first recognized by the

authors of [e¡3 , The situat,ion described earlier
is the limit.ing case of t,he dlznamic stabilizatj-on
and is commonly referred to as t,he st,atic limit.
The approach to the static limit from the dynamic

regime ís of interest and is the kernel of the

J-mportant, work by Ham [O¿-l " What emerses from

this work is t,hato províded the electronic and the

vibrational co-ordinates are simul'Þeneçgs;ly Èransformed,

Èl-:eno the Hamiltonian describing the complex has

the full symmetry of the undist,orted configuration
and the degeneracy of t,he conrplete electronic-
vibrational ("vibronÍc'o) problem is not lifted. What

the coupling does is to assocriat.e the electronic and

vibrat,ional parts of the wavefunction in different
Ì^/ays for the various vibronic eigenstates,

To deal with the problem, the concept of
'ureduction factors'o is introd.uced. These measure the

overlap between the wavefunct.ions d.escribing the

equivalent distorted configurat,j_óns" Then, in a
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formal fashiono the static r-irnit, is reached when the
overlap integrals vanish, rn case this sounds like
a tautology ¡ we should remark that t,he overlap integrals
diminish as the J-T coupling increases.

(q) (&) (¿ )

Flgure 4I. To i11usËrate the poEenËia1 well for the
vibronic problem (a) weak coupling (b) intermedíate
to sËrong coupling (c) statíc liurit,

The problem is quite difficult to
visualize al-though some insiEht can be obtained by

thinking in terms of a pot,ential well t.hat gradually
changes shape as the coupling increases. In figure
4Lau the high temperature/ weak to zero coupling limito
is illustrated" The pot,enti-al welr has rotational
symmetry about C the undistorted configuratj_on.
The J-T stabilizat,ion is j-ndicated EJT' and the complex

vibrat'es freely bui always avoiding cu As the couplinq

i
Iirl\* 'l
ßF.

,,1-\
;i't,ltl ri I ì *trTr

i\ \ j

'\ri\iì
i \t,ii \Y,/
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inc::eases o figure åIb I the Èhree distortions become

well defined and separat,ed by saddle points S. The

rotation is hindered and may be thermally activated
or occur by coherent t.unnelling. FinaIIy in figure
47c, some perturbation has set the d.istort,ion Z at
much lower energy t.han eít.her of the other configu-
rations and there is no overlap between the eigen-

functions describing X,y tZ.

fn fact o iE is not possible to see why

t,he situation in c shoul-d occur at all without
introducing some influence external to the complex"

Therefore, st,atic limits occur only because of
anisotropy j-n elastic strains in the crystal or by

the application of some external, magnetj-c field
or siress"

To be more specificr wê now consider the
5- .- 2+.case of t.he -E(Fe ) ground state for ferrous iron in

a tetrahedral site. This ground state is doubly

degenerat.e, ihe orbitals describing it are Q-, and
J

I

0^ of chapter I, section 4 and for each of theser¿

orbitals mr=O so there is no spin orbit, coupling"

Group theoretj-cal considerations dj_ctate that the

electronic states will only couple to vibrat.ional_

modes that are al-so doubly degenerate" Two mod.es

do exist for t,he tetrahedral site that subtend the

doubly degenerate representatj-on E; these are referred
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Èo i-llust,rate t.he

with t,hem"

168 
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and in f igure 42 u \^/e have attempted

motions of the anions associated

Qo

Flgure 42" To 111usËrate Ëhe nature
degenerate modes assocÍated with a t

\.:/s.

of the t\,¡o
eÈrahedral s í te.

Q2 represents a twisting of the complex about Oz

sâyr while Q3 represents a flexing" The cation-anion
distances remain fixed but, t,he anion-cation-anion
bond angles change, If in a solid, the net elastic
anisotropy that dominates the J-T stabilization of
the complex favours e3, t,hen t'he statíc distort.íon
is to tet,ragonal wit,h c/a eitlter great.er or less than

one" ff the elastic anisotropy favours e., then the
distort,ion is to orthorhombic [eSì .

There is, of course, a vast, literature
on t.he subject of the.T-T effect most, of which is

æ e-o#l

I

!

0

,

-d -þ- 
-.{J--
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revie\,ved j-n a recent book [6Oi .

The few notes presented here represent

only the m<:st rudiment,ary ide.rs given in the hope

that later díscussion wílI be at least a little
clearer "

As it, is u \,ve have rather begged. the

questi-on of why we favour a J-T stabilization rather
t.han one of the other explanations for the non-zero

E"F.G. in FeCr254. Basically, when consid.eríng the

possible causes of a crystallographic dist.ortion
or some other manifestation of deviation from cubic

symmet,ryo it is necessary to consider the relat,ive
magnitudes of two terms in the HamilÈonian describinq
the d-electrons. These are th.e non-cubic part of
the crystal or ligand field V" and t,he term that
result,s f rom spin orbit, coupJ_ing Vf,S. The J-T

effect, puts a non-degenerate orbital lowest in energy

and thereby quenches LZ, on the other hand, if the

stabilization that results from a spin orbit coupling
is great,er than that from the J-T siabitization, the

Vf,S t.erm quenches the J-T effect" Thus o J-T effects

, may be anticipated. if t,he cubic ligand field itself
quenches t,he orbital angular momentum" This situation
exist,s for 5¡(r.z+) in a t.etrahedral site.

ft is necessary however, to be circumspect
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for the experimental evíd.ence does not altoget,her

support this vj-ew, For exampleu in ZnSzFe2*, the

optical spectra appear to be consistent with the

víew that a straightforward crystal field approach

ís all t,hat is required to explain the observed

effect,s {OZl " Spin orbit couplingu that in second

order, couples 5E and 'r* split,s the 5E ground

sLate into fíve spin-orbit leveJ.s and accounts for
all the observed optical transitions" On the other

hand, in CdTe:Fe2*u Èhere is good evidence te8l that
the J-T dynamic coupling introd.uces extra optical
transit,ions. Neither is t,he situaLion completely

clear when the spinel structure ís considered" fn

FeCr2O4, 'cine t,ransit,ion at 135'K [e O] appears to be

induced by a J-T stabilization of the 5¡ (r"2o) stateo

however, in FeA12O4 no crystallographíc transitions
occur d.own to 80'x lASl !{e shall return to these

points later and discuss a possible underlying

correlation.

2.3 Preparation of Samples"

Our samples \,vere prepared in the manner

d.escribed in Chapter I, secLion 5" Debye-Sherrey

x-ray powder dåffraction patterns were obt,ained and

showed that the compound was a spinel, fn table L3,

v¡e show the reflections obtained and the i-ndices
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Table 13, x-ray* powder diffraction data for Fecr zs a"

h k I d.or dobe rno*
( Splnel ) --- -

331

5.779 r

J.)J) ¿

2.998 6

2.888 1

2.489 4

- N.0. *ÈÊ

2.001 2

1.914 4

L.7 64 t0

r.689 I
_ N.0.

r, 580 t
1.523 I
1.507 I
1.441 3

1.401 I
1.334 2

t. 300 3

L.249 3

- N.O.

- N.O.

I

t

N.0.

xrt
220

311

,4,

400

2.886

2 .499

< t7t

3.014

422

333,511

4tO

531

442

620

533

622

I.1.4

7lxD5s1

6tZ

731.553

800

733

644

BZ2 
"660

7 SL,555
662

931

844

862

2.040

L.924

L"767

1.690

1.580

1.524

r.507

L"443

1.400

1.336

1. 301

L.249

1.1?8

1.154

I 1?O

¡. t)0

840 t.117

7 53 c9LL

gtZ

666

1"118 3

- N.O.

- N.O.

- N.0.

¡.u$t )

1.0207 I

0. 9806 3

1.048 I

0.9800

t Rsdl8Èfon vao FeKø/Mnu
ÊÉ IR eotloated vlsually
ôêÊ8.O.ÉNot obaerved.

T- 29 8'K.
frou powder phocograph.
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assigned. We used Mn filtered FeK< radiation at

roorn temperature" The lattice parameter, obtained

from the high angle reflections, r^tas 9.996 Ä.

2 " 4 Magnetization Measurement,s "

We used the equipment, and t,echniques

described in Chapter II, section I to measure M"o

H-0 and, {,,. In figure 430 the temperature dependencec' -flI

of H" is displayed, The quantity H. falls rapidllz

as T is increased. from 4.2" K and appears to level

of f by about 77" R" We show M= and ã,r-1 as functions

of T in fi-gure 44" The main results of these experi-

ments are summarised in table L4" We find

Ms=l "35 Åh/r¡.olecule at r=4"2"K iuhile ¡fu,(4.2)=1.5546/molecule"

The Curie constant, estimated from the Iínear portion

of the X--'I-t curve is 7,0 while &=-330+1OuK. FromvL %M

the steeply falling parts of the M"-T curver wê estimate

a long range ordering temperature of 17014'K"

These results are in fair agireement, with

other published work for the compound; they should

be viewed in relation to the expected cation distribu-
t.ion and t,he expect,ed spin arrangement. lVe expect the

B-sites to be occupied by cr3+ ions and. the A-sites
)J-by Fe"' ions with their spins aligned in a simple

Néel ferrimagnetic fashion, The expected spin only
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Flgure 43 " TemperaEure dependence of H^.

Table L4 " Magneti-c crystallographic and electrical
resistivity dat,a for EeCr2S4

9p

400

30@

ô9

\ Z,aO

Ë
q-2

9gøo
q9

Lattice Parameter

Ms (4.2" K)

MÉ (4 "2" K)

V'leiss ParameLer

Orderíng Temperature

s"ss6 N

1,35 ft/notecule
1"55 \/notecule
-330 t 10oK

L7a ! AoK

7 "0

10,03-fL "cm

119.0J1,cm

cM

e Q96oR)

C Qto x)
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Figure 45., Magnetíc momenË at varlous temperatures as
a functlon of applied fiel-d"

molar Curie constant is in that case , 6 "7 5 | and t,he

low temperature magnetic momenL for t,he spin only

situation ís Z&|"/moLecule"

In f igure 45, we show some of t,he magneti*

zation data in the form of magnetíc moment versus

applied field. It may be seen that, the slope on the

curve obt,ained at 4,2o K is rat.her large, in facE,

in t'he range from 10 to 18 kOe, it, ís -10 times the

value predicted by M"F"T"

2 "5 ELect,rical Measurements "

!{e made measurements of the resistivity

and magneÈo-resisLance as a funct,ion of temperature

in the range 30 2960 x using the methods of sample

preparation and t.echniques discussed in Chapt.er II,
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secti on 2. In f igure 46 o \,re show the temperature

variaÈion of the resistivity. It may be seen that
Loge is a fairly linear function of t-l in the

:range 300 3-70ø x at, which point. ( decreases until
TM L40o K. There is then a secon,l, non-lineaç increase

untii T'ø600 K. At this temperature fog€ versus T-1

again becomes a linearly increasing funct,ion. The

solid lines are drawn in accordance with equation

(II,20) and yield the high and low temperature slopes

0"0496 eV and 0,0L46 eV from which !úe may conclude

that, the energy gap beLween the highes€ occupied

stat.e and. the conduct.ion band is 0"1 eV T)170oK and.

0"03 eV T460oK. Although no great. s$graificance can

!ooo/T'PK)-r
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be a'i:iached. to the value of C (T=296* X) u*10s¿-"cm

because of the nature of the sampies¿ wê remark that

our value is in reasonable agreement with other

published values and that the behaviour of 1o9e -T-1

is similar €o that observed by other workers" It is

import,ant €o note that the behaviour is essent,ially

semi-conduct,ing over most of t,he t,emperat.ure range"

The curious anomaly at T¡'170"K requires some

explanation and coupled wít.h the comparatÌvely low

value of € it. seems to ind.icate that at. around 170'x

the electrons become at least part.ially delocalized.

The subsequent recovery, however, indicat,es that t,his

ís only a temporary event and that behaviour consistent

with localized. elecÈrons mav be expecLed at hiqh and

low temperature limits.
The magneto*resistance measurements show

t.hat the resist.ivity decreases on applying a field

when Tft/T-,^", In the temperature ranges just above
-u'l\

and just below TFN, there is an increase ín resj-stance

as a result of the applied field" In figure 47, the

variation of resistance with applied field is shown

for a few temperatures and in figure 48, we show the

function ÁR/R ín a field of 10 kOe as a functj-on of

Lemperature.

Mössbauer Effect, Studies.

We collected Mössbauer spectra in the

2"6
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temperat.ure range 2 - 500o X, using the equipment

oescribed in Chapter ITo section 3. In figures 49,

50u 5Io vre show some of the spectra t.ypical of
t,emperatures below v L70o Ku (at higher temperatures

the spectra are simple singlets), In accord.ance

wiÈh -'he findings of other workers¿ wê find a magnetí-
cally split spectrum with a non-zero quadrupole inter-
acti-on" l¡te also notice a curious line width effect.
Consider for example figure qgbî this appears to
be a simple six line absorpt,ion spectrum, it was

actually collected through the bore of our super-
conducting solenoid so there are no collj-mation effeccs
and yeto although line 2 and, line 5 are almost equi-
distant from the zero of velocityo line 5 is almost

twice the width of line 2" Even more strikingly
different are the widths of lines 1 and 6. rn spite
of the fact t,hat line 1 is somewhat nearer to the

zero of velocity then line 6, ít is more than twice
the widih. This i-s a feature that \¡/e also noticed
in the published spectra i-n [zií5 " Therer rro at,tempt

was made t,o exprain the feature and. indeed the spectra
were fitted with line wid.ths constrained. equal. only
near to the ordering t,emperature do we find t,hat the
line widths in the spectra are equal-.

Another observation is iLlustrated by

comparing figure 5i.a and figure 50a" Both specËra
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were collected through the custom buiit cryostat at

2" K. There are clearly some qualítat,ive dif ferences

between t,he two specLra and experiment,allyo the

difference ís that for figure 50ao t.he absorber was

in the form of a rigid disc of thermo- sett.ing plastic
whereas o f.ox figure 51a, the absorber was a loose

powder clamped between Be discs" The conclusion is
that t,he plast.ic matrix exerts a strain on the

crystallit.es and causes the loss in resolutiono

especialJ-y in lines 1 and 2" There are also some

quantitative differences betw¡:en the spectra of figure
50 and t.hose found when the sample was a loose powder.

This may arise eiLher because of the loss in resolution

or because of some more fundamental effect. of the

strain on the behaviour of the Fe2* ground state ïZOj .

The data that mav be extracted from the

spectra are shown in various ways" In figure 530

we show the temperature variation of t,he hlzperfine

field T>2Oo K and compare our resLllts with those of
other workers" Tn figure 52, the t.emperature dependence

of the quadrupole shift T> 2Oo K is shown. The defini-
tion of. € is:

. ^fr,^ .TL =2 Lä (Er+nU ) -U (E'+E2+E 
s+86 )i

where the Ei, í=I o 6 o are the posit.ions of observed

absorption lines" The quantiÈy €, is related to the

quadrupole interaction ,-2 
"2qe but. the exact nature of
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relationship depends on how the spectra are fitted

and. the vaLues found for t, ? and $ " The quantit,y â

is to be regarded as raw data" rn figure 5&o t,he

temperature dependence of the to€al spectrum shift

is indicaÈed. open circles wit,h crosses indicate

data obt,ained from rigid absorbers, open circles

otherwíse indicate data obt,ained from ntagnetically

sp1it. spect,ra while closed cjircles show dala

obtained from paramagnet,ic spectra.
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Figure 55 u shows the €emperature dependence

of the quant,lÈy 4u2qQ(T>20" K) found after f it,ting the

spectra according to the discussion in Chapter Ir,

section 3.6 and appendíx D. We found for the spectra

above zo'K t,hat, # r-= [8t f , that ftZ *^t zero and h
hTas zeTo

The detailed variation of all the hyperfine

parameters at the lowest temperatures 2<I<,206x is

shown in figure 56. Crosses show data obtained from

rigíd absorbers o ot,herwise these data were obtained

with powders clam¡red beùween Be discs" For the powder

absorberso t.he hyperfine fieldr 55a, has a cusp like

minimum at e,9o K when the spectra are collected with T

decreasing" When the spectra are collected with T

increasingo the minimum seems to be displaced to

slightly higher temperat,ures þ tO" x. The quant,ity

4u2q.8o f ígure 56b o has a most striking t,emperature

dependence on account of t.he sign change at æ,10o K.

The varíous parameters are listed in table 15. So

far as we can te11, Y remains zero until T=9o K and

then begins to increase to a flat maxímum of 0.24t.03

by about 5"K. Ii is clear that something different

domínates t,he behaviour of the absorbers in the rigid

matrix compared with those used as loose povrd.ers"

We must be careful in dealing wit.h the data

that was collect,ed with applied external fields" For

these experiments, it is absolut,ely necessary to
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Table i5. Hyperfine ParameLers for
Spectra,, Powder Absorbers.

189.

FeCr2Sn Mössbauer

T Hnt 4"2 qQ

('K) (koe¡ (mur/s)

6, I &

(mrn/s) (dee) (dee)

,l

4eU

JoÅ

4.4

5 "7

6.0

6 "3

6 "7

7 "8"

7"9

8,5

B "7

9.0

L3

I "7
10 " 0

1_3"8

19 " 0

39.5

77

L97 .8 -2 " 67

L96.6 -2 "66

L96 "6 -2 "6s

L96"6 -2"66

L9 5 "9 -2.6L

195"9 -2"6L

195.9 -2160

L9 4 .4 -2 ,49

L94"4 =2"40

190.6 -2"23

19 3 FITTTNG

L92 PERHAPS

0.898

0.898

0,911

0.892

0"892

0"888

0"901

0.893

0.900

0.902

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

0 .23

0 "23

0 .23

0 "25

0.23

0 "23

0.20

0 " 19

0 " 18

0.11

I^TAS UNRELIABLE IN THIS REGION,

BECAUSE TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATTONS

L96 BECOME VERY IMPORTANT HERE.

L86"9 -1.81 0.933 90

191,9 +1,04 0.911 5

190.3 +1.00 0"898 4

L93"r +1.02 0.898 6

200"6 0.87 0"868 L2

206"6 0"50 0"871 11

0

0

0

U

0

0

U

n

0

0

0

0
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mix the powder wi-eh something that' will give a rigid
I

matrix " Tf this is not done, then the particles

simply align their easy axes with the field" One of

t.he objects of the applied field experimengs was to

determine whether the E.F.G" occured because of a

static crystal distort,ion. This can only be done if

the partícles are ímmobilízed for then any quadrupole

shift is absent from the spectrum because of the

random arrangernent of the crystallites" The spectra

t,hat, we obt,ained are shown in figure 57 and the data

exLracted are shown in figures 58 and 59" First. we

ro 20 30 40 50

APPLIED FIELD (KO6 )

Flgure 58" The variatlon
of € r¡1Ëh applled fíel-d at
varfous temperatures:
z= zW( Et+E6 ) ^U (El+E 3+84+86 I

I l"K
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i

Figure 59" The varíatíon of
effective field vrith applied
field at various temperatures
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note that the data obtained in zero field at 81'K

wit,h the rigid absorber are in decent agreement with

data obtained at similar Lemperatures with ordinary

absorbers" As we have already noted, the data at

7oK is not in reasonable agreement. Tt appears that

we can only make use of t,he 81o K data. rt is clear

from the spectra of figure s7loîcrd, that the quantity

å where:

€. =2 [L {eron, ) -k (rr+nr+ nn+E5 ü

is not zero in an applied external field. The field

dependence of E u figure 58 indicates that t,he quantit.y

decreases from its zero field value and becomes

essentially constant when H-ppÞ 20 kOe" rt' is also

clear that, the magnetization is saturated for

H>20 kOe because then'the Am==O lines are absenL.

The effective field shown in figure 59 increases with

H^^^ almost linearly at. 81Þ K and exactly linearly at
CT11I,

300oK and 7oK. Thís result Lor 81¿ K and 7oK d'oes not

contradict t.he postulated Née} ferrimagnetic spin

arrangement and the absence of the A mr=0 lines shows

that there is no canting of the A-site spins.

2"7 Discussion.

So much is known about this compound' that

in our discussion it, is important to pay attention to

d.etails rather than offer something that merely covers
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the l:road features" Wit.h this in mindp wê shal1

díscuss and. set down those items t,hat must be expJ-ained

by or j-ncorporated into any energy band diagram for

EeCr rS n"

At high temperaturesu bot'h the magnetic

and Lhe electrical properties support the idea of

l0calized electron behaviour. The conduct,ion is of

the act.ivated type but the energy gap is fairly smalln

we find 0"1 eV" In [S4, the Hali- mobility is reported

as 10 ewrz /v. sec which is consístent with narrow band

-)carriers lgZ3 so the low resístivity (compared \'vith

ot,her ferrimagnetic semicond.uctors f¿Sì ) means that

there is a large number of carriers" The Curie constant

is somewhaL higher than the spin only value but

this may be because the g-factor for Fe2* is not

exactly two" Allowing a spin orbit coupling of 5n

with "r2u a second order perturbation gives:

g=gO-4â7A e 2"133

where gO=2, ft,,ís the spd-n orbít

for the free ion and A is the

splitting ^,3000 .*-I. rn [Szl

calculatedu howeveru the value of c* with the number

above is 7 "L6 whích is fairly close to the value measured"

lve should, remark t,hat the g-factor at the cr3+ ion has

been carefully measured by ferromagnetic resonance in

Cdcr;S " 'and"found €o be L"ggl [Zf] "¿&

coupling constant --100 cm-l

cubic crystal fietd

, a figure of 2"L0 is
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The value of the Weiss parameter, -330'K

indicates that the dominant, exchange interaction in

this compound is antiferromagnetic which suggests

that. the interaction involved is thery125" super-

e><changie beLween re2+ (e) and cr3+ (e) . rn fur1,
a moiecular field theory fit to the paramagnetic

susceptibility and the magnetizatåon gave J^o/k=-J-O" K

and -t@<lrr/k<+1tx" we checl<ed this using the high

t,emperature series given in tZrS and although our

results probably suffer from truncation errors (there

were only six terms in t he series) they do not differ

t.oo great.ly from the M.F.T. resul-t. We found:

I or/k=-L}õ x and Jrr/k=+2Q K

These results are certainly .Ln keeping with the criteria

for the stability of Lhe NéeI spin arrangemenL given

in t73å. The basic arguments, in terms of the super-

exchange rules, that justify the rnaEnitude and

signs of the interactions have been given in f¡Zl .

At t.he B-sites, electron transfer creates two excj-ted

cr2+ states; a high spin stateo t"o and a low spin

sta'ce trro. Ferromagnetic couplirrl o"t*."r, cr3+ ions
.a3+results from t,he coupling of the =orn (Cr"' ) qround

^ 
f +states v.ia "E*6er'' ¡ whereas, antiferromagnetic couoJ-ing

resutts if noi" (cr3+) states interact via trro (cr2+) .

According to o,;r calculationu t.he former ¿omiiates in

FeCr23n ie. Jee is posit.ive" Ant,iferromagnetj-c A-B
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cot¡piinE is ef fected by a coupling of the 5n (r.2o)

state with the 3r., 
- (cv7+ ) excit,ed state via the

)+
,"

sixt.h d-electron on the Fe-' ion whose spi-n is parallel

to the B-site magnetizaLion"

As t,he temperature is lowered. to a¿ L7OoR,

\de have two effects to account for: the first is

t,he d.ecreasing resistivity, the second is the deviation

of t,he Mössbauer isomer shift from the Debye mod.el

calcu1at,ion. We believe these two effect,s are

related" We deal wít,h the isomer shift results first"

The solíd line in figure 54 is t,he expected shape of 6o

caLculated f:,:om (ff "24) numerically, using the value

of ê^ t,hat, best suit,ed the slope of the spect.rum shift
D

data in the rangie 4OO-5O0tx, the value of 0* is 250"K"-D
The solid line is clearly a reasonable fit at high

temperatures but not below 30OqX" rt is not reasonable

t,o expect a change {-n 8O in t,he paramagnetic region, For

t,he region below TFNI there are problemso three possibi-

Iities hrere discussed, ín Chapter Ilo section 3"20 the

predictions of reference [SO] t.hege are ind.icat.ed by

t,he dot,Èed 1ine" The possibility of changes 'tr 8O

o" 6i at Tr* make us doubt whether a realj-stic int.er-

pret.at,ion of Èhe data T4T¡,N may be utilized at least

initially, In addition t.o this, there are obvious

criticisms that may be made concerning t.he accuracy

with which 6, *.y be determi-ned. for ordered Mössbauer
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spectra unless very special steps are taken" In the

paramagnetic regionr w€ are on safer ground, and even

allowing an error of *0.02 mm,/s for these data, there

is a very clear departure from the Debye prediction

towards smailer 6L values"

We first described this decrease in 6i
in Lerms of delocalieation of tfre f-spin r.2* electron"

This is reasonable, in víew of Èhe positive temperature

coefficient, of the resistivity, however¡ \dê should

also have noted t,hato in passing from the localized

to t.he collective regimer âfl increase in cation-anion

covalency is required, in keeping with the discussion

in Chapter T, sectíon 4" Thuso the decreasing 6.
-L

(300>T>170"K) may reflect the covalency increase that
presages the change over to the collectj-ve regime.

Decreasing the t,emperature to ^al-40o K

apparently causes the d-electrons to become localized

because the conduction once more becomes activated.

The simplest explanation of this would be via t.he

mechanism of exchange narrowing of the d-electron

bands. While we have no data of our own to support

this idea¡ w€ recall that there is an anomaly in

the t,hermopower reported in 1tt4 . Analysis of t,he

data led t,o t,he conclusion that the effective mass

of the charge carriers had first, to increase and then

Èo decrease as T was increased through T¡,m. The
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authors rejected exchange narrowing in favour of

magnon-drag because of t.he difficulty in explaining

the decrease in m*. If however, covalency increases

continuously with decreasing temperaLure, because

of the contraction of the lattice " then this diffi-
culty disappears" We note that. the shape of the

_l olog(-T-¿ curve is non-linear between L40 and 60- K, a

fact that suggest,s at least two factors d.etermine

the energy gap" One of them is }ike1y to be increasing

covalency t,hat tends to díminish the band gap ¡

another, the effect. of increasing magnetíc order

within each crystallíte that tends to further narro\Á¡

t.he band.s" We note that the slope is greatest just

after the minímum ín e and start,s to decrease at about

80"K, our conclusion is that band narrowing is complet.e

by BOoX and. that the flatt.ening results from covalency

increases. There must also be a third factor involving

the J-T effect that, \^/e propose causes the E"F.G. at
t+the Fe-' site. Furthermore¡ wê expect that the J-T

st,abilizat,ion will eventually det.ermine the energy

gap at the lowest temperatures T<50oK, via the splitting
of the e, orbitals in a manner essentially consistent

wíth a tetragonal distortion. At t.his point then,

we refer t,o figure 60 u where our proposed band diagram

is sket.ched.

The band gap is estimaÈed as n¿2eV from work
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ll0>T>t@"ffi

(ø-p) s"

(e) TltTO'K

Flgure SuggesËed band scheme for FeCr2S4:
(a) Showing 1 elecËron orbltals and

Ëhe posltions of Ëhe varlous d-bands
T>1700K;

(b) IllusEratíng the.dest4bilízing effect
of covalency on )E(rez+¡ staËe T-l60oK;

(c) I1lus trating Ëhe effect, at T(To* r

of exchange narrowing and. the 
"l-"J-T stabLLizatl-on of Èhe'E(Fe'') state

T<600K"

on cdrn2s4 fl a usz\ ' ppt,ical measuremenLs on cd'ct rs n

place t,he erfe orbitals about 1.8 eV above the top of

t,he valence band. ttu, 323 and. since ct3+ has AexryAc.f .

this is also t,he approximat,e position of t'he t2gùB

orbitals. This positions the snnlctzo) and 3rtg rcr2+)

created by electron Lransfer among the B-siÈes" Our
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elec'crical resist.ivity measurement,s yield 0.1 eV

for the separation of the 5" (u"2n) stat,e below t.he

excit,ed. cr2+ stal:es so that. the positions of one

electron oFbít.als at the A*sites can be esti-mated

assuming Ac.f.=Q.37 eV and & ex=2"2 eV tSfB "

Conduction in figure 60a is via holes in a narrow

Fe2+ band because of t.he excit,ation of the spi-n up

en electrons into what. becomes a 6* d-band in the

crystal" As T decreases and covalency increases, the

gap between en(Aî) and 5:* vanishest aL least for
some cryst,al direct.íons u and leads to a non-act.ivated

semimetallic eype of conduction. Fínallyu figure 60co

the effects of exchange narrowing and J-T st,abilization
reassert the energy gap but it is now d.iminished to
*0.03 eV, a number deduced from our eonductivity
t,ests.

Magneto-resistance measurements ín t.he

region of Tr* should indj-cate that. the exchange

int.eraction JO* between t,he A-site d-electron spin

and the holes responsible for conduction should be

considerably greater than the corresponding interaction
JUn at. the B-sites. The solid lirre in figure 49 was

calculated in [Sgj using the t.heory given in {ttj wirh

Jo*/J"n=l0. The agireement is not too bad and had we
o^
K instead of L70- K, it, would have beenused Tr*=174

excellent. "
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We now jus'cify the idea that the E"F"c.

is produced by a J-T stabilization of the 5¡ (r"2+)

ground state, First we not,e that the isomorphous

nv i ¡! a laa l-r fì----12-4exhíbit,s a distortion at 135@r tAgS

that has been attributed to a J-T d,ist,ortion [0S3.

We note that, our Mössbauer spect,ra collected below

9"K are quaiitatively similar to those obtained for
1^,FeCrrOn Llt when T<50"K and that the low temperature

x-ray studíes on FeCr,,o ^ trü are eminent.ly consistent¿4
with a t,etragonal distortion to c/aal-, Moreoveru the

electríc fíeld gradci.ent in FeCrrOn is negative,

consistent wit,h a sLabilization of the orbit,al Þr.
Since magnetízation measurements on single cryst,als

of FeCr,rS, show <100> to be the easy axisu and our¿¿\
E.F.G" is negative with &=90 (T<9åK)o we conclude

that c/aal-. The small non-zeroøî. indicates that
t.he distortion is noL due ent,irely to mode e3 but
that some of the QZ mod.e is mj-xed in and, a small

orthorhombic component is also present. The possibi-
lit,y that the ground staÈe would be complicaLed. in this
way was first discussed in flgj. I-, happens because

of t.he complexíty of elastic strains in the crystal.
The princípal s'Lrain arises because of the non:ideal
u parameter that prevents an ideal oct.ahedron of anions

around the B-sítes" The distorÈion to c/a<I allows a

more cubic arrangement of these anions [OSJ. The
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conclìf,sion is that the low temperature transition
in FeCr^S, is t.he result of a J-T distortion.

¿L2

It foll-ows then, ihat for \>9' K the

E.F"G" is essentially consistent with c/aVI. The
. ú ,^fact "ir,.]aaE v ?0 precludes the magnet.ically induced

E"F"G. because Hr., is parallel to <100Þ and V*
should t,hen be parallel to Hnf . The fact that
þ ^tf d.oes not preclude a J-T effect since this is
mostly an orbital effect and is spin j-ndependent"

Although we have not excluded magneto-striction effects
we offer this though€. There is lto evid.ence of anyÈhing

but a simple Néei- spin arrangement in FeCrrSn so it
is extremely difficult. to understand why the E.F.c"

should reverse siqn,

We conclude that above 9tx the E.F"G" is
caused by a dynamic J-T dist,ortion, in the manner

suggested in {g23, Several arguments support this
view ¡

(i) The fact that the line widt.hs d.epend on

temperature, suggests the presence of a

relaxation effect igO-e¿l ;

(ii¡ The fact that the average line widt.h is
proportional to the quadrupole shift down

ton¿77oK as shown in figure 6L, suggescs

that the relaxation is slow compared with
the Lamor precession frequency tgii and.
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manifests itself as lifetime broad.eninq

of the nuclear sLates.

(iii) The fact that the experiment. in applied

fields at 81'K does not vield. a zero

quadrupole shift, indica.tes t,hat whatever

causes the E.F.G. is not a static crystal
distortiono neither is iL particularly

I

sensitive to t.he spin direction.

t.0
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€)Ø
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Figure 6L " Dependence of average line widËh on the
quadrupole shíft in the spectra, o Èhis work powder
absorbers, @ this vrork rigíd absorbers "

Our explanation isu that for fields > 20 kOe,

the spin and. orbit,al angular momentum can be decoupled.

+
+
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This allows the magnetízation to saturate ie" A *ï=0

lines are absent but, the dynamic ,l-T stabilizat.ion

ís not precluded províded the anisot,ropy int,roduced

by the appiied field does not exceed t,he splitting

of the vibronic states of the compiex leZ}. There

is howeveru a different, anisotropy in each cryst,al-

liteu with a maximum related to the maximum magnetic

anisot,ropy 3xt06erg /"*3 at 4"2'K lssj " The E"F.c.

that. origínatr-ly made an angle ^'10t with Hn, now

makes a different angle with Heff in each crystaltr-$-t,e

because the (elastic + magnetic) ani-sotropy is dif-

ferent to 'che zero field (elastic only) anisotropy.

There is howeveru a maximum angle determined by the

additj-onal magnetic anisotropy, Thus there is a

'lbuilt in" saturation effecto the magnítud.e of which

we can estimate in the following simplified fashion.

The greatest magnetic anisotropy energy difference is

between t.he 4100> and 4111> directions; therefore,

by assuming that. the E.F.c" makes all angles Þ wit.h

H=*^ between o and g =cos-l &/ fr) t.he expectation
c¡PP

value of (¡cos26-t) for this range ot Ð val-ues can

be found vjz. o 2/3 and we may expect t,he observed I

to be reduced by about. t.his factor. In zero field

€=0.38 mm/s, in 50 koe 6-=0 "22 nm/s so t,he reduction

is 0"58 compared with an est.imate of 0.67 "

There are still a couple of det,ails that
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need considera'i:ion" NoL least of t,hese is t.he question

of why the results from rigid absorbers at. low tempera-

Lures differ from those from powders" The effect of
)T

strain on the Mössbauer spectra of Fe-' in tetrahed.ral

sites has apparent,ly been known for some time fgSB

but unfortunatelyu it, was rat.her new to us. The effect
is apparently rather severe presumably because the

J-T coupling at. these sites is extremely sensit,ive
-to strain l6Sf . fL may be that random st,raín is one

reason why different samples examined at different
laboratories seem t,o yield slightly d.ifferent Mössbauer

propert,j-es.

The last point that we shall concern our-

selves with is t.he inËerpretation of the total spectrum

shift data below TFN" Startj-ng at the lowest, tempera-

tures, the first question isu if there is a J-T

distortion at - 90 K why is there no obvious sign in
the data of a first order, phase change. In FeCr2O4

the tetragonal distortion leads to c/a= 0"9750 \.^re

have shown ISSS that. t,he d,istortion in the sulphide

is probably an order of magnitude less than this so

Ac*O "0025 Å" We can make use of the relationship {eO3

that,:

èrn0P4Jo) 027¿r¡v=-r

where V is the volume and ì U), (O)[ 2 is the 4s electron[¿Js

densit,y at, the nucleus and write:
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ð [ W¿s (o) [' llWa= {o) \ 
2=- 

lnv=o.002s

Then usíng the isomer shift calibration IAZrCIa$¿ wê can

find t,he shift expected ie. 
^ 

6i (4s¡=9.004 mm/s.

This is rather too sma1l to show up in our experiments.

We note however, that t,here is ä. very slight 'oblip"

in the data so it would be int,eresting to compare

data for EeCr2O4o iÈ seems t.hat isomer shift' data for

this compound are not available as yet.

The larger anomaly at T*L7O@K isu thereforet

due either to a much larger volume change that does

not show up in x-ray measurements or to covalency

effects such as we have already discussed.

2"8 Conclusions.

The compound îeCt2S4 has properties that

appear to be mainly dominat,ed by the sixth P-spin)
electron associated with the re2+ ion. At both high

and low temperatureso Lhe compound should be described

in terms of a localized electro¡t pieture" The combined

magnetic and electric properties support this view

and for low enough temperatures there is good evidence

that the Fe2+ ground state uuu is stabílized by a J-T

d.istortion. At íntermediate temperatures the compound

tends to exhibit properties that. are closer to those

expect,ed of collect.ive electrons and we conclude that

this is brought about,'by Èhe éffecÈ of covälent' overlap
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of t.he Ê-spin electron wit,h surrounding anions'
t-

?

3"1

A COMMENT ON CdCrrSn.

Tntroduction 
"

We ínclude our comments on t,his compound

part,ly because the discovery ihat it, existed as a

ferroinagnet sparked t,he interest in chalcogenide

spinels in our lab. and partly because it. is still

an academically interesting compound. Although a

a greaL deal is known about it' the question of the

spin arrangemenÈ iso so f.ar as we knowo st'iII in

doubt 
"

According t,o [eg], t,he compound was first

investigated as part. of a Ph"D. program [gOi but the

work received no attent,ion, Only the paramagnetic

susceptibilit,y was measured from which it was found

E]naE Ð was positive (-130o r) and, on the basis of

M.F.T", it was predicted Èhat ferromagnetic ordering

would occur somewhere below this temperature' In

t,he early nineteen sixties o the eompound \^/as re-

discovered" The first published work [gf] revealed

thatS=+152 R, C*=3.7, T"=84.50K and the low tempera-

ture magnet,ic moment was t,15rh per molecule" Almost

were

=8 6" and

simultaneously the properties of the compound

reponted in lgzÅ, there&=+156"K0 c*=3.66, T.

-4(a.2*K)=5 "55&/molecuLeø so there was reasonable
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agreement, "

Electrical transport and crystallographic

p,roperties have also been reported' The compound

crystallizes in the spinel structure with a latt'ice

parameÈer of L0"244 Å and a u-paramet,er of 0"390 [AO] "

ïn cond.uctivity measurement's [agrgg3, Lhe compound

shows semi-conducting behaviour with € (2g6" K¡=2o103¡t.cm

and Q Ql" K) =2 ' 86x1õ9-ru. cm. The Seebeck coef f icient,

has been reported lge] as -60øV/qK indícat,ång @ -t'ype

cond.uct,ivity; the Hal1 mobility was apparently too

low to measure but ít was 40.5 "^2/V=""" The resisti*

vity showed no d.iscontinuities near the ordering

temperat,ure " These resulÈs

localized electron picture,

consistent wit,h a

conductivity arising

ârê

the

from a hoppíng type mechanism. By doping with acceptor

and donor type impuritiesu it is found that holes have

a very large mobility, presumably from valence band

conduction, and that electrons have a very low mobility

[e4] .

A variety of optical and magneto-optical

experimenÈs have been performed llS,SS!96'97 r98l.

originally it. was thought [ZS] , that the absorption

edge occured aL w1 . 6eV ( 12 " 9x103 /cm) " Vrith this

assignment, the absorption edge was found t,o have a

"blueo' shift ISSTOZ] , whereas, most magnetic semi-

conductors show a red shift {eOrOOJr âs the temperature
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is loweredp the assigned absorpÈion edge also began

to show considerable struc€ure with decreasing

temperature, Three explanations were given [fZrfOOrlO{

and t,he absorption spectrum was re-investigated tZS3.

Et t,hen turned out that t,he strong absorption found
o

at, *o7800 Ã was not the semi-conductor band gap

absorpt,ion at all, but the long wavelength tail of
A?+43+

t,he oAu- (Cr"' ) 4:T^ (Cr-' ) crystal f ield transÍtion.AY ¿g

As the photon energy vüas increasedo Lhe absorption
@

peaked at 6700 A, fell and then rose to a second peak
4l+4a+

at 55oo å" This was assígned to the =or., (cr-' ) 4=T' - 
(cr'-).v rg

crystal field transition. This second peak is

resolved only at low t,emperaLures as it' overlaps the

true band. edge absorption. at -5000 å, (a 2.5ev) in

agreement, wit,h results on Gdrn rsn{la3' A thirdu

rather low intensity absorption was also found at

?600 å, ana teatatively assigned to 4ezg(cr3+) a2vg(cr3+) t

however, the oscillator strength j-s four orders of

magnitude too large for this assignment and the transi-

t.ion might result from some other,source.

Another type of experiment was reported in

fgg} where the R,aman scatLering of the solid was

studied" ft was found t,hat there were certain Raman

lines whose intensity depended quite st'riongly on

temperature" There was a sharp decrease in intensity

as T h/as increased through Tro A qualit'ative explanation,
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based on a theory given in {f OZJ , was offered. It r'

is suggested Èhat through t,he spin orbit interaction

of an excit.ed state, the spin system is coupled to

t.he lattice phonon modes" Essentially, the "breathing"

mode of the anions around a tetrahedral (cd2+) siteo

modulates the bond lengths of the 90o Cr3+-S-Cr3* ur,rr,

superexchange paths, and, since the magnet,ic exchange

int,eraction depends on the anion positions, the Raman

intensity can be t,emperature dependent in a manner

qualit,at,ively similar to t'he spin correlation"

3 "2 Magnetizatj-on Measurements.

i,r7e used the equipment and techniques

described in ChapÈer II, sectj-on 1 Lo measure the

full maEnetization curve for cdcr2s4 samples that \,vere

synthesized in t,he manner descríbed in Chapter Ll

section 5" Our x-ray po\,íder diffraction pattern is

given in table L6" From the high angle linesr wê

found a^=10 .242 ä itt good agreement with previous
U

values "

At no temperat,ure could we find any remanent

magnetization or coercivity.. The mat,erial does not

appear to be superparamagnetic, however, because an

aÈÈempt to fit all the magnetizat'ion daüa on a

universal curve [3* of M versus (H/T) failed" The

conclusion is that the materíal has a very low anisotropy

consi.s€ent wit}r a complet,ety quenched orbital angular
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Tab1e 16. X-ray* powder diffraction pattern for
CdCr254.
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momenÈum at, the B-sítes that are occupied by cr3+ ions"
-t

Vde show M= ¿nd 4* as functions of Lempera-

ture in fígure 62. v{hile in figure 63u \Á7e show the

variation of Ms \^¡ith applied field. for a few t'empera-

tures" In table L7 o we show the results of the

invest,igation o

It is worth point'ing out. t'hat from the

value of g and equation (11-f6) a value of JBB/k=l0nK

is found which is in fair agreement with the value

obÈained in [g9] using a hígh temperature expansion,

J"",/k=11,8o Ku We also- remark that t.he compound shows

a considerable degree of short range order above the

long range ordering temPerature.

3.3 Discussion"

We first' consider the value found for C*

ie" 3,7 ¡ this is to be compared with expected spin

only value of 3"75" If We take account of the ferro-

magnetic resonance results in [Zt], where g(Cr3+) was

found to be 1"993 then c*=3"73" we might therefore'

conclude t,hat our sample has the desired compositÍon.

The question that must be asked then is, why is the

low temperature moment not 5.98Å%/rírolecule (6.0 fot

spin only values) ? The highest reported value [fOS]

is S"B6p,,/molecu1e at 1.5qK obt.ained after extra-
B

polation. to L/H=o, in agreemen€ wit'h our value of

Mø =5 "82ê&^/molecu1e at 4.2o K after extrapolation to
E
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L/H=O" At the otbrer end of the scale, €he moments

reported range from 5.15 t'o 5"65 &4r/moJ.ecule'

According to [ros] the deviation occurs because

of the presence of cr?+ antiferromagneticalty coupled

to cr3+ on B-sites and the ct21 is t,here because of

an anion deficiency" If this is the case' then our

sample composition should be written:

cd2 + lcr)! z* oo'r:] r 
n - o

and the magnetíc moment, would be:

(6-LAx)ÑtlmoIecule

from which x=0"013 and c* wouild then be 3"78 (4)

assuming g=2 fox stro {Cr2+) " Two similar possibilities

are t,hat o crZO is present in a low spin state or that

cation rather than anion vacancies exist" Given t,hese

possibilit.iesr our value of C* indicates x=0"01 in

the formul-ae:

cd.2ol.'3lr* .'ii] ,n-* o"

cdz+ þ'3]rF a-* ] s¿ H ;-

where the symbol t3+ indicat.es a hole in the anion

p-orbital and we can assume these holes to be localized

by way of vacancy trapping [iOa] ' The expected low

temperature magnetic moment is then 5.94/'tr/molecule.

From our work on Fe3s4 ¡ w€ would favour a¡x explanation

in terms of cation vacancies¡ howevero thj-s does not

lead &,o the correct values of the low temperature
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momentwhichseemstobe5"94+"02ra't"/molecule'on

t,he other hand o postulating high spin CrZ+ to obtain

the correct low temperature moment leads to . cM value

that is outside the spread of measured values 3"66-3"7 '

our conclusion is that in cdcrrsn some explanat,ion

oÈher than vacancies or high and low spin crTo must

be found to explain the low temperature moment,. Ïn

view of the large number of competing exchange inter-

actions that exist in such compound" [89'10511063, it

seems reasonable to postulat,e a non-collinear spin

arrangemen€" Estimates of t'he canting angle from

the low temperature moments yields values between

31 and 13@.

Subst,itut'ing small amounts of co?+ or

Ni2+ in€o the compound to replace Cr3+ replacing a

suitabre amount of cð"2+ by ïn3* and then finding that

the low temperature moment is roughly consistenÈ with
3+

an antíferromagnetic alignment of cr-' with the guest

ions fro:] d.oes not prove the existence of cr2* in

the compound. The slope on the magnetizat'ion curves

of thege doped compounds, even at 1"5oK, indicates

the presence of st'rong anisotropy' Extrapolation to

L/H=O should overesLj-mate the magnetic moment' The

fact that all the observed momen€s faIl bel0w the

values calculated for A,F. alignment shows that Èhe

mod,el is incorrect in detail" our explanatíon would
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be that the substitution weakens the n.n. exchange

and thereforeu makes possible larger canting an91es

a¡nong the B-site spÍns" In fact, the difference

between observed and expecLed moments for t'hese

doped compositions is greater t.han the deviation from

expect,ed moment of the pure composition.

A neutron diffraction study of t'he compound

is required. This would be expensive because t'he

cadmium used would need to be gg "gggz free of 113cd

in order to reduce the capture cross section to

reasonable values" Material like this typically

costs "\" $1,0/mg so the cost of 19 of compound would

be $4,000" ALternat'ive1y¡ âD ínvestigation might be

made in the followingi manner" Put a small amount of

some transition metal on the A-sit,e t,hat will produce

a strong anisotropy and will provide a strong A-B

inLeraction, under these circumstances¡ w€ can be

almost certaín that a collínear B-sige arrangement

will perÈå,s.n" unless there is overwhelming evidence

of a co-operative dist'ortion of the spinel lattice,

in which case a Yaffet'-KiÈte1 arrangement may be

expected {rozJ "

The energy band diagram for the compound

can be deduced from the opt,ical measurements [ZS3 and

we sket.ch it in figure 64" The broad conduction band

is formed from the (s-p) g'* antíbondíng orbitals and
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G-¿)çtr

^ aèrtfüq (C* )

-

Figure 64. Suggested energy band s9he19
in terms of nqlti-el-ectron crysEal field
;h. sËable Cd2+ staËe ls noÊ shown but 1s

be v¡e11 below the vaLence band 
"

t-

I

I

ís empty, the valence band' is full' The band gap

is 2"48 eV" The positions of t.he ioníc terms are

indicat,ed and the dotted line sho\^/s the position

of the weak lowest, energy absorption" It is not

assigned but some of the possibilities are 3

(i) 4x,r-(cr3+) *28^1Cr3+) ;--¿g''- g'
(ii)Magnonassistedd-spinvalenceelect'ron

+ 5s_ 1cr2+) iq

(iii) pfronoi assisted elect'ron t'ransfer among

B:sites *Sro(crZ+) ¡

(iv) Magnet'ic Poflron Peak?

for Cd9r rS4
Ã+á+^^ ôÐLALsÞ9

likeIy to

r'") o
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3"4 Conclusions"

Most properties of t'his compound seem to

be well undersgood, There is some evidence t,hat the

spin arrangement, is non-collinear"

4" EXPERIMENTS ON FeRhtSn"

4"L Introduction"

In an attempt, t'o study t'etrahedral sít'e

î"2* íons without t,he complicatj-on of magnetic B-site

ions we decided to make re[nf,rtrsa. Although a litera-

ture search revealed no previously published work on

the compound there was good reason to believe it'

exist,ed." The spinel compounds coLnrrrl sn and c" [nf,J sn

have been synthesized {rOa eLOgîI1Or58l and there is

atso a report on (reo. 
scuo,5 ) LRh2-l s4 frrrJ " on octa-

hedral sites the en orbitals of Rh3+(¿a6l are so

heavÍIy destabilized by covalent overlap that RI'r3+

always takes the low spin configuration lelg (i-¡g,6 S*r0)

TE, therefore, has s=0 and is essentially diamagnetic,

It is perhaps surprisånø Lo find' t'hat,

Co[nfr]Sn orders antiferromagnetically at a much hígher

temperature than the corresponding ferrimagnet fttZ,SZi
co prrì sa, 4oo"x compared with 220ÔK' The compound

Cu þrì Sn is metallíc and shows only a Pauli t,empera€ure

independent paramagnet,ism yet cu [CrJ sn is a metallic

ferromagnet, {rOS u 32, 58} with T"-4oo"K" on the other
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hando subst,it,ution oi fr.rf the copper in cuflnftrJsn

by iron leads to antiferromagnetism with T-,=140"K lfffSN\
The same substitution in the chromium thiospinel

reduces the ordering Lemperature to *300ÖK.

The conduction in (F"0"scug"Ul [nfr2l sa is

reported [ttt] as semiconducting with a Seebeck co-

efficient of +L596?/d.egu the logc -T-1 pIoÈ is weakly

curved with 8Qg6oK¡=1"1stcm and €(89 
nK)=15"1¡lcm"

The suscepÈibility ís field independent down to 4"2"K

howevero the temperature dependence of the inverse

susceptibÍlity is unlike that, of co [nf,2] sn. rt, is

observed that^4 -1 increases from 4.zoK reaches a
M

flat plateau around 50"K fatls to a weak minimum

around 140ox and, thereaftero follows a Curie law"

From Èhe high temperature data r a C*=2"32 is deduced

and a Ð =-420"K is found, The value of C* is supposed

to be a result of Fe3+ rather than F.2* on the A-sites

consistent with c,rl+ as the other A-sit'e ion. No

Mössbauer study was made but this would provide a

check on these cation valencies expecially in víew

of t,he semiconducting behaviour of the compound. The

neutron diffraction study, howeveru found S=1.95 for

one A*sit,e and zero for the other" It is suggested that

this lower than expected result arises because of

about 202 inversion of Lhe A-sites from a true 1:1
'2+

ordering but the possibility of Fe is not. considered.
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There still exists some controversy

over the ways in which the energy band schemes of

the copper containing Rh and cr thiospinels account

for t,heir observed properties þz,soi. Although
?ì

Lhe propert,ies of (CuO"SFeO"5) LRh2J Sn may not be

directly applícable to our experiment,s any scheme

suggest,ed for Fe[*r] Sn must,u with suit,able modífi-

cation, be capable of explaining the properties of the

simílar comPoundo

4.2 Prepara€ion of SamPles"

T,{e found one reason why no reports have

appeared on this compound when we tried to prepare it

by the methods in chapÈer I, sectsion 5" It is indeed

difficult to synthesize as a single phase spinel. we

tried a variety of heat treatments and had partial

success. This is in keepíng wíth results on Co[*J tn
¡')
[ffaJ. There also, some spurious reflections are

found in the x-ray powder pattern. These difficulties

may be caused by the nobility of rhodium which makes

ít slow to react, or there may be some more fundamental

reason associated with the bonding of t,he sulphur

lat,tice in rhodíum thiosPinels "

ln our fírst at€empt' at synthesis¿ wê

ground stoichiomet,ric quan€íties of the elemenLs

together and fired them for 2 days in an evacuated
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quartz ampul at 11O0oC, Slow cooling produced at

least two phases" From a room €emperature Mössbauer

spectrumu it. was found that, one phase $/as ordered'

the other was not" The product was not attracted

to a hand magnet'"

!{e reground the product and refired Lor

a further two days at 1100oC and this t.ime quenched

the ampul into ice water" A powder photograph showec

all t,he spinel reflections and several fairly intense

spurious lines. A room temperat'ure Mösebauer spectE.u¡n

showed what, appeared to be an aslrmrnetric doublet,

which in all likelihood was two doublet's superposed

with different, isomer shifts, Further Mössbauer

spectra coltect,ed at, increasing t,emperaLures showed

that €his doublet gradually disappeared and on returning

to room temperature, the spectrum was quite different.

A second x-ray powder pícture showed that, some of

the híther|o int,ense spurious reflections had' disappeared

and all the others had been reduced in intensity.

A Mössbauer spectrum of this 'uannealed" sample aE 77"R

showed that the compound had ordered by this temperature

but a small amount im¡ersed in liquid nitrogen was not

at.t.ract,ed to a hand magnetu A Mössbauer spectrum of

the as quenched materíal showed no evídence of magnetic

order at 77oK"

A series of quenching t'ests showèd t'hat the
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pat,tern for
Table 18. X-ray** powder diffract'ion

FeR'hrSn "

hkt " dgbs 9?î1 .lR*u*
rG-r-5r I r-1 ¿

111

220

&

311

222

400

311

422

333,511

400

442

620

s33

622

444

711 D 551

642

731 r 553

, 800

644

751,555

840

7 53 ,gLL

931

844

933r755

5"496

3.431

3.248

3"101

3.029

2.8L2

2.626

2 "444
2 "39L
2 "27L

2.202

2.008

1"900

r"744

L"622

1.610

1. s09

L.487

1.438

1.382

1. 321

L.292

1.238

1"206

1.143

1.108

1.087

1"039

1"010

0,997

5.7 22

3.504

2 "988

2.860

2"478

2"273

2 "023
1.907

L.7 52

L.652

L .567

jl .511

1,494

1.430

1.388

L.324

.r., 290

L"239

1".211

L "T44

1.108

1.088

1.039

1.011

0.996

5

¡v

4

1

I

I

3

)

1

4

\
2

1

3

4

5

J

* Reflecrlon not belonglng to the splnel pattern'
** Mn/FeK< radiatlon r'raã used at room tenperature "

*** lelitated. fro¡¡ the photograph'
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(spinel + spurious lines) tyPe of pattern could be

obtained at aII temperatures down to 95Oo c with an

upper limit (determíned. by the softening of the quartz)
øof 1400 C.

Our final approach was based on the previous

findings together wit,h a prior knowledge that rhodium

is a very noble metal, we ground stoichmetric quanti-

ties of the elemenLs togethero pelleted the mix, fired.

in a sealed quarlz ampul for two weeks at 1100" C, and

quenched into ice waÈer. The ampul was then placed

in a furnace at 5OO"C for two more weeks, then slowly

cooled. t,o room t,emperat,ure " A Debye-Sherrer x-ray

powder diffract,ion pattern containíng all the spinel

reflections plus 5 weak or very weak extra lines was

obtained from the finat product, In table 180 the

patt.ern obt,ained is shown together with the indices

assigned. The spurious reflections are mahked with

asterisks. The conclusion is that t,he product has a

small amounL^¿5? of some second phase but' it is

essentially a sPinel"

From the high angl-e ref lections r we deter-

mined the latt,ice parameter as 9"91+"01 ä" The error

is large because t,he hÍgh angle línes were ra€her dÍffuse,

as might be expect,ed if these were quenched. in rand.om

sÈrains.
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4.3 Magnetization Measurements.

We used t,he equipment and methods described

ín Chapter Ïlo section 1.3 to measure t,he first' part

of the magnetization cllrve" l,{e found no evidence of

a permanen! magnetic moment at any temperature. Figure

65 shows some of the magnetizat,ion daÈa as a function

of fíeId for various tempe::atures' It may be seen

that the magnetization is independ'ent of field at

4,2oKo 77"Ku and 196oK, The slope of the curves
. .Þ -? ¡r -1gives &, and in figure 66' we show \{ - versus T"

200

--"---'{
.-. -ß

\h{

100

Flgure 66. Inverse molar susceptibtlity of FeRh254
as a function of ËelnPeraËure"

t00 LøØ ð00 4oo
TE,VlPËRATtÀR,E (.K)

600

law and we find

in slope at *210Þ x

Table 19 summarises

considerations are

Above 22oon, \ 
t follows a curie

I =-240"K and C*=3'2. The change

is interpreted as t,he N6e1 Point,,

the various results" If sPin onlY
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in order¡ W€ vfollld. expect C*=3"0 and u&"ff=A.9&4"/molecu1e"

Table 19. Magnetic and Crystallographic Data for
FeRhr54.

Latiice Parameter tål

cn

#("x)

TN ('K)

&4eff

9"91 t .01

3"2

-240 å 5

zLO å 10

5.06

At, much lower t,emperaËureso the suscepti-

bilit,y shows a complícated behaviour. Tt is similaro

in every respect, to the behaviour reported for

(t9O"5Cu0"U) [nfr2-] sn, over the temperature range 100-

300"K¡ w€ measure L"75 tímes the susceptibilit,y reported
1\in t1113 .

4.4 Electrical MeasuremenLs"

This compound appears t'o sínter quite readily

and after the final heat treatment, the measured density

was 972 of the €heoretícal density calculated using

the latt,ice paramet,er above. It is readily wet'ted by

In,158Sn solder so conduct,ivity and magneto-resistance

measurements were made in the manner described in

Chapter f I, section 2 "2 u The rest¡Lbs are shown j-n

figure 67. A posit,ive magneto*resistance is found over
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Èhe temperaLure range invesÈigated and the resístivity

increases steadily wíth decreasing temperat'ure untiT

abouÈ lsqX when there appears t,o be a leveling off ,

At high enough temperat'ures T>25OoK' a plot of log( -T-1

is linear wilh a slope corresponding to an activa€ion

energy O"L4 x IO-3eV' At higher temperatures, the

p-[ot is gently curving. The resistivity takes values

-?-l--1of 3.2xL0-¿, l.34xl0 - and 4.1x10 --lL.cm at 2960 77

and 4 "zoK resPectivelY.

4. 5 Mössbauer Ef fect, St'udies '

In add'ition t'o the spectra examined in

connection wj-th the preparation of the compound¡ wê

collecÈed a series of spectra in the temperat'ure

range 4"2 7O0oK. Some of the specÈra are shown in

figures 68 and 69 " First we consider the room tempera-

ture specÈrum figure 68b" In order to fit, this

spectrum adequately, we requir:ed 4 lines" The major

part of the absorption vras fitted as a singlet" IË

t,urned out to be broad-0"5 mm,/s and has a total shift

of. 0,71 mm/s" rn fact, it is probably a narrow double€.

On the shoulder of this tine, there is every indication

of a second doublet which we fitt,ed with constraints

on t,he full widt,hs and intensities. This resolved

doublet constituted loB of the total absorption. The

line widths tíere 0,3 mmr/s and €heir centre of gravity
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was shifted 0.75 mm/s" Their splitting was 1"4 mm/s'

The fourth line turned out to be a broad singlet of

low intensíty constitut,ing l0B of t'he total absorption

with a total shift of o"2I mm/s, this¡ w€ associate

wíth impuríties in t'he comPound"

As the temperature is raised, most of the

structure is lost from the spectrum (68a), such

spectra were fitted as broad singlets only for the

purpose of determining the spectrum shift" As the

temperaLure is lowered the appearance of the spectra

remains substant,ially t,he same as at 296"Kî although

by 230"K, there is evidence of an ordered phase giving

weak absorption in tshe base line of the absorpt'ion

curveo fígure 68c'

On cooling furt'her, the spectra become

magnet,ically ordered" The temperature at which this

occursed was found to be 2L5 + 5"K whích agrees

fai-rly well with t,he T* add.uced from the magne€ization

measurements" sgperficially, these ordered spectra

appear to be fairly simple, figure 69' Six well

defined absorption peaks are found and there is a

second very weak ordered spectrum wit'h a larger

sptitting, On fitting t'he specÈra however, it is

found that the intensity in the central region is

much st,ronger than it, should be" Furthermote' our

best fits to the spectra show t'hat just below T*
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Figure 68. Mössbauer sPecËra
(a) 234oK

(b) 296"R

(c) 413oK

of FeRh^S, at:
¿q

i
Ilr

I
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9--59' , figure 69w.0 that by L26"K' figure 69b, t=50o

and the spectrum shown in figure 69c has I =20" .

At 4"2oKo&6L@" and at 7':-oK & = 15o " The values of Û

are only approximaLe because the "Powder'o program

converges only very slowly under conditions where

E=40-60o (see appendix D) and we did not always obtain

a set of final values' OnIy for a select'ion of the

spectra did we allow Ëhe computer Lo iterate to

conclusion and even t'heno ít was necessary to con-

strain Q and '0 equal t'o zeto. As a result, the

quantity \"2q8 is determined only very roughly and

the values found are shown in figure 70b. The

errors påaced on these data resul€ f,rom all'owing

u I 5o error on Ð and taking no account of errors

introduced by t,he constraints ott q and % " Fígure

7Oa shows the values found for H¡¡ and in figure 7L

we show the variation with temperature of t'he t'otal

spectrum shift,

4 " 6 Disct¡ssion.

It is necessary to be cautious in drawing

conclusions about this compound from the results of

this particular.investigation" The reasons are

fairty clear. In the first placee wê could not

produce a single phase sample and in t'he second, t'he

magnetiza€ion dat,a suggest, interpret,atíons that are
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not, apparent,ly supported by t,he Mössbauer Effect

s€,tdies "

The magnet,ization data j-ndicates that

the compound is a simple ant.iferromagnet with

ordering of the first kind [Ð/Tml=1'1 consis€ent

wit,h the expect,ed arrangement of magnetic cations

on A-sit,es only" The Curie Constant is close to

that expected and could be brought closer by either

allowÍng g to be slight,ly greater than two or by

making a correct.ion [fff$ for the temperature

independent suscept.íbility of Rh3+" For a ntole of

afnfrrtoÈn, the Van V]-eck cos¡Èribt¡ëi.oca ís estímated

âs ry3"8x10-4 ê"ÍItou./mo1e and the diamagnetíc

contribution âs¡¡ -2xLO-4 €.Iï1.u"/moleo a net cont'ri-

bution of +1" 8x10-4 e,m"u,/mol-e. Such a correction

gives C¡4=3.01 and 6 = -215oK. From our valu" of-Û o

and assuming just one magnetic exchange int,eractiono

we estímate J/k=-IsoK" The data is somewhat compli-

cated at 1ow temperatures but t'here may be important

Van Vleck contribut,ions here or more likelyr impurity

effects" A localized. elect,ron picture seems reasonable

and is confirmed by the resistivit'y data which shows

essentially a semiconduct,ing Èype of behaviour" The

low t,emperature flat region is likely a resulL of

impurity conduction"

Vühen we come to consider the Afossbauer

Effect data, hov/everu Ëhe picture is distincLly less
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encouraging" !üe might have expected a doublet or a

broad singlet plus an impurity peak but the observa-

tion of the other doublet is confusíng. If we take

account of the fact that we had to quench t'he compound,

then vIe may expect a smalL amount of B-site iron" If

this is where the resolved doublet originatesu then

in view of the Éact that its spectrum shift indicates

hígh spin ferrous iron [2] ¡ wê should expect the

compound to be a ferrimagnet ,similar to the compounds

ColRhr_*Cr*l54 {ff tJ . The est,imated low temperature

momenL would be Þ 0,4Æ"/molecule assuming a t,ríangular

spin arrangement and taking note that the doublet

absorption represents 10S of t,he tot'al" Two things

prevent, us from assigning this absorption to low spin

iron on B-sites as was the case for Fe3S4' We have

mentioned €he spectrum'shift. For low spin ironn wê

expect 0.50 I . 02 mmr/s from table 11" The other

feature is that the quadrupole splitting is temperature

dependent, something tha€ is never observed for low

spin íron" !{êo therefore, sought other explanations

for the orígins of this extra doublet'

First¿ w€ considered the possibility that

the d,oublet, resul€ed from another impuríty phase in

addition to that, associated wit'h the impurity peak

having chemical shíft. tv}"2 min/s. This places the

total impurity cont,enÈ at 202 and makes nonsense of
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the magnetization data and probably the conductivity and

X-raydata.Itishightyunlikelytha€theobserved
C* would be as close Èo that expected u íf the compound

hadt'hismuchimpurit'y.Inadd'it'ion'acomparison
maybemadebetweenoursuscept'ibilitiesandthose

in [fff] for (Cu."5 Feg"5) [Rh2154' Table 20 indicates

the nature of the comParison"

Table 20" Comparison of the paramagne€ic suscepti-
¡iiliies of (A) (Cuo. 5 FeO.5 [ Rh2l 54 and
(B) Fe I Rh2154.

A*

luu 3ooo x (e.m. u. /moIe.,@) 3 . 24x1 0-3 5 " 
95x10-3

4 " 35x10-3

2 " 1***

R* sooo K (e "m. u' /mole'&) 2. 54x10-3

effective sPin l" 95**

* calculated from Ehe quoted c"-and0 [tttJ"
** Neutron diffraction result -E-113'

***EeÈinaÈed from C*=3.3 and g=2'

?I

Although t,he authors of [f f f] c]aim Fe"' rather than

F.2n as the magnetic íono models do exist that suggest

ferrous ra€her than ferric íron' Their measured

effect,ivespiniscertaínlyc}osertot.hatexpected

for ferrous (S=2) than for ferric (S=2'5) iron" The

fact tha€ A(g)- I.75T.(A¡ ,. then suggests that our

compound is reasonablY Pure.
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Our second explanatíon was suggest'ed by

the work on FeCr2o4 ?l ¡ù where slight shoulders

are detected on a broad sínglet just above the (

crystallographic transition temperature' An explana*

tion of this feature was offered in tB33 in terms

of coherenL tunnelling between equivalent J-T

distortions. This explanation would be .suit'able

since now all the iron could be assigned' to A-sitesu

a localízed pícÈ.ure for the d-elect,rons would hold

and consistency with the magnet,ization data could

be argued" one of the predict,íons of t,he theory

ín [A* ís that the four tine spectrum that resu]ts

from €he tunnel-ling effect is slnmmet'rical and we

did not fínd this result. IfÌ addítion, computer

fit,s to t,he spectra showed thato below lhe t,empera-

ture at, which the bulk of the mat,erial ordered, €here

v/asexLrainÈensityinthecentralregionthatmust

be explained'

ourthird'andmostplausibleexplanation

is based on Lhe observation that the as quenched

material does not order magnet.ically above 77"K"

1llr¡o spectra from as quenched material are shown in

figure 72" We make use of this to explain the extra

central int,ensity below TOO"K and, argue that an addi-

tional doublet ma.y be expect,ed at, room temperat'ure"

The ext,ra doubleÈ aríses because the
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annealing Cemperature is too low t'o completely

remove all quenched in strain (Vfe may not use much

higher temperatures because we know that, another

phase is formed" ) , That such random strain can

have this effect on A-sit. F"2* ions is est'abrished

in [as3 , from a study of zns41ez+ in both t'he zlnc

blend and wurtzihe structures" There, isomer

shifts range from 0"81 mm,/s to 0"89 and the quadrupole

splitting of doublet,s superposed on singlets range

from 0"56 rnm,/s to 1.15 mm/s" They find the greatest

split,tings when paÌ-rs of dopanÈs are ¡1"31, separated

by an anion as in t,he wurt'zite structureu but t'he

exac€ origin of t'he strain is unknown.

füith this explanatíon, we can conclude

t,hat the Mössbauer data are in keepíng wit,h our other

result,s" !üe can offer no explanation for the fact

that the angle between V* anA Hn, changes as the

temperature is lowered. It is reasonable to assume

that the easy axis of magnetization will be either

( 11r> or (1OO> as is generally found for spinels"

The naÈure of the strain field is a complete unknown.

If a situat,ion similar to that in Fecr2s4 Pertains,

then the principal s€rain axis is roughly <100> and

as suchu t,he easy axis of magnet'izat'ion would be

(1I1> just below T* and rotate towards 4.100> as the

temperature is lowered below^'100"K" It' seems more
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likelyu however, that, a more complex sítuation exists

in which the s€rain fíeld chi.rnges with temperature

and causes Vzz t,o alter direction"

The tyPe of band scheme we would suggest

is sketched in figure 73"

Ftgure 73. Suggested band scheme tot re[ntrZ1 t¿'

The positions of the ionic terms are shown" The

Rhodíum ions are in the low spin (l4to) state while

the iron is in Èhe 5E state, The "*nr" en orbitals

associated wåth the B-sites form a ç * band only

-? 'r+
lxlg-r eV above the fE(Fe'-) state. Conduction may

be vía holes in a TeZ* band or via electrons in the
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6-k band" since t,here is a st,ríngent requirement

Èhat RhIII remaín diamagnetic, any electron excited

into 6: * must be accompanied by an another with

spin ant.iparallel to t,he first," This demands t,hat

the Ã-eåte Fe2+ íons be antiferromagnetically coupled

because it is the f - spin electron on these ions that

is most easily transferred between A and B-siLes.

To go over to the (FeO,SCuO.5) RhZ 54,

we would take t,he view t,hat €he copper \¡7as essentially

2+ but the trn orbílals form a o- * A(Cu) hand carrying

no magnetic moment. This requíres quite a lot of

covalent overlap for the copper d-orbitals, never-

the-less, since the compound ís ordered, ie" one A

sublattice is occupied by iron ions, the ot'her by
tr?+

copper, the tElFe'=) states can still be quite well

localízed" The same conductíon mechanism might...hoId

provided the €3* A(cu) band is sufficiently narrohT.

4 "7, Conclusions "

The properties of t'his compound would bear

further inves€igation expecially if better samples

eould be prepared, From this investigationo howeveru

we conclude that. r.{nft2\sa does exists in t,he spinel

form but there are some difficulties assocíated with

íts preparatíon" The íron occupies the A-sit.es and

from its Mössbauer isomer shift at, 296o(t we conclude
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€hat it is in the ferrous state. The compound orders

antiferromagnet.ically at 220"K" The value of lÐlt*\øf
is consist,ent, stit,h the expectat'ion that the ordering

is of Èhe firs€ kind, Above the Néel temperature' t,he

Curie constant is in fair agreement with the spÍn only

value" hle note that t,he ordering temperature is the

second highest reported for A-A ordering in the spinel

lat,t,ice, the highesÈ being 400oK for co[nftrì sno and

that t,he orderíng temperature ís higher than that of

the correspondíng ferrimagnet, Fe [cr23 s4.

The magnet,ic and elect'rical properties

support, the idea of a localized electron pict'ure where

the p -spin Fe2* electron is most, easily Èransferred

to ot,her sítes.

It is dífficuLt to analyse Lhe Mössbauer

spectra properly; thereforer our values of Hn, and

4e2qQ below T* are only approximate' There is evidence

that random strain causes 1ocal distortions at about

10€ of the A-sites so that these sites yield a diffe-

rent Mössbauer spectrum to the rest aË all temperaturest

eventually ordering independent'Iy at or close to '17"K"

V[e note t,ha€ the main specLrum at 77oK is

remarkably similar to that which we obtained for Fe[cr23 sn

using a rigíd absorber at 4.2oK" This tends to confirm

our earlíer suspicions thaÈ t'hese rígid absorbers

u¡ere straíned by the plasLic matrix"
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This chapter describes t'he investigation

we have made of the propert,ies of the mixed cryst'als

(Cd.r-oFe*) CrZ S4' Mixed systems have been studied

in our laboraÈory in the past for they promiseo but

rarely give, a chance to study the dependence of

exchange interactíons on cation separation" The

reasons why such studies tend t'o have only partial

success are numerouge - For examPle, changes in

covalency may be at least as important as ehanges

ín latt,ice paramet'er even given that the mixed

crystals form very precisely t,he same crystal structure.

Dissimilar cations in t,he same lattice may produce

rather subtle changes t,hat are not obvious from x-ray

measurements. For exampleu differences in crysÈal

aniso€ropy t.hat lead to superparamagneLism at low
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enough dilut,ions of the magnetic ions or tiny random

crystal strains t,hat are difficult to allow for and

even distinct, changes in spin arrangements" It is

probably bett,er to accept that all these possibilities

are probabilíties and to treat each member of a mixed

system as a separate entiÈy" After studying the pro-

perties of interest, it may be possible to discern

and correlate símilaråties observed as the system is

unravelled" In ,Ehe opposite approach, Lhe assumption

that there wÍIl be a systematic variation of propertíes

needs to be justified"

L. TIIE FAS4ILY OF COMPOUNDS 
"Ur-*tt*CrrSn"

1"1 Introduction.

This family of compound was ínvest'igated

rather bríef1y [f]. The magnetic moment's, Curie

Constantsu Curie-Vüeiss parameters and ordering tempera-

tures of 3 members were reported. The data was not

given ín detail¡ the numbers in table 21 below, \^7ere

taken from graphical present'ations.

Table 2I" Magnetization dat,a from referenc"[fl.

Tc ('K) I ("r) c¡4 M= (zt"/molecu1e at 0"K)

0"1

0"3

0,7

LL2

130

160

+15 0

+100

-100

3.7

4.0

5.3

5.4

4.6

2"9
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The trend of the results is as follows. As the iron

content is increased from zero, the ordering tempera-

tures increase and both magnetic moment and curie

const.ant decrease. It was also reported t'here that a

complete seríes of cubic spinels was formed although

no lattice Parameters were gíven"

Whenthecompoundsaredoped,withacceptors

for example silver, fairly large magneto-resistance

effects are observed 8ì " The resistance decreases

on applying a magnetic fieldu the ratio AR/R being

about ten t'ímes t'hat observed in u'pure" FeCrrSn"

There has also been a Mössbauer Effect

study made on one member with x=0.02 LZ3 " A magnetic

hyperfine patt,ern is observed below 96oK and at a low

enough temperature ry78oK a quadrupole splitting appears.

This latter result has been explained using the magneti-

cally induced field gradient discussed earlier and in

appendix C"

our own magnetization study t3l included

a great,er number of members and forms the firs€ part

of this chaPter.

L"2 Preparation.

All the compounds for t'his study were pre-

pared in the manner described in Chapter L, sect'ion 5'

Debye-sherrer x-ray powder diffract,ion patÈerns were
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obLaíned for alL of €&re compouttds using mänEanese

filteredFek,radiationatroomtemperature"All

the reflect,ions obt,ained could be indexed on the

basis of a spinel structure wit'h no extra lines'

The high angle reflections b/ere very well defined

wi'bh good resolution be€ween -bhe reK*' o and R* 
2

waveleng€hs.I{€othereforeofeelconfídentthat

the purity of t'he samples is be€ter than 992 | t'hat

the samples are homogeneous and tolerably strain

free" The pat,terns obtained are given j-n t'ables

23and'24utogetherwitht'heindicesassigned.To
SaVespaceandtediousreferencesoftheformothe

member with x="5 or the compound cdo.gFeo "Icrzs4 
etc' o

a simple code has been introduced as shown in table 22"

Consideration of tables 23 and 24 shows t'hat t'he com-

poundscertainlyhavethespinetstructureandoin

view of the heaL treatment given to thery there ís

every reason to belieive tttrat the cation dístribution

willbet'heexpect'ed'one,ie'.onlychromiumonthe
B-sites and iron or cadmíum on t,he A-sites" In ad'di-

tiono it is possible that cDsO has a I:1 ordering of

F.2o and cd2+ ions on €he A-sítes. This would be in

keeping with resuLts from similar spinels o ê9'

(Feo"5cuo,5) fcr2l s4, l¿3 , (Feo"5cuo"5)Rhrsn Ð*'

and (ïno.scuo"u)[cr21 s4, [¿3" Although we inspect'ed
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Magnetic and crystallographic data for
members of the famíly (Cdt-*Fe*)CtrSn"

(Noninal )
Code Lattlce

Pgrameter
(A)

M^ ¡'foo C,.* ü Or¿ering
tì¿^/^oleeuLe " ('K) TemperaÈure" '6' ("Ki

0.05

0.l_0

0 "20

0.40

0.50

0"80

0.90

cD95 L0 "232

cD90 L0,222

cD80 10 .1.9 5

cD60 10 ,14 1

cD50 10 " 120

cD20 10.050

cD10 10 ,0 23

5 "62

5 "20

4"70

3.51

3 " 3s

2,L6

L.7 2

5 .91

5 " 83

5.40

4 "L6

3 "7 5

2"66

2 "06

3 "87 130

3"98 L27

4"00 LL7

4 " 0g 60

4.76 -7A

5.79 -L34

6 "06 -223

96

108

L23

L32

r40

160

165

*The val-ues of CM and Ð ftt Ëhe_ case of CD50 have been
changed from thoËe gíven 1n l¿3 as a resulË of extrae
high temperaturee data"

the x-ray diffraction pattern for the reflection

corresponding to the (4e200) superstruclure reflection

expected for such orderingy w€ were unable t,o find it,"

The x-ray scatteríng powers of iron and cadmÍum should

be far enough apart t,o a11ow t,he reflection to show up

but possibly the ordering is incomplete. fn t'able 22

we collect together the lat,tice parameters determined

from the photographs and sho\,ü t'hem graphically in

figure 74" It may be seen that a linear dependence on

compositåon exists" The solid líne joins the parameters

for the two end members of the series CdCr2S4 and FeCrZS'.

There is obviously something that, may be saíd about the
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dependence of Ëhe 1aLËíce
the faml1y Cd1-*F.*Cr rSO.
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Table 23" X-ray powder diffraction patterns for four
members of t,he family Cd1-oFe*Cr254"

CD95
hkl dobs dcal dcal dobs

CD6O

i dobs dcal
ò ínel)

111
220
311
222
400
33r
422

333 r 511
400
442
531
620

533 173r
622
444

7 11,511
642

73L,553
800
733
644

822,660
7 5L,555

662
840

753,9rL
842
664
93r
844

L020,862
773,95L

3 .6r
3.09

2.55
2.35
2.09
L.97
1. 81

L"62

1. 
s6

L.37
1. 335
T.28L
L.252

L.2OB
L.LBz

J"OI4
3.081

2.555
2 "344
2.086
L.967
l. 807

L"6L6
1.558

I. JOO

1.330
L.27 B

L.249

L"204
1.l_80

1.071
r .039s
1 . OOlg
0 .9 884

o.

3. 05

2.53
2 "33
2.07
1.95
1 ?O,l

r.61

L.47

1. 360
L.326
I "273
L "244

l. 200
L.L76

L "L397
1 .1185

1.087r
1. 0682
r. 0405
0.9998
0.9857

2.548
2 "339
2 .081
r.962
1. 802

I.6L2

dobs
(Å)

3 " 6rB 3.60
3.085 3.09

2.558 2.55
2.347 2.34
2 "OB9 2.09
L.969 L"97
1" 809 1. 809

r.618 tL.62
1.560 1.56

dcal
(Å) )

3 .605 ', 3 "57 3 .586
3.074 3"04 3.057

j z. s: ' 2.535

" 

2,3L 2 "326
t 2,07 2.070

1" 95 1.952tL"79L L"792

L"O7L
r. 045
1.004
0.9899

L.367
L.332
L,279
r,250

L.206
1.1,81

L.072
1. 033
l_.003
0 " 9896

L.367
1.330
1.280
L.250

L"206
1. 18L

r. 069
I " 0415
1.0015
0.9871

L.47I

L.362
I.327 t,

1 11/,

L "245

1.20l-
t.L77 

"1.1398
I .119 1

i

1.0868
1.0687
1 .0405
0.999s
0. 9Bs9

r.606

L.463

1. 356
L"32L
L,269
r.239

L.L97
L.L73

r.136
l. r15

7 "06L7
1 .0341
0.9944
0.9807

1.603

r"404

1.355
L.320
L.269
L.238

1.195
L.L7L

I. .LJ¿+

1.113

1 .0604
1 .0343
0 "9942
0.9807



Table 24. X-ray diffraction Patterns
members of the familY Cdl-*
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for t,hree
Fe*CrrSn.

Ll- 1ITK I

(Spíne1)

CD5O

dobs
(Å)

dcal
(Ä)

3.57 3.578
3.05 3 .05r

2.53 2.530
2"3L 2"320
2 "06 2 "065
L"949 1.948
1 . 780 L.789

1.595 1.600
1.540 1.543

L"457 L.46t

1.350 L"352
1.316 1 " 316
L.265 L.265
L.236 L.236

r.193 r. 193
L"L67 1.168

1. 130 1. l-31

dobs dcal(Â) (A)

cD10

111
220
311
222
400
JJI
422

333 ,511
440
t, t,t

53r
620

533,731
622
444

711.551
642

731,553
800
-^âI J)
644

822,660
75L,555

662
840

753,gLL
842
664
931
844

LOLO 
"862773,95L

dobs
(Á)

3. 53
3. 0r

2.50

2.05
1. 93
L"775

1.587
L.534

L.447

L "344
1.308
L "257

1. 185
1"160

L"L24

dcal
(Å)

3 "554
J.UJU

2.5L3

2 "05L
L "Y JI+

L.77 6

1.589
1. 533

1 .451

I"J4J
1.308
L,256

1. 184
r " l_ou

L.L24

5.80 5"786
3.s4 3 .544
3.02 3.02]-

2 "50 2.506
2.34 2 " 299
2.04 2 "045
1 .93 L ,929
L "77 L.772

L"446 L.447

1.339 1.339
1.305 1.305
L.254 L "253

l.180 l.l8t
1.158 L"r57

I.L2O L.LzI

1"061
1. 033
0.993
0. 978

1. 061
1.033
0.992
0.978

10. 53
L"0254
0.9853
0.9715

1.053
L.0257
0 .9 853
0.97L9

1. 051
L.023
0.9826
0.9693

1 .051
1.023
0.9826
0 "9693
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packing of t,he atoms under the circumstances. Clearly,

even in FeCr2S4 a the sulphur lattice is far from being

close packed so t,hat gradual subst'itution of the iron

by cadmium causes a smoot,h con€inuous expansion. Based

purely on volume consideraLionsr wê may expect a

steady decrease in d-elecLron covalency in t'he A-sites.

By the same tokeno B-síte covalency should also decrease

so that any a*(B)band ought to be narrovter'at the

cadmium rich end of the series than in FeCrrSn"

tr, 3 Magnetization Measuremen€s,

We used the equipment and techniques

d,escribed earlier to measure M"a l"l"o and Ha aE 4o2"Kø

Vüe also det,ermined t,he temperature dependence of M" "

The susceptibility above the ordering temperatures was

also measured as a function of t,emperature. The main

results are collected in t,ab1e 22 " The various data

are shown graphically in the next dozen or so figures"

fn figures 75 and 76u the magnet,íc moments

of the compounds are shown as functíons of temperature.

So fat as we can telI, the amount of short range order

in t,he mixed crystals is very much less than in the

uupureo' CdCr2S4. Members with x)0.5 show anomalous

magnetizatíon curves similar to that observed in FeCr2S4'

Figure 77 shows the t,emperature dependence

of the ínverse suscept,íbilities for the members studied"
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It, may be seen that beginning aL t'he Cd rich end,

^ -1the n fr -t plots are concave downwardso become

tinear at, x *0,2 and are then concave upwards for

x à 0,5.

Figure 78a shows the compositional

dependence of t,he ordering temperatures. These

werç estimated from the steeply falling parts of

€he magnetization curves and errors of YoK are

given" !üe note t,hat the ordering temperature

increases rapidly with x at first and then more

slowly, The dependence of 0 on x is rat'her dif-

ferent" The data are shown in figure 78b. It may

be seen tha€ 0 falls s1owLy wit'h increasing x until

x-0"4 and then there is a very sudden change and

0 changes sign. The errors on P rather depend on

the shape of the susceptibility curve, for curves

that are concave upward.s, the error is *20oK.

Figure 78c shows the composit'ional variation of M=

and M4 . The solid line I shows t'he spin only result

expected for ferrimagnetic alignment of re2+ (A-site)

and cr3* (B-site) ions, while line rr indicates

the result expect,ed if our result for FeCrrSn gives

correctly t,he Fe2+ moment in such compounds" Neither

line properly fit,s to all t'he data but it' should' be

not,ed that, M.o is larger than the spin only result

for CD95u CD90 and CD80" Finally, figure 78d shows
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the variation with x of the molar curie constants"

The solid line indicates the spin only result from

which there is a clear deParture.

Although some general €rends are evident

in the data the mosÈ strikíng feature is that' t'he

magnetic properties do not vary in a systematic

fashion" fn fact, three d'isÈinct' regions exist'; a

region 0<'x<0 "2 where *=- spin onry valueu Mw^z

spín only value and C*-spin only value,fi a.region

0"7(x{l where t,he data are reasonably exÈrapolated

from daÈa on FeCrrS4Ë and' a central region 0.2<x(0"7

where t,here are obviously some very peculiar effect's"

In f igure '78 o the data indicat.ed by crosses are from

reference {ü "

L"4 Electrical Measurements"

We made conductivity and magneto-resistance

measurements on CD$O, CD80, CD6O' CD$O î CD20 and CD10" It

may be seen from the data in figure Tgarbocrduevf that

all the compounds show semi-conductíng characteristics

íe, the resistivity increases wit,h decreasing tempera-

ture. Figure 80 shows result,s of magneto-resistance

measurement,s in a field of 10 koe, it, may be seem t.hat

all compounds exhibit, negative magneto-resistance wit'h

maxima close to the ordering t,empera€ures, CD9O shows

the largest magneto-resistance effect" Table 250
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coLlects the room temperature resist,ivities and t'he

high and low temperature energy gaps t,hat mav be

deduced from the data"

Table 25" Resistivity data from some members of the
famil¡z Cd,r_*CrrSn "

(296"K)
( sL. cm)

Energy Gap
T > T" (eV)

' Densíty Z
(T < T^ (eV) Theoretícal

0"1 1.34x103

O "2 1, 12x10 3

0"4 1"16x102

0.5 9"67x103

0"9 9"76

0.9 9"36

0.200

0 " 306

0"250

0 "266

0"100

0.190

0"086

0"096

0.050

0. 034

0"04

94 "9

96 "3

96"1

95"3

95"4

9s "7

Apart from CD50o the resistivit,ies falI as

x is increasedi this would be expected since CdCrrSn

is an almost insulating eQg6"K) n!04 and Fecr2S4 is

a semi-conductor wíth eQ96"R) '¿ 10Jl .cm" At the mid-

way composition, however, t.he resistivity is nearly an

order of magnitude hígher than that, of CD90. The

densities of t.hese samples are comparableo so we con-

clude t.hat this result is evidence of cation ordering

on the A-sites as is found in (CuO"sFeO.5) [Cr2l54.

ALI t,he compounds show some change in Èhe

slope of the logq *T curve. The changes are not in

generalu símple in character"
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For cDlO and CD2oo the behaviour is similar to that

observed in FeCrrSn. Tn CD50 log( rises above the

predictions of eguation (II.20) which are represented

by t,he solid lines in figure 79" In CD90u we obtain

a simple magneLlc semícond.uct,or result, . t,he break in

Èhe slope occurs at, 133"Ka 25'K above t.he magnetíc

ordering temperature. Departure from the high temper-

ature linear behaviour occurs above the ordering

temperatures for all the compounds wit,h closest agree-

ment, in the iron rich members.

Once again t.hree distinct regions in the

compositional range may be dis€inguished' The

resístivit,y decreases as x is increased from zeto

until x* 0.4" on t,he other hando Q also decreases

as x is decreased from -1.0 and. there, therefore,

exists a central region where E increases again as

x is j-ncreased from * 0.7 " The member with x=0'5

is clearly a special case. The behaviour of the

whole system mírrors that observed in Cut-*Fe*Cr2S4

but we shall return to this lat'er"

1.5 Mössbauer Effect Investigat'ion.

This part of our st'udy turned out to be

most difficult," The main reason for this was thaÈ

the Mössbauer specLra appeared to us to be very

comÞIex, We shall deal with t,hreè regions of the
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composit,íon ranger present' the spectra and, where

possibleu the data extracted"

(i) This region is the cadmium rich end

of the series exemplified by CD95 and

CD90 ¡

(ii) This region is the

exemplified bY CD20

(iii) The central region

iron rich end

and CD10;

exemplified by CD50"

1"5"1 TF¡e cadmiutn rich region"

Sets of spectra covering the entire

temperature range invest'igated are shown for CD95

and CD9O in figure 81. In bot'h compounds there is

evj-dence of a guadrupole interaction above the

ordering tempera€ures. The doublets are not well

resolved in cD95 but the lines are far too broad t,o

be singlets" Just below the ordering t'emperatures,

however, the spectra appear to be six line patterns

with no guadrupole interaction"

It, is very difficult to envisage a situa-

tion where an E"F.G" exists at one t,emperature then

disappears only €o reappear again when T approaches 77"K.

Our conci-usion is that the E"F"G" exists at all

t,emperat,ures and it is only the quadrupole shift of

the spectra that vanishes for T^z T*. (vüe shall use

T* to mean magnetic ordering €emperature since we do
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not wish to categoríse the compounds at this stage. )

In the case of CD95 ¡ w€ fitted the spectra

T > T with a single line and in figure 82 o the tempera-
M

Èure d.ependence of I/3 t,he line wid.th is shown" Also

shown in t.hat figure is t'he observed quadrupole

splitting for CD90 T¡n( T <150"K but for T > 150'K' L/3

the observed line u/id.th is ptr-otted. The spectra

below T* gave immense difficultyo not because they

cannot be fitted but because they cannot be fitted in a

manner €hat might be considered pttrysically meaningful"

Vüe already know that' interactions between

A-sit,es can be quit,e strongo stronger in fact' than

t.he net interaction between B-site ions " Most, of the

magnetic A-sites in t,hese "dilute'u compound.s have 4

cadmÍum oo!1o A-sit,e ionsu but an appreciable proportion

have 1 or more magnet'ic A-síte rl'rr., assumingi a

random A-site distríbution of cd and Fe. The act,ual

numbers are given in table 26. This variety of

enviro¡Ment,s;maff g.å.ye slight'differences in be2qQ and Hfrt

ando t,herefore, to differences in the ratio;

4¿2øe/gvnÞHr,r

The shape of t,he specLrum is extremely sensit,ive to

this ratio. The superposed spect'ra are not well

resolved so although the correct way to fit t'he spectra

might,.be t,o fit the several spectra in their correct

probahitleies, the results are somewhat less than
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convincing; !{e adopted a pragmatic approach in which

t,he observed peaks were taken aS averages and we found

the set, of parameters Hhfo he?qQo I u\r%, and t"

that, best, Eave the observed peak positions. As an

additional criteriono we d,emanded t,hat 4e2qg be continu-

olfs t,hrough t,he magnetic transiton" This yields the

rest of the data T (T* in figure 82" At the lowest

temperatures achieved these difficulties vanish¡ âs

may be seen in t,he spectra of f igure El . .At 4.2 and

1.6oK, t,he spectra are reasonable and can be fitted

quit,e easily wit'h 4e2qç2=3"0 mm/s û =0" { =Oo a[ =0"

ïn the case of the unresol-ved doublet's¿ wê took I/3

the line wídth because this was roughly the ratio

between líne wid.t.h and observed splitt'ing in the CD90

paramagnetic spectra below 150"K.

Table 26" Probability P (N) of N nearest neighbour
magnet,ic A-síte ions for various xt
assuming random distributions.

P (N) for various x
0.05 0.1 0.5 0.8 0"9

¡'r

I
2

3

4

0,815

o.!72

0.013

0.000

0.000

0 " 656

0 "292

0"049

0.003

0"000

0.063

0.250

0"375

0.250

0,063

0"002

0"025

0.153

0"41-

0"41

0. 000

0"003

0.049

0 "292

0 " 656
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Given that the value of \e2qQ4L/3 the

observed. line widt,h then the values of ÞrezqÇ. for

both compounds can be approximately fitt,ed onto a

curve 3

E ¡f m\ = 8", (O) tanh ( b /zkr)"Q,.' \¿

where A is the ground sLat,e splitting and A/k=20"R
i

,4F:ô(O)=3,0 mm/s, This is the solid. lilne in figurev

82" The dat.a ín físure 83 are the results for the

hyperfíne field.q at least all the values we could

actually obtaÍn" It may be seen that t,he behaviour

in both compounds is simiiar" The crosses in figure

83 are data taken from [2] for the member with x=0.02"

The magnetic hlperfine fie1d was observed below 91+3'K

in CD95 and beLow 10113"K for CD90. These figures are

in fair agreement wit,h t,he estimates from the magneti-

zalion d.ata" VrTe leave the subject of the total spect.rum

shifts untíI laLer"

1"5"2 The iron rich end,

Spectra covering the temperature range

investigated are shown in figure 84 for CD20 and CDIO.

Once more the spectra are complex and in the para-

magnet,ic regions quit,e defíniLe strucÈure appears in

the absorption of CD20 below *,250"K" In the case of

CD10, the absorption remains a broad singlet down to

TM" Since we could see the sLrucLure in the case of
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"

Cj.)20, we co¡lsidered that, the many environment approach

to the fitt.ing should be emp-.oyed" The main doubt

about results obtained in thís fashíon arises from

t,he fact that an enorïrous number of parameters are

inÈroduced and it is dífficult to decide whether

the bett,er fit.s really reflect, a significant model or

wheÈher t,hey arise because of the extra parameters.

We mad.e our first investigation using CÐ10

paramagnet,ic spectra. These v¡e considered could be

fit,Led with two sínglets constrained to have equal

full widt.hs but heights const,rained in the ratio

indícated ín t,able 26 for 4 and 3 magnetic n.n.'

The result was that t,he absorption ascribed to t,he

3-1 environment occurred at a sIíght,ly higher energy

than that, from the 4-o environment" In addiÈionu

the cent,re of gravity of t,he entire absorpt'ion occunred

close to the peak of the 4'0 absorpLion" Vüe then

used these results as crit,eria for t.esting similar

fits to the paramagnetic spectra of cD20. Here, there

v/ere three environments wi€h significant probabilities

4-O r 3-1 and 2-2 " Now there Are SeVeral \,ÀIAys the spectra

might, be fíttedg
(i) Three singlets a1l fuIl widths equal;

(íí) Three singlet,s wit'h a variet'Y of full

wídths and t'otaI absorpÈion consLrained

in the correct ratiosF
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(iií) Two singlets and one doubteÈ¿ orle singlet

and two doublets o aLL wít'h or without a

varietY of full widt'hs g

(iv) Three doublet's;

(v) A, systemat,ically varying choice of fit

de6rend.inE on the t,emPerat,ure.

Choíce (v) was found t'o give the best fits to the spectra"
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The result,s were that. absorption from t'he 4"0

environment was always a singlet with the smaLlest

specLrum shift,, absoriptíon from the 2-2 environment

was always a doublet whose spectrum shíft, was roughly

equal to €he centre of graviÈy of the ent,ire absorption

pat,tern and. finally absorp€ion from the 3-1 environ-

ment, changed in character from a narrow singlet at

hígh temperatures to a broad singlet at T *200oK Lo

a doublet, at T< z0Ooffi" One conclusion t,hat may be

drawn from this is that,u ât these concentrations of

magnetic A-site ions u the behaviou t af t,he Fe2* ion

is extremely sensitive to latt'ice imperfect'ions even

when the source of the perturbat'ion is quiÈe far aulay'

This means that the primary cause is long range in

nature" !{e no€e that, the paramagnetic spectra bear

a strong resemblance to those obtained l" f6]' Tt is

then a short step to the conclusion that the type of

perturbation we are observing is associated with the

strain field in the crystal and t'herefore, the problem

in underst,anding €he spectra resolved itself to finding

out how €he cadmium ions affecÈ this strain field.

Below T* for these compounds vle had some

success in fitt,ing the spectra at least down to 7'7"K"

Below this t,emperature r Ëhe spect'ra become far too

compleN. Figure 85 shows t,he temperature dependence

of H¡¡ and figure 86, the temperature dependence of
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4e2qg" lVe noÈe t,hat, CD10 shows no quadrupole splitting

above T* rather like FeCr*Sno but CÐ20 has a splitting,

at leas€ that is what the fits to t'he spectra above

T* indicate" It is also interesting to note the CD10

spect.rum at L62oK". This t.emperature is perhaps loK

below T* and the specLrum shows quj-te conclusively
') . , c-?that, \*"qQ is positive [7 9' (The transitions associ-

ated wit,h Elne +4 excited sub-st,ate always broaden ouÈ

before those associated wÉ,th E]ne + 3/2 level.) This

is an important result, because it' bears direc€ly on

FeCrrS4" The ordering t,emperat'ures det'ermined via

t,he Mössbauer Effect are 158 + 4 and 163 + loK for

CDTO and CDI0 respectively in fair agreement with

the values obt,ained from t,he magnetizat'ion measure-

ments.

1.5.3 The central regíon"

This region was studied via CD50. Some

spectra are shown in figure 87 " T{e could fit none

of. t,he spectra collected in the ordered region

(T < f31 I 2"x) " This t'emperature is lower than that

estimat,ed from t,he magnetization work" The way in

v¡hich t,he spectra manifest magnetic order is extremely

odd" At 139"K, the absorption ís a broad doublet o by

L2g"5oKu the absorption is almost Èríangular, decreasing

t,he temperature to L25 " 9 oK produces a f lat almosl
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featureless absorption and by '77 "R some structure

appears. It is clear thaÈ some class of relaxat'Íon

mechanism is operative" Above T* we $¡ere able €o

fit. the spectra wit,h a doublet, figure 88 shows the

temperat,ure dependence of the doublet split'ting"

L"5"4 Total sPectrum shíft'.

The Debye temperatures were found by

making use of (II"25) " The total absorption was

determíned by numerícal integration of the area of

t,he absorp€ion spectrum" The temperature region of

interest. was t¡¿* T 4 600"K. The ínt'egration is sensi-

tive to the geomet,ry of the spectrometero Lhe velocity

range and number of channels utilized" To cover the

range above, two experimental set ups are required so

a normalizing fact,or, based on the rat,io between the

two results at room temperaturer \^tas applied to the

high temperature data" This gives the data shown in

figure 89" The Debye temperatures t'hat may be inferred

from the plots are collected in table 27 " Equation

(Ir.25) is supposedly valid for T > 8D/2 so that t'he

departure from expection in t'he case of CD95 T<200'K

cannot be regarded as sígnifícant, It Seems reasonable

that these compounds have Ðebye temperatures -300oK

compared wLih &r*n5ooK in oxides.
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The t.otal speclrum shifts cannot be

determined wi€h much accuracy because of the

complexity of the spectra" In table 27, we show

the values of the room temperature shifts which

urere obt,ained. from the peak positions. 4L1 spectra

at 296"K were fitt,ed wit,h single lines for the

purpose of this measuremenÈ" For CD90 we performed

this kind of analysis over the whole temperature

range and the results are f.iven in figure 90"

Tab1e 27 " Total Spectrum Shift Data for some
Members of the FamilV Cdt-*Fe*CrrSn.

trl"x) 6"t296'K) (mm/s)

0.05 315 0.80

0,1 200 0 "7 9

0"5 288 0,78

0"9 270 0.75

0"9 296 0.71

The data ín the paramagnet,ic,region are more reliable

than those from the ordered region and show a devia-

tion from t,he Debye model fit'. On t'he other hando

figure 91 shows t,he result, of fitt'ing cD95 spectra

wit,h two singlets assuming the intensities t'o be

in accord wit,h the probabiliLies of O and. I magnetic

n.rl. as given in t,able 27 " The temperature dependence
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of- 6L for the O-4 environment is in accord with

the Debye mod.el at least for TÞT*r while t'hat

for the 1-3 environment is obviously not" We also

note that the t,otal shift of the 1-3 line is not too

large to be attributed to Fe3* impurities. Clearlyu

the temperature dependence of 6J- in these compounds

is problematical

4 "6 Díscussion"

There are several point's that may be

immediately made about these compounds:

(i) They are all essentially semiconducting;

(ii) The iron is always in the high spín

ferrous state judging from the room

t.emperature sPectrum shifts;

(iii) They are all spinels and the room

t.emperature Mössbauer spectra are all

consistent with the view t'hat there is

iron onlv on t'he A-sites.

ïn view of these pointso iL is reasonable

to expect behaviour consistent, wit,h localized d-electrons"

Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that all t.he

compound.s are ferrimagnets with antiferromagnetíc align-

ment of the A-site ions and B-site ions because of

Elte ,uL25" A-B superexchange ínteraction. Given this

situat'ion there seems t'o be no reason whlz the band
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scheme suggest,ed for FeCrrS4 should not be valid for

all these compounds" Slight modificaÈions are in

order because the latE,ice spacing increases as the

cadmium content rises" This should lead t.o smaller

d-electron covalent overlap o dL the A-sites especially

but also aÈ B-sites, givíng rise to the gradually

increasing values of t,he energy gap betleen occupied

and unoccupied bands and gradually increasing values

of the A-site spectrum shift," We, therefore' expect

that the principal charge carriers wilt be holes in

a fairly narrow re2* band, but t,he role of less

mobite electrons in a narrow 6*B-band will also be

important especially at the cadmium rich end of the

series.

We now consider some of the details of

the experimental resultso s€arting first with the

magneËization data. Initiallyy wê test the notion

sugqested in Chapter III' section 3"3. What we

would like to know is whet,her substituting some

transition metal ion for t.he neutral Cd produces an

anisotropy t,haÈ allows a collinear alígnment of the
?+Cr'- spins and. a value of the magnetic moment closer

Lo 6.&{r/moLecu1e for the B-sublattice" The basis of

our idea is very simple and hinges on the premise

that extrapolation of the magnetization data t'o l/u=O

should always overestimate t,he magnetic moment if t,he
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magnet.ization is not sat,urated in ordinary fields.

That this is the case for CD90 and CD95 is apparent

froyn table 22" I{€u thereforeo take the M= and Mo6

data for t,hese two compounds and extrapolate t'hem

to zero iron content" This is done in figure 92"

Extrapolating M* yields 5.99 Åa"/molecuLe while the

figure from M" is 6"04M"/molecule neither extra-

polat5-on comes close to the figures for CdCr2S4"

This result, therefore, suggests that:
(i) The spin arrangement in CdCr2S4 is

non-collinear i

(ii) The presence of ¡'e2* on the A-sites

provides an anisotropy of some descrip-

tion that produces a colli-near B-site

arrangement at least for small amounts

of iron"

Sl"nce this anisotropy exist,s, it, is easv to understand

why the M" results for these compounds always fall

below the expected spin onllz result. Provided the

anisotropy is strong enough, it will never be possible

to saturate the magnetization in ordinary fields"

Thereforeu in order to properly explain t,he observa-

tionsa w€ must seek a mechanism that allows a strong,

single ion anisotropy for A-site Fe2* ions. This is

perfectly in keeping with observations on FeCr2S4

where single crystal experiments reveal [83 that the
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<111> is very hard and the <I00> is easy"

.At the iron rich end of the serieso

\^7e find t,hat our data can be reasonably extra-

polat,ed from our results on FeCrrSn " Replacing

pu2o by Cd2+u therefore, causes a simple dilut'ion

of the A-site magnetic moments without seriously

affect,ing the spin arrangement" The síngle crystal

work gave a value of 1.86 "44"/mo1ecule for FeCr2S4

H ff<roO> so the effective moment for re2+ is

4 "L4 /"/*B. Assuming that orbit:al and' spin anqiular

momentum are parallel at 4"2" K t'hen a g of 2'07

is deduced for t'he ion.

In t'he centre of the seriesu to be

preciseo for 0.2< x 40"80 we have problems:

(i) The Curie constants fal1 well below

exPecLed values;

(ii) both M= and M4 faIl below the spin

onlY values.

ït may read.ily be ascertained that t.hese two point,s

are impossible to explain by the same mechanism" If

\,üe propose that the moment associated with 
' 

e21

increases as x is decreased in order to obtain the

'ucorrec€" low temperature moment, then t'he C* should

be great,er than €hose expecÈed and

Our exPlanation of the

given in Èerms of t,he t'em¡lerature

vice versa"

l-ow C-- l3l was
¡4 LJ

dependencies of
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the various exchange int,eractions. The lower than

spin only magnetic moment results \^Iere then explained

via an effective moment for the Fe2* ions greater

t.han4"L44'-u/i-,on"Thephysicalbasisforthelow
c* ís derived from the compositonal dependence of

t,he Curie-trVeiss parameter @ u W€ consid.er figure

78b" The parameter I =.rppo=edly gives t'he sign of

the dominant magnetic exchange interaction" Now

each A-sit.e has L2 nearest neighbour B-site ions"

A magnetic A-site interacts antiferromagnetically

wit,h t,he B-si€e neíghbours; furthermore' substituting

iron for cadmium decreases the separation of the

B-sit,e ions and this enhances the antiferromagnetic

component (Jee-). and decreases the ferromagnetic

component (J""+) of t,he net B-B interaction. There-

fore¡ wê would expect # to decrease quite auickly

as the iron conten€ is íncreased from zeto" The

fact that 6 i= positive until xn¿0'4 suggests,

therefore, that there is yet another importan€

positive ínt.eract,ion that bolst,ers t,he otherwise

diminishing J""+ exchange. one possible origin

would be J* which is positive so long as Jo" is
))-

effected by transfer of f -snin Feo- electrons to
z2*

"ro 
lcr'=). Another possibility is the indireet

effect of charge carriers in €he d*B-band that polar-

ize t,he B-site spins in the vicinity of tr*"
i
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The temperature dependencies of the

various int,eractions can be inferred by assuming

t'hatt'helatticeexpandsonheatingandnotinghow

the interactions change in a variety of simple

compounds " In passing from ZnCr rS n CdCrrSn Cð'Cr 2Se4

all t,he cruantitieq lattice parameteru curie temperature

and, $ parameter increase {gJ , This means t,hat as

the B-B separation increases, Jggo increases and J""-

decreases. The exchange Jo"' must decrease with

increasing lat,tice síze because it depends for its

sLrengt,h on an overlap integral between cation and

anion, and similarly for JAA" These considerations

are sutnmarízed in figure 93. The effect of 6*B

electrons is indicat'ed by JBB (d) " They are only

effective in enhancing t,he magnetic exchange when'

the susceptibility of the B-site spin system is large

ie. near to'and just above TFN. They have the

character of magnetic polarons, fot stability the

band. should be very narrolv ItOl and the interaction

between t,he carriers and the B-sit,e spin large. At

both high and. low t.emperatures they are ineffective

because of spin-spin and. electron-phonon scattering

athíght'emperaturesandatlowt'emperaturesthe

suscept,ibility is too small for stability" The

magneto-resistance should be dominat,ed by the proper-

ties of such carriers even if €hey are not the principal
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currenL carriers in the systemu and it should be

large and negative. wit,h these considerations we

arrive at the temperature dependence of J"" (d) in

fígure 93" It is not, impor€ant to be definite

about namíng this int'eract'ion, only to note that

it witt have similar effects t,o magnetic polarons,

that above TFNTJBB(d) has a negat,ive temperature

coefficiento and that it contributes positively

to J"". As suchr wê can qualitatively explain how

& stays positive so far into the composition

range and by considering the weiss molecular field

parameter to be.temperature. d.ependenÈu \^7e can explain

the low values of CM. SuPPose that:

N* = Nwo +dwT + øøø

then ?-= t/(r-Cn*) = C"*n,/(T - CexpNwo)

where C"*p = Cv/ (L - 4uCer) is the experimentally

found curie constant,o cM is the expected value and

Ç contains. all the t.emperaÈure d.ependence of all

the exchange interactions then:

d, = dt;""+) + d(;""-1 + d(.ro") + d(JAi\) + d(.r"$)

From figure 93 some of the o( are positive and some

are negative and low values of C"*p result if:

¡d-t-* [ørB
and vÍce versa.

Another exPlanation is

work in {el . Here a very dilut'e

suggested bY the

system of Fe2* ions
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in t,etrahedral (sulphur) sites was studied. The

int,erest,ing result in question was thåsi at 4"2"K

the system showed no þ51uce<! hyperfine field in a

Mössbauer spectrum even in an applied field of 30

kOe, Now t,his is very strange and must ej-ther

mean that, t,he spins align with the applied field

for times less than t,he nuclear I-Jarmor precession

Èj.me (*6x10-8 s in a field of 30 koe) or €hat there

is no spin associated with the ions" A very large

trigonal distorÈion might produce low spin ferrous

ions on a tet,rahedral site, buL it. seems more likely

t,hat a relaxation effect ís present. Whatever the

cause, there is some evidence that tetrahedral site

Ee2+ ions can behave as though they \Àrere non-magnetic u

and given t,his possibility, we may explain the lower

than spin only Curie constan€s in our compounds"

The last feature of t,he magnetization

results, tha€ we wish to discuss is the abrupt varia-

tíon of the Curie-Weiss constant around x=0"4 to 0.5.

lfe previously explained this [:3 in terms of t,he way

in which JBB (d) af fected the sÈrengt,h of the ef fect-

ive B-B interaction" The magneÈo-resistance measure-

ments shed some liqht, on the matter. l4agneto-resis-

tanbe {e de€ermined. try t,he ex€en€ bo whÍch the d-eLectrons

are affected by conductioni processes. In FeCrrSn \^/e

suggested that conduction was via holes in a narrow
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Fe2* band' and found J¿6/JSK-10' comparison of the

data for CDIO with same theory suggests JA6/J36 *I'

At the Cd rich end of €he seriesr w€ have argued

that. t,he magneto-resisLance results from a sort of

magnetic polaron effect having an essent.ial role in

the B-B exchange" rt fotlows t,hen that any enhance-

ment of J"" resulting from elec€rons transferred to
2 )+.

6i *B or ,tlo (Cx"* ) states must fall as x is increased

and .orr".nrrlntly so should any magneto-resistance

effect. The compounds wit,h x 4.0"5 ín figure 800

howevero all show modera€e magneto-resisLance but at

x=0u5 we find only a very small effect. Conseøuently

we assume t,hat & is held strongty positive untíl

x^ø0,5 mainly by JBB(d) but t,hat t'his contribution

vanishes near x=0.5 so that J,o dominates the magnetic

ordering 
"

Alt,houEh our model does not contradict

any of our experimental datao it does not really

help us in understanding the Mössbauer spectra" Firstu

consider the work t,haL has been published on such

systems. In {.23 the authors examined a compound verv

like some of ours' They state (withouL showing an]¡

specLra) t,hat, the paramagnetic absorption vTas a single

line and t,hat no <ruadrupole interaclion appeared until

Í*78oK, Howeveru t,hey fitted the ordered spectra

assuming Hrrf//Vzz" In our view, this begs the questíon,
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and it must, be remarked that their spectrum at TBsr

is qualitatively similar to ours for CD95 at 86.7'r

(see fiqure 81) for whj-ch we found @*50" in keeping

with the view that an EoF.G. existed at all tempera-

tureso the quadrupole shiit of the ordered spectrum

having vanished because of the value of @ (see remarks

in Chapter IIu sectíon 3"2) "

A system that' shows rather similar effects

to those we observe is Cu1-*FeoCt2S4" This syst'em

has been reported in several papers t¿rffl u but

Mössbauer spectra of interest are reported in [fzi "

Figure 94 collects some of the data for the t'wo

systems and we divíde t,he compound.s into metaLs a¡id

eemiconducÈors a€:' abouÈ-ix=0';5,'in the copper s'ystem"

Miissbáuer spectr#^ fr@m the" reEion '

to the left of this dividing line are all rather

similar in the ordered regime, It has been claimed

t¿3 thaL the copper in the syst'em is 3d10 and in {t'3
the authors suggest that the rather odd looking

spectra result because of the coexistance of FeZ*

and Fe3* on the A-si€es and claim that their spectra

show at least, 9 lines, No computer fít' is given

and the most conclusive remark that' can really be

made about €he spectra is that t'hey are complex.

The main reason for €he suggest'ion that
ln

copper is 3d-" in the sys€em is that no magnetic
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moment is associa€ed with it but Èheno a similar

result, obt,ains for the Fe2+ in lO5 as we have already

noted. In order to make some sense of all this we

would suggest, thaÈ the copper is Cuå+(3d9) and, like

Fe2*(3d6) on a tetrahedral site is a J-T ion. rn

spite of the fact that Cu2+ should have a large spin

orbit coupling that, ought to quench the J-T effecto

t,here is good evidence ti¡} that, the couplins of t.he

5 1LZg electrons to €he E modes of the tetrahedron íå

so strong that a J-T distortion is favoured tf¿i over

a spin orbit, st.abilízat'ion. It was point'ed out by

Ham ttUS that when the spin orbít coupling was strong

enough, even the spin angular momentum of an ion could

be quenchedu ât least parÈia3}3n by a dynamic J-T

effecÈ "

Vüe are fax from proving anyt'hing but

evidently many of these suggestions could' be

investigated theoretically. The important parameters

would be the J-T coupling, t'he spin orbit' coupling,

t,he characteristic freguency of víbrat'ion, and the

effective mass of the t.etrahedroll. Also Some account

should be taken of the type of experiment performed,

because in dealing with a relaxation effecto the

observation t,ime should be compatible with the relaxa-

tion time,

For the moment we remark that with this
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type of explanaLion, the similarities between €he

Mössbauer spectra in Cur_*FeoCrrSn (x7.5) and

Cdr_oFeoCrrSU can be correlated" ThaL a dynamic

J:T relaxation can produce the type of paramagnetic

spectra we observe has been demonstrated ft.f OrfZrfaJ

but the behaviour ín t.he ordered region has not

been thoroughly invest.iga€ed. Proximity effects

such as are observed in t63 probably result from

t.he way in which the neighbouríng atoms change

t,he elastic anisot,ropy to which the A-site J-T

ion is so sensit,ive Lf 
gS " Thís presumably explains

why the spectra in FeCr2S4 are simj-lar but considerably

simpler ëhen t,hose in t,he mixed systems"

4"7 Conclusions.

We have found that all t,he compounds in

the famíly Cd' --Fe--Cr^S, 0( x 41 are "pit.f " andr-xx¿4
are semiconducting. There appears to be some evidence

t,hat the member wit,h x=0.5 is ordered although t,here

is no confirmat,ion from t,he x-ray patÈern. Apart

from t,his compound the resistivit,ies fal1 with

increasing x" All aspects of our investigation

favour a localized electron type of model and a

band diagram similar to that, prepared earlier for

FeCrrS4 is likeIy to be va1id, As suchu the indica-

tions are that the p -spin elecLron on the ¡'e2* ion
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has a large role in determining the propertíes of

these compounds"

The Mössbauer effect studies presenL us

with morre problems than t,hey solve. The iron ín

aLl compounds is ferrous. AlL spectra obt'aj-ned show

that some t,ype of relaxaÈion effec€ is present and

that, t,his is plausibly due to a dynamic J-T stabili-

zat,ion of the ,.2o 5E ground state¿ âs in FecrrSn.

Some extra evídence has been offered for

a non-collinear spin arrangement in CdCr2S4.
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V OTNOã,ÐÐANG RHß&ARKS.

1. SUM¡4ARY6

ïf there is a unífying facLor in €he work

we have descrÍbedu íe is Èhat the propert,ies of all

the compounds studied can be undersLood to greater

or lesser ext,ent,so in terms of the empirical ideas

offered by Goodenough tfì. It may be argued that

ot,her id.eas would do just. as wellu but, it is worth

making the following point,. His discussion of t'he

relat,ionships between a multitude of solid state

parameters and the energy b available for electron

€ransfer from overlap int,egrals implies an almost'

unique role for the f -spin electron on a ferrous

ion. This arises because a single elecÈron outside

of a filled subshell of 5 d-electrons enjoys lit'tIe

or no exchange stabilization and is mos€ suscepÈible

of all d-electrons to covalency effects. Thereforeo

b for t,his electron ís abnormally large and Goodenough

summaríses this ass

bf

This represents a testable hypothesis and in all our

experímenËsu but onea wê have pointed out how the
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É -sr¡in electron influences the behaviour observed"

Brieflyu there are €he following point'ss

(i) In FeRhrSn a plausible mechanism for

very st,rong negative A-A exchange

involves t,ransfer of P -spin electrons

into empty CI-*B orbit'aIs while maÍn-

taining a zeYo net moment' in d *B;

(ii) rn Fecrrsn r¡¡e require some model that'

is extremely sensitive to temperature

and magnetic orderu to exPlain; a

change from activated to non*activated

conductíono departures from the Debye

model in t,he t,emperature dependence of

ó.. (r ) tr*) and a negative magneto-
t: TI\

resis€ance that requires exchange

between charse carríers and A-site cations

to be gt"t""t than exchange between

carriers and B-sit'e cations " By taking

t,he view that the p -spin electron was

of primary importanceo these various

effects could be correlaÈed, without

contrad.icting the eNperimental factsu

êg. strong negative A-B exchange and

localized electron behaviour at high and

low temPeratures.

(iii) At the cadmium rich end of t'he mixed system
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Cdl_*F"*Cr rSn, the comPositional

dependence of the Curie-lfeiss parameter

indicates the presence of an additÍona1

cont,ribution to t,he positíve component

of the B-B exchange int,eraction. Thís

was plausibly att,ributed to an indirect

type of effeci in whích the B-site spins

hTere polarized by charge carriers wíth

large effect,ive mass. It u/as found

possible to associa€e this indirect

contributíon with transferred p -spin
A-site electrons,

Vühile the previous point,s tend t,o be

rat,her qualitativeo an opportunity arises

for a more quantit,ive type of test" All

the compounds Cdr_*F"*CTZSA with x)0,5

and Fer_oCroC"2S4 with x (0"5 are ferri-

magneÈic semiconductors wÍth negat,ive

values of. I and the principal magnet,ic

int,eraction is Ju" and if we are correcto

t,his is dominat,ed by transfer of p -snin

A-site electrons into ttro (crz+) s€ates,

The t,ransfer is made no""i.oru by the

energy b ,\' t âsl2 *rre"e S is a cova-

lent míxing parameter" The Mössbauer

spect.rum shíft gíves informationo on a
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relative scaleu about d" ïn facto

the difference between the value of
c (296" K) for ionic re2+ and covarentot
g'e2+ must be at, leas€ a crude ind.icator'

rf we pepresent t,his difference by 46,

t.hen:

b ^4 ta6")2
According to eit,her Goodenough fû or

Anderson {rl, the ordering Lemperature is:

T 4 az/u

In t,he group of compound.s of int'erest, the

B-site ca€ions are always the sameo the anion co-ordin-

at,ion of €he A-sit,e is the same so it' seems reasonable

to suppose that U will be substantially constant"

Therefore s

rruu4 ¡24 (a6r)4

tùe took 6"t296"K)=1"65 mm/s for ionic re2* and the

smoothest curve through the 6"{eSO"x) values shown

in f igure 94 to f ind values of (A 6t) and used t'he

publíshed values of the ordering temperatures of the

various compounds to plot log Tr* versus log tÀ 6"1 "

The result, is shown in fígure 95. The solid line

t,here has a slope of 3 " I so t,here is at least some

basís for our proposals, and even if t'he result is

not completely convÍncíngo it is faírly interesting;

fn table 28 we show the numbers used in the plot'"
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Ff gur e 95, Il-Lus traLlng a correlatLon
and the total sPectrum shift'

between T¡,li
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Table 28" Data used to Plot Figure 95"

COMPOUND 6s Abr tu*( K)

cD50

cD20

cDl0

FeCr2S4

cul0

cu25

cu50

0"78

0"75

0 " 73

0.71

0.66

0"59

0"47

0.87

0. g0

0 "92

0 "94

0"99

1. 06

1. 18

140

160

165

L70

2]-0

285

360

V[e tested Lhe id.ea on a different systemr vÅ'2"

(Fer-*Rho) ZoS usins data f or O ( * 
-4. 

66 " This data

was taken from {.S3 . The iron in the compounds is

ferric rather than ferrous and the structure is

corundum. A slope between 4"4 and 6 was a. reasonable

fit, o

rn the detailed results of the ínvesti-

gationu there are perhaps t,hree highlight's. The

observation of paramagnetic doublets in the Mossbauer

spect,ra of CD90 and t,he d.efinite broad.ening of t'he

paramagnetic absorpt,ion in CD95 show t'hat' u aL this

iron concentrationr a magnetically induced electric

field gradíent, ís inadmissíble' Decreasing the iron

furt,her seems t,o províde a favourable situation for
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this mechanism but t.here seems little doubt, t,hat

some class of relaxation mechanism is responsible

for the specÈra at higher concentrationsu possibly a

dynamic J-T st,abilization of the 5u (r"2o) ground

state.

The observation of what seems to be a

low temperature transitíon in FeCrrSn and a plausible

consistency with a J-T stabiLization is int,erest,ing

and indicates a localized elecLron character in the

compound" It suggests a moderate to st,rong J-T

coupling of trn electrons to t,he anion modes that,

has a very smalL effect at high t,emperatures.

An obvious extensíon j-s to suggest t,hat this may be

true for a larger number of sulphides than we t,hink

and ÈhaË t,he out,ward manifestations of J-T coupling

in sulphides are somewhat, different to those in

more ionic mat,erials.

In FeFerSn we have a sulphide that is

intermed.iate between t,he Localized and the collective

regime and st,ud.ies of well crystallized samples would

be of real int.erest" So far, we have d.eÈermined the

spin arrangement and the probable valence stat.e of

the A-site cat,íons, Our studies also give, in a

rather indirect fashiono the probable order of iron

valence st,at.es in the sulphur lattice o vizz

F"2* > r,err> re3* (oct,ahedral sites)
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Z " SU..ESTïONS FOR FURTIIER V,IORK"

The experimental study of magnetism as

manifest.ed. in sulphides can be rather a messy business"

Tg is hoped that, the following experiments have some

chance of success.

(i) Magnetically induced electríc field

gradient,s can bnly be properly studied '

with single crystals and it would be well

worth making some crYstals of

CdO"ggFeO ,OZCI ZSq and investigating t'he

E"F.G. as a func€ion of applied magnetic

field. The results should be unambiguous

accordíng to the theory in T.¿l ' There

' are reasonable det,aiLs of growL'h techníques

in {Si. Considerable care should be taken

to anneal the crystals after growth. It

is likely thaÈ some form of mosaic will be

used but epoxy or other glues must be

avoided as a means of immobilizing the

crystal slices.
(ii) Ã, theoretical investigaÈion of the type of

Mössbauer spectra to be expected for an

ordered mat'erial with a time dependent

E,F"G. would be useful" The method of

superoperators suggest'ed in {el might' be

suiLable for someone with a feeling for

t,he mat,hemaÈics, .A comparison with experi-
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mental spec€ra should provide imporLant

informa€ion eepecially if J-T effects are

present.

(iíi) A further invest,igation of FeRhrSn would be

worthwhíle; t'here musL be a way to prepare

it,strainfree"Ttwouldbeinterestingt'o

find out whether the low tempera€ure suscepti-

bilit'y is affected by a Van Vleck type of

temperature independent paramagnetism or

whether there are some J-T effects"

(iv) ït, would be worth considering whether Cu2+

ínatetrahedralsulphidesit.emigh€satísfy
t,he Ham/Van Vleck condit'ion lZ, g3 of spin

quenching. The ion nominally has a momenL

of Ll{e so a reduction fact'or of r- 0"5 might

be enough to make the moment undetectable

via neutrons' If such a result is ob€ained'

then ít would help Èo clear up the diffi-

culties concerning the Mossbauer spectra

of Cu1-rnFe*Cr254 x )0"5.
(v) Finallyo it seems reasonable to suggest that

a proPer theoretical basis for figure 95

be sought'. ff this is fort'hcoming, then

simple sys€ems dominated by 2 antiparallel

electrons ê9' CoCr2S4 could be sÈud'ied by

means of Mossbauer Effect spectroscoPy using

57 co in the samPles
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Appendlx A The Oguchl ferromagnet in Ehe case s=3/2"

A1 The modei-,

At the hearÈ of Ëhe Oguchl method ls the

f ollowf ng s t,atement . consider a small- region of the

crystal and Ëreat the exchange ínteractíon within this

reglon exactly then tTeat the interacËion between the

sma11 reglon, and the rest of Èhe crystal, in the

eff.ective fteld approxfmaËion. If we suppose that

a pattlcular atom has Z nearest neighbours, Èhen the

smal1 regíon chosen is a central atom exchange coupled

Lo one of lÈs nearest neíghbours" The Hamiltonian for

the pair Ís:

it =-2Js . s -eø- (s. +s, -) (H ..+H--- )p _f.. S.-gle.B(SiroS jz/ \zeff ':app

The tr¡ro operat,ors åi.å: and (S1"+S¡ ¿) commute so I¡re

seek their sf mulÈaneous ef genstates ' I^le set 3

'l:
S-=Sr+Sj

vrhere Sl 1s the total spin of the pair so that the

eigenvalues of S1 arez
,l

S*=0 rLr2 23

(si"+sjr) is then just the to|aL z component of the

angular momentum of Èhe pair, and Ehe eigenvalues are:
1111 1M^=s-us*-1rs--2e o -s-"

The efgenvalues of -2JS1"Sj are found by consldering:
't7?t2211(sr)'=åí * !.í + 2åi.å: or -2si.sj=sí o g; (s*)-
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Table A1 I ELgenvaLues for the case S=3/2.

conËribution to
sl Ml Ep ,p s1

z

000
1 -1 lrJ /?.+h

0 lIJlZ 2sinh h exp t2jl
+1 LIJ/2--h (1+2cosh h) exp[2j]

2 -2 3J lY+Ztt

-1 3J / 2+h ( l+2cosh h42cosh 2 h) exp [ 6j ]

o 3J/2

+1 3J / 2-h 2 (sính h*2stnh 2h) eNp t 6j l

+2 3J / 2-2h

3 -3 -9J/2+2h

-2 -9J / 2+2h :

-1 -9J/2+h (1+2cosh h*2cosh 2h*Zcosh 3h) exp tL231

0 -9J /2

+1 -9J/2-h 2(sinh h*2sinh 2h r3sinh 3h) exp tL2Jl
+2 -9J / 2-2h

+3 -9J /2-3h
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So the eLgenval-uee ot tn ate 2

E-=J[2S(5+L)-S1(Sl+t)-g,, (H +r-r )Ml]-p eLee\eF¡rr-u \u tL,/ 6^BtSgff ':'apP

The parËiËion functÍon for the paír is then:

s+ë
zp( j,h) = 

È=-r, ã=o 
exp I j s1(sl+t)+Mlh]

where j=J/kr and n=,r\g(Eetfr-Bapp)/A: and where the

t,erm J2S (S+1) has been omitted slnce iË is the same f or

all states as it depends only on Se the expectation

value of the z-component of spin of the paLr ís:

,: 'oir-o Jí - " \"rz'"i3

zp ( jh)

1 Ml explj sl(s1+r) + Mlhl
Ml s

A1- 1

zp(jh)

For the speclfíc case of S=3/2, we write out the

values of S1rMI, and Eo and show them in tabLe 41.I

along wi th Ëheir conatrOrrÈf ons to Zn(in) and S12"

A,2 Specific applicatlon"

In order Ëo obtain some specific expressLons

r{e first require a relatlonship for the effectíve fie1d.

Thls calcualtlon was indicated in Chapter 2e 1"1. The

expresslon tríl1 be rather sf miLar but rte mus t recal1

thatu of the Ze nearest neighboursr one has been treaËed

already so that on1-y (Z-L) need be considered' and:

Eer f = 2 (z-1) JM/ ttez ,Ltï L2-2
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r¡rhere M 1s Ehe magne tLzation of the whole sample.

Now v,re must have that the magneti.zatlon of any

randonl-y chosen palr be Lhe same as the magnetízatlon

of the whole sample and thls leads to the consistency

condltion that:

I = 4 (Ne,¿B<S5)

M6 = 4 (Ng,l¿g2s)

and so
^2-2

ís the magnetlzatÍon at 0oK" The reduced magneELza-

tlon fs therefore:

M sl sl
6- =: = L = ? for S=3/Z A2-3M253

1thus $ = 3tr
z

So from A2-L and A2-4¡ wê have:
^2- 

4

Ieff = 3(Z'1)J6-/e'tt"
^2-5

Hence f rom Al--1 , A2-4 and A,2*5¡ wê obtain, af t.et

substítuting Ëhe values for ZD(Jrn|l and tl from table

Al ,Ig an expression fot € ti,at can be used to gene-

raËe the shape of Ëhe magnetlzation versus teüperature

curve, it predicts Ëoo low a value of ãç/A T\ --^I T->O

compared with the exact result from the Helsenberg

model:
e. lt

io€n S-^z 1 + AT"'- +
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hence,
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We shall Èherefore, deal with two special soluËions,

vlz. the resulÈ of allowing tàTc F*:)0 under the

condition an"a 
""On=O; 

and, the result of allowing

j + 0 under the conditions J constant n"nn=O Ot'

R.À H /kT << 1.Ëo.B'.app,

cosh(x)-2 1, j *> jc

l;' =)" (rÍ r") ã "" " rr(z-r)s¡ 
"l 

+ *6i " ([ rs (z-r)6j 
c

L2i
I )+e 

'c 
(42(z::1)63 

"¡2i 6i Lzi
lè3e "+5. 

- 
"+7" 

- c

If we consider the case 2=6, then we have:

1=(roj "-rr""" 
+ 5(10jc-r).t'" n 7(20i"-1)*l2i'- -c

For which we fínd a numerical solution namely:

j =O.O6B8=J- kr"

so that 5= tr"t
J

The second case lnplies 5-)0 so that sinh(x)-'x cosh(x)-2x

as T;zu4 and vre shall fínd the assynptotic lirnit of the

suscep¡ibíltty X provided ha<< l. Thus divíding Lhrough

bv H " r¡e have for the case 2=62- apP

-- =Ïri ?n^.^ \¿

.,I

e
r.) I

(rsi o;
/l

+ g,ffs/Þil + di(is., o/d.opp È sg.u¡¡¡ur ) + tr+gd/øi0jq

l*Sg.i r5e.6i.r?e'Li

and solving for 6 /H^pp gives:Rearranging
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) i fr: 1?.i

6 =ut Jrrong /kT+e' J 5 (þt-g [eT+e*" J L4 ÁÅ ue / 
kT

H - 6i rz¡ ìa 
ìg (rogu'l+5"oJ+7"t'J)'3. 53e'J-15.5je"' -42.51e--' I

[2 

re ' r'-J 
I

In thís llnit j+0 
"o 

u"jà l+aj, we also recall ËhaË

5 =t"t/M^ so thaË:'U

-n-ry =Ç .Mn=9 Ng,l\3/2 (s=3/2)
HH-H--app aPp app

so rhaË ^(ro*. ,yÙ"'^"çi, + 2oo1?

--a¡ i,"=--TæT)

= þtpr'Ëu 
- 

zo

-kr cza-ãjG}-T
since j is suPPosedlY small:

(1+loj)-1al l-loj

and i(- =çz/2) (s/z)Ng2Å^28 I(_ æ_ (Eli@]T

?L= c : ci;Iil - n--r
where C ís the Curie Constant fox S=3/2 and t =LSJ/k J<0

Hence J =0 .0666
KV

t¡
Hencef -q.-l- 0"0688

lr I o.oUUU'=r'urI cl
Oguchi

whichmaybecomparedwitht'heSEraightM.F.T.resulËthaE

lL I= t\r^ \I
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43" Short range order.

spins even

long range

shorÈ range

T¡tre expecE Ëo fínd some correlatÍon of Ëhe

above the transiËion temD e:-ature where Ëhe

order vanlshes, Tf ry fs a measure of the

order¡ w€ may Èake:

(si sj> for S=3 / 2t
Now slnce

-2Sl . SJ

The val-ues of ?

of s1 (or1o2r3)

Sl = 0

= -L519

S1"S¡= -L5/4

In general -5/3

have:

L23

-Lr/9 -3/9 +1

-LL/4 -3/4 +9/4

(? < +L, bur for J70 o<Í{ I r,re

= sí2 + sj2 (sl)2

correspondfng to the various values

ar e:

t rr(si. sj. -ãp/kr¡
-H /urTr(e P )

as T-)0 h e i +4 we have:

ry^ ^ = 4 "9/4(t+2cosh h *2cosh 2ln+zcosh 3h) = Lr-Þu g (

f or T>T h+0 ere have:'c'

= 4 {-UL
)i l\1 1r4

15 / 4-(LL/ 4) 3e-" - (3 I 4) 5e'" +(9 / 4>7 é-'r
.¿ .. LzjLi3e'J+5eoJ+7e

#o
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and as T reaches very high values where the exponenËía3.

t.erms may be expanded"

Y & rlkr
so LhaÈ Ëhe amount of short range order depends on the

strength of the exchange coupling as well as the inverse

temperature.
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Appendlx B Derivatfon of basic transport results
f.rom the Boltzmann EquaËlon"

B1- I

se

um

po

E

ri

B1 Formai- theory.

Suppose that at some tlme L, the number

of carrlers in a volume of phase sPace x-2x*dx,

y->Y+dy ¡ z-Þz*dz¡ u-àu*du t \t-à v*dvu \^tr-'2w*dw ls give

by a function:

Í.=f (xc Y s z ert rv rw o t, dxdyd zdudvdw)

Then Ít is s traightf orr'tard algebra to show thaÈ at

Ëlme t+dte f is unchanged unless exËra carriers are

introduced by vlrËue of some scatteríng processe

hence:

f(x*dx , u*du e E+dt)-f(x ooo e u ot)
/..

= /2 r ) ar
t- tlØrteoLL

üIe then make use of Taylors theorem to fínd:

àr + )r u + ooo + òf du + =/ àri
àr àx ñ dt i,.It/ coLL

In the steady stat" }f = 0

)E 
; \

I^Ie now make sure assuttrpËLons abouti¿!) viz'. sup
\a t/cotT.

that the carrier distributfon is disËurbedo then th

stlmulous 1s removed and that f. regaÍns Íts equilib

value f ln an exponentíal fashion ie.o-
f=f (L -Ae-t/'Y ¡

o

where A 1s a constant and ^{ ís a reLaxatfon Ëlme.
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f,Ihencuzf èt\ = f., A e = - [f - fo] BL-2
[ ¿r /coi,t, - Z 'Y\/

B2 Electrical conducËlvítY.

In order to calculaËe the electrical

conductJ.viËy u \¡7e need only Èo consider Ëhe Boltzmann

equatlon 1n one dinension and Ëo suppose that an

electric field E = (Exr0r0) has been applied long

enough for equLllbriurn to obtafn Íe" äf/ ¿¡ = 0

and there ls no varl-ation of f through the medium,

hence from 81:

/ae\ = )r du B2-t
i ; t ¡col,i, )u dt
\¿
du=eEx
ãT mr B2-2

where e ls the elecËronic charge and ¡* is the

effecEive mass. Conbining BL-zs B2-L, and B2-2,

r¡re have ¡

-[f - fo] = g. ]t B2-3
.V ¡* )u

I^Ie set f = f.o n ò where \ is supposed Èo be small
\l

o and ò\ is snali- comPared to à totîr
and vre ob Ëain:

f = f^ - e Exy òto B2-4n 
-*-- à"

The current- densiÈY Jx 1s gíven bY:
'1,':f)

r( {Jo= "lll .Ifo - " l"Y à.ro1 dudvdw
./JJ ¡1* Àu
-øA

Since \de are dealing with fermfons

fo du dv dw = ,lgì, F(É) du dv dw

\n/



where f(É.)

Y.

7Ê
þu

So ðto =

)u èe

-fo)/tr1 + 1)-r

+v2+12)

xxxf I

since F44 1

(expl

4 m¡k

tn*u

(€-

(u2

2¿ =m*u Zfn*þ àF(t)
àu \h/ àl

ðro

Consldering the exp

r**ÈheproducË | ufo
V

z/n*\a du
t:-l
\")

dv dw=7 8Ï- /r#3 Js ./¿

enough that:
F = (exp | (€ -áF) /kr J+L)-Læ ""n[-

L

We must a1so, perforce, make

'Y. , and its dependence on the

.3n
ressLon for Jx, in particular

du :, 0 because fo ís a

-l
- (É. -ÉF)l

KTJ

ssuttptl-

y of th

-dfunctfon of energy and 1s, Ëherefore, an even function

of. usoufoisodd. Alsou(rr2¡= (Z?/ln*¡, so

,i: \Jx=-e-Ex I Zn* zt Bffi .lz^*3j¿ dr(¿) dt
G"-J ç:r \ 

-
-æ ¡rt h3 àL

Jx = Õ Ex where 6 is Ëhe electrical conductívity

'Y c't_
3/2 à r'(e ) d€ B2-s

à¿
-dJ

Speciftc application 
"

This exDression can be evaluated for what-

ever type of matería1 we are interested. In particul-ar,

for a semi-conductor where cartLexs are excited from

a valence band to a conduction band¡ wê can make Èhe

approxlnaËion that the carríer concentratíon is low

B3

some a

energ

on about

e carriers.
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¡iow Z is related to the average Ëine betvreen col-1í- '

sions andu if we definq a mean free path è then for

laËtlce phonon scaLÈerf ng { = à "-l tht'" Lfr2 = t-

The inËe gr aL l-n B2-5 can be evaluated to obËain s

g= 4 n "2 þ3 ïzffik-rtB
where n ls Ëhe number of carriers Per unit volume.

As is usual for semi-conducËors, the real temperaËure

dependence comes from the temperature dependence of Do

For thls particular intrinsíc semÍ-conductor:

nË N" exp [ - (Ê-- €E) /kr]

Ehe zeto of energy betng the top of the valence band,

Thereforeu E ís the energy gap between the conduction

and valence band and conductív1ty measuremenÈs al1ow

us to make an esÈlmate of this gaP " UsuaL1-y the result

ls expreeeed:

O-= ô- exp[-ElkT]
o

fÈ being understood that the Fermi energy lies rnfd-way

between the highest occupied band or level and the

conduction band 
"

In a magnetic semi-conductor, Èhere is

of ten a change ín E at the ordering temperature. Thís

occurs because of the exchange ínteraction between the

s-p band electrons and the spin assocfated with Ëhe

d-elecËron states" Thus, e1-ectrons in the s-p valence

band havtng thef r sp ins Paral-le1 Ëo the spln of the

d-electrons al-e sËabiLLzed wlth respect to those with
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spln antiparall-el-. To f irs E order Èhe centre of

gravity of Èhe staËes in the conducELon band plus

valence band remains unchanged so that for the

conducÈlon band the anËlparal1e1 spin states are

stabiLized and the parallel spin sËaËes destabtltzed"

Hence, E f or electrons antiparal-1el- Ëo Ëhe spÍn of

d-electrons Ls decreased. This toplc has been

Èreated quLte thoroughly by Haas 1n a revl-ew article

t 99 I Chap ter III 
"
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Appendix C Notes on the electrlc field gradient
Tensór.

lnt char ge "e at the origin

te syst,em. The Potential
' 

t"-\

V(c0h)'-(e/4-)
à +à \v
ãT &j

radient fs deflned as 3

ns or,

nslder findfng the element

E- = - à Ge/r) = à (e/(x'o r'o ,')h)
æT'

E" = - u"/$1 + vz + z2)'3/2

So Y zz=-[ e (x2+y 2+22)-3 / 2+""('3 / 2) (22) (*2+y 2+r2)-5 / 2 
]

r rz=e (3co "20 -r-) 
( r-b = eq

r¡here d r-3¡ means the value of the invers e cube of

the radius . The o Ëher el-ements can be f ound in a

sf mí1ar f ashlon; we shall- 1isÈ only the other Ëv7o

dtagonaJ- elements, ie:

vxx=. ( r-3Þ (3eån2 a co"2\ -r)

Deflnitlon.

Consider a po

cartesian co-ordina

point (ru&,t) 1s:
Í* q ./,g = -Lg v)= -/L o

[à*
Èhe electrÍc ffeld g

V ,E\a 3x3te
-¿

speciftc exampLe co

4

a

î
I

d

vyy=e < r-3> (3stn2 0 srn'4 -t)

C2 Applicatlons.



Thls is at once the easiest and the most

dffficult problem. It is conceptually stralghtforward

because 1t ts easy to see how an asymmetríc charge

dlgtrlbution around a gÍven nucleus could produce a

non- zexo eLectrf-c fleId gradiunt. It is extremely

difffcult Eo calculate fn pracË1ce because of an

incomplete knowledge of Ëhe atomic posltlons or

because of an incomplete knowledge of the charges

on the surrounding êÈoms or because a point charge

model is not 1n order. However, assumÍng all these

factors to be accounted for, Ehe E.F"G. 1s calculated

by assÍgplng a charge (ne), to each aÈom and sunrhf-ng

over Ëhe number of surroundlng atoms Ëhus:

<f)rv =)@'zz ¿_- 3f rt

c2-L

and the

by:

xxxv 1

An electric field gradient arísfng from 1aËtl-ce
asvmmetries "

asymmetry parameter 1 =(Vx* Vyy) /V* is given

= =t; 5, (,,u) r E

v"z I
(gsi.n2&r "o"'ò,)3

].

There are some ínportant mulËfplicaËíve factors that

have been discussed by Sternhel-mer; these tend Ëo

f ncrease the E. F. G. as calculat'ed above and arise

because of the ínfLuence of the nucleus r own electrons

whfch tend to amplify Ëhe E"F.G. For thls reasont

they ate call-ed 4ntlshlelding f actors.
I



An E.F.G. such as this ls

S staÈe fons eg Pe3* or Fe2* Ln a low

Generally the contrlbutlon is f'alrLy

fndependenÈ of temperature.

xxxv i i

frnportânÈ for

spín s Ëate 
"

small and almost

gradient arlsíng from Ëhe
rons "

tion ís particularlY imPortant

ons ", tt arlses because the
?+al-. For Fe'' o the 3d shell

1em nevet atl-ses but the

2+ lon must eventually occupy

so give rlse Èo an E.F"G.

set out to find Ëhe electríc

y a sl-ngle elecËron in each

ons, A suitable basis set

I, sectíon 4" As defined

e symmetric and any E.F.G.

Y* and the asymmetry Parameter

aËe 3

- ')^ \(3cos-d - 1)

C2-2 An
nuc

ln the ca

3d orbita

is half f.

slxth ele

one of th

field gra

of. the 3d

fs that g

the re u th

is entire

fs zeto 
"

1v 
"Þ

el-ectric fiel-d
l-eust orrn el-ect

Thfs contrlbu

se of ferrous i

Ls are aspherlc

u1l- so the prob

cÈron on the Fe

e orbltals and

Inltially g w€

dfent creaEed b

orbital functl

lven ín Chapter

e d-orbftals ar

ly a result of

I,{e mus t cal cul-

-?=-e<r>
JG

where e is the charge on a pggg and the íntroduction

of the negative sign takes care of Ehe fact that vre

are dealfng wlth an electron. In Ëhe literature there

1s frequent,ly confusion over this point and herer wê

wfsh to write out as plainly as possfble whaË Ís going
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To see hor¡ the calculation goes e conslder Q,

ChapÈer 1e section 4z

h, - xY/'z = srn{ "o"9 stn?F
4Áf/c

u")*, =-JÍr- -t, ,ire 
(3 "o'4-1")sir,2Þ"o"2{ 'tn4l.-2so\ s tng a8 a ra\

s rn2{ .otzþsin4år 2 srn| aê aþ dr
fóo

Íe " rre f tnd <{gl vr"l ð3) /¿Þgl \ 3) which reduces to

V,,

the fntegratlon above becausu\, is realo It is very

imporËant Èo note that (r-T 
"^ 

Ís a number that must. JCl

be deLermlned índependentlyu usuaLLy using Hartree-Fock

self consistenÈ field calcuLaEfons such as have been

done by tr{aËson and Freeman.

The result Ls -4/7 (e{r-')rU) There

are s imf lar results f or al-1 Èhe other orbi Èal-s and

these are summarlsed Ín tabLe Cl below:

Table C1 " Y rz f or the 3d e.1.ecËron orbiËals of Chap ter Ï.

Oribital FuncÈion Transform Group

q1

Þ2

þ3

84
)ñ\5

-4/7(e(r-')ro)
+4/7(e(r-"ru)

-4/7 (e(r-'r 
ru,

'+2/7(e(È-3> )
3d

+2/7(e(r-trru)

I
e ç

t
)o

Unfortunatel-y, this represents only hal-f the



problem for ferroue fonsu

c1.

to see whyo

xxxix

consfder figure

Fígure C1. IllustràËfng the effect of orbital
degeneracy ô

Hereo wê assume a ferrous ion in an ocËahedral siËe

r¿iËh perfect cubic symmeËr.y" Conseguently, Ehe ground

state ls tríp1y degeneraËe and the sixth electron

spends equal tfme ln each of the Ëhree 
"Zg 

orbitaJ-s.

From table C1 an equaL adrnixture of the E'F.G. from

each of the E2g orbitals ytelds zeto. A sLmilar

result holds for the "g 
grouP. It is clear that we

requÍre a mechanism for llftlng the orbital degeneracy

of the ground s tate, Lo create a ne\^7 ground s ËaËe

wtth one orbital aË a lower energy Ëhan Èhe restn In

this event, Èhe síxth electron spends longer in Ëhe

sEabLLIzeð. orbltal- than in the others and a non-zero

E" F" G. results " Thf s rather naturaJ-1y leade to a

6trong temperaËure dependence of Èhe E.F.G. because

Q"$*'t



of the BoLtzmann ÞoDul-atlon of.

sÈateB.

XL

the varfous possible

c2-3 Speciflc nechanisms for lifËfng orbital
degeneracy.

T¡¿o basl-c mechanisms llft the orbital

degeneracy:

(f) Crystallographic distortionsi

(ff) Spfn orbft coupLing o ,

SomeËlmee these twö mechanisms comblne togeËher, for

exampLe strong spln orbit coupling may Índuce a

crystallographlc distort,lon" SomeÈimes the distortion

can be spontaneous (J-T effect) sometlmes a distortion

occurs that does not 11ft the ground state degeneracy

e.g" a Èrigonal- distortlon of a Ëetrahedral site g"2*

ion, then spín orbit coupling splits the ground state

orb í Ëa1s "

DistortLons ate easier to deal with because

most of the work has aLready been done as a result of

fnterest in other experiments. Consider figure C2, here

!ìre shor^r how the non-cubic Dart of the crys tal f ield

affects the 3d orbital functlons. The particular dis-

tortfon ls to e/a) 1 via a tetragonal fíeld (axia1ly

syreftetrlc). Reference to Ëåb1e C1 reveals Ëhat Ëhe

E.F.G. in CL wl11 be positÍve ín both cases and? -O

because of Ëhe axiaL symmetry, A tetragonal dlstorÈion

that yields c/ a(1 clearly reverses the sign but not



x {-1

ò!2

\n

(e.)

free l-on*cubic fiei-d*tetragonal- field (axla1)

\,

h*

free ion*cubic field+tetragonal fÍel-d (axial)

FÍgure c2 " IlLus trating tetragonaL dÍs tor Eíons
(a) Octahedral sites;
(¡) at teËrahedraL siËes 

"
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(r,a3[h!.-q.) 1,8)=0 (z,A-31¿ L.s\z,r] =o

4z,erlòL"sl r,n) =o (L,Ã|al.g\2,8r)=o

(r,,lr\ã1,.s|r 1,8] =o (z,er\àl,"si 2,8] =o

lz,tzlñ!"_q.l r,n)=o 4r,e2\A!.å{ zun} =o

Second order perturbation theory then gives that the

state [Zrsf> ís lowered by an energy O Ñm via the

spin orbit lnteractlon" If úte do Ëhe same exercise

f or the orbf ,taL B* r,te f tnd tIÀt@ non- zeto maErix

elemenLs u ie.

(t, 
^ 

sf a r ; ql 2, B z)=- F À, (2, All àL "-9.\ z, r¡ = a ¡
Second order perturbatíon theory then yields up the

f act that the staËe $2, nr) Ís l-owered by an energy

( tr^)z la + G JZh)2 la = LB* /^
So that the original states NZrfr) ana \12rn¡7 ate

spltt by an energy

1a*ta - 6¡¡ lx' = tzt2/tx

Provided Ëhat the spln-orb1t interacË1on does not

mlx in too much of the upper statese qre can caLculate

the E.F.G" expected by assuming l2rB> remains

unchanged. I{e take just the orbital part

{Ð<ul o Y;2>,- Þz of table cl

so the E . F n c, 'G'r +4 1le(r-t) ru and ? =0 "

There are, of courser many other spin-

orbit effecÈs that hre nfghË consider but this example



i1lus traËes the

in thls examPle

XLíV

nature of the techniques. ftnp1icít

1s Èhe assumpËion thaÈ:

ñ to L1 e4"*



APPENDIX D

xLv

coupurgR FrrrrNc or uö"ssnnuER sPEcrRA.

D,l, The "MONI(EY" prograrn.

Thls program is stored on Permanent dfsc and rnay be

called bv means of the J.C.L. cards shown below.

1I//JOBNAì4E r nfrnn, )ccx rrrrr, Ï=r a, T= ii, L=g r R=120K r's I NAME I

zll¿¡o¡Lrg DD uNrr=DrsK,voLuME=sER=uMl404,

3I' I DSNAME=COEY.AO83O.MAR71,DISP=SHR

4l tþ ExEc PGM=MONKEY,REGToN=12OK

5Ul FTo6Fooi- 'DD SYSOUT=A

// FT05F00I- DD *

The program \ras given Èo us by the Applied Mathematícs

Divisiono Argonne National Labs. IË is a least squares

fttting routlne Ín whtch Ëhe inËensíties futl r+idths and

positions of a prespecifled number of LorenLzían absorpËfon

lines are varied until a best flt to the experimental

specËrtrm is obtalned. A complet,e lÍsting of the program

is available Ín the lab. Eogether with a rather cryptlc

description of iËs main program and the various sub-

rouÈlnes "

DI.l Input Data.

Card 1 TiËle Le. name of data to be fltted

Format 72 IlO

card 2 specification of type of spectrum to be fitted

and outPut required

FormaÈ zTL,2f2,3Í6 r8I1-,Él-0. 0 ut6.0,2812.0

Col-unn 1 Choice of plotted data or not
Q=yes l-no

Column 2 Choose formaE of data deck,
O means 6 data Points Per card in



xLví

the formaË XtY.... Xin6Yi_o6

1 means 5 data poinËs per card
Ln the forn X.Y. ... Xto4Yto4

2 means 10 data points per card
in Ëhe from X.Y.tí*l"t*2 ... Ytog

i=0 l-0 20

Column 304 Choice of integrated toËal inËensíty
and intensity I,IeÍghted centre of
gravlty l=yes O=no. Spe.cify

516 Specified number of peaks T4 max"

7'ø12 Specified number of daEa points 500 max.

13@18 Specífied nature of base line l-const,ant
velocity base line assumed to be of form
Y=krX 2=ConsÈant accelerationnbase
line assume to be of form Y=k2X"

Lg r24 Number of consEraints 30 rnax. spec-ify

25 Number of random sËeps

26 Líne shape = O for Lorentzian = I for
Gaussian

27 Grad.ient Vector outpuE opËional = O for
none

28 Errors and guesses must be impuÈed if = 1

29 AddÍng counts if;I adds 106 counts to
datç2 adds 2xl-0- counts to data

: 30 Data table output option=l for yes

31 Parameter listing afLer each iËeraËion
optíonal=O for no, =1 for yes

32 ParameÊer listing option 0 for no = I for
everv 5 ÍteraÈions

3P43 Minluriqation parameÈer € " If 33=0
€=1x10' otherr,rise specify €

44@9 Random step size control if=O program
calculatesffi



xLvií

50@61 0.0

. 62ø73 Value of Xn (ehis is a f*xed para-
meEer and "musË be f.mputed f rom a
calibratíon spectrum)

Card 3 A guess for Ehe number of countse Y*on Ëhe
b."ã litt" at the specified zero oÍ vel-ocit-y

Format l-2 E 6.0 X

Card 4 A set of guesses for the percentage absorp-
tion of the Lorentzians to be fttted' one
for each oeak

Format 12 E 6.0 X

Card 5 A set of guesses for the full widËhs 1n
channels of the peaks to be fltted' one for
eack peak

FormaË 12 E 6.0 X

Card 6 A seE of guesses for Èhe peak posítions in
channel numbers are for each Peak

Format, 12 E 6.0 X

Caxð 7 Guesses for Ëhe val-ues of k, and k,

Format 2E6.0X
NoÈe íf column of card 2=Lrkr 0.01{0

if Coh:mn of Card E2 k., 0.04'l{0
Since XO has been specifíed -on card 2

Card I Estimated squared error ín Y,"', f ormat

FormaÈ E l-2.0

Card 9 Estf-mated squared errors ín Lntensities

FormaË 12 E 6.0 X

Card 10 EstÍnated squared errors ln full rridths

Tormat 12 E 6'0 X

Card 1I Estirnated squared errors in peak posiÊions

FormaE 12 E 6.0 X



Card L2 EstimaËed sguared

Format 2 E 6.0 X

If columns L9ø24=0 on card 2 then

fo1lows.

xuvif-l

errors in k, and k,

the experimental data

If CoLr:mn Lg@24+O then the experímental data is preceeded

by the consÈraint cards. A word of explanation is needed

concernlng the nature of Êhe constrafnt lrrrput. Fl-rst of

all, only two parameters can be constrained at any one

time and Èhese L$Io parameËers must be of the same Lype

le. two fu1l wldths or Lvro íntensities. The constraint

.is othen{rise unlimited. Next a constraint consists of 3

cards; lf there are612 peakso 6 cards if there are A@LZ

peaks, The reason for this is as follows' The program

sets up ttlo vectors a rovl and a column, Ëhe product of

which it requires to be zero. Therefore, for every peak

Éryut parameÈer, there must be a corresponding space for

a constraining element.. Each constraint will conËain

only two non-zero elements and the forrnat of Ëhe con-

sLraint card is Ëhe sarne as thaË of the imput parameters

for Ehe peaks. As an example consider a 2 line spectrum

in whlch it is desireahle to constrain ËÏl.e intensities

equal and fuIl wídths equal,

L234s67B9LA\LL2*
cardl+ reads 6"o-026.0--'0 2

Card5reads 8.0+008.0+ 0 0

Card6reads 3L6+00425+ 0 0

etc.



xtix
ConstralnË Deck

InËensities flrst
Card 13 I
Eaxd L4 B

Card l-5 B

Full- wfdÈhs second

Card 16 B

Card 17 1
Card 18 B

06
NK
NK

;
L

LANK B

.0+06-1
LANK B

0+
AN
lå'I\

06
vÀ
K

-1 +
BLA..BLA

If Ít is requfred thaÈ line I be 4 Ëimes as intense as

Ltne 2 but of equaL full- wldth then:

2 constrainËs

LANK
.+06
LANK

L23456789LOLLL2---- -8.0-022"O- 0 2
8 0+008 0+ 0 0

Card 4
Card 5
eËc.

ConstrainË Deck

IntensiÈies
Card 13
Card L4
Card 15

Full wídths
Card 16
Card L7
Card i-8

I,Jhen the column

has:

05-1
K BL
K BL

t
BL
BL

5+
AN
AN

+o
AN K
AN K

BLAN K
1 + 06
BLAN K

LANK
.0+0
LANK

B

t-

B

and

i 2. sr{s \
I -1.+06 \l0llol\: I\;t

6-

rohr vecËors are rnulÈiplied out, one

(8.0-02 uZ ,0-02;8.0+00 , 8.0+00; . . . . )

= Bxz. 5x103+2x(-r)*to3+0*0. . . =0

This process being repeated for each consËraínÊ present.

Note that Ëhe parameters musÈ be lmputed in Èhe desíred

ratio. Note Ëhat the exÞonenË on the constraint musÉ be
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large eg. 106, other:wl-se they tend Eo be ignored.

Dl.2 OutpuE.

The outpuË is up to prograumerus choíce. The usual output fs

A Table showing number of poínts *Iiartt2 a measure of

the goodness of fft'

YO the base line counts at zero velocíty

Peak intensfties

Full llfdths

Peak Positlons

k, and k, (the base 1-lne Parameter)

A Tab le showinffct annef flexper ímentafi flcar cula t"fl o ir t etu,,".2

[*",ro"rj[.o,rr,r" jþ"""r" i66 @b

Optl-onal OutpuÈ 1s:

f (a) A table showlng
e ne "Í
I ctrannet{ 

$ 
calculatedfr

[***o.tj [.o'r,." J
(b) A table showing

Pntrf
$ Channet NumUer[$(faselÍne -Calculated) counts ã intensity.[
A- 'sL. .Å

ä Tntensl-ties = A

ffi IntensiËY x channeL number = B

and B/A = centre of gravitY.

II A pJ-ot showing the experÍmental and calculated spectrum.

Dl.3 The program w111 handLe as many sets of data as desired;

there is no ne'ed to specf-fy how many; iË wíll run untfl

either the C.P.U. tÍme or the esËimated lfnes prin'ted

has been exceeded or until iÈ runs ouË of data to fit.

[c"r",rr"t"a 1

þ"""rirr" co.rr,.J
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A complicaÈed spect,rum takes about 2 minutes C.P"U. time.

D2" The "POI^IDER" Program.

A complete descriptîon of thf.s program ís already

availabl-e in the 1ab. buË a few words concerning its

pracËical use are in order. As rse said before, it is

a least squares fiLting routíne that utl-lises the complete

nuclear Harniltonian as appropriaÈe to lulössbauer spectra

vlzt

^/H=-cp .hr*gr. vg+(2îr ze|z relS"Col $'l tt
Input, data appropriate Eo a Particular spectrum are

speciff-ed wlth errors and final- limiLs and the computer

seeks an exacË solutíon of Ëhe Hamiltonian, that best

fits the experimenÈal spectrum both from the poinË of

view of intensíÈies and peak posítions. The Parameters

required are \r,& ,q,r&, the quadrupole and isomer shift

and the approxlmate line wl-dth. The Program is restricted

to fitting equal lfne wtdths and "irr"" this rarely occurs

in pract,ice, iË is essenËial Ëo check Ëhe fit obËained

against thaË found f rom "I'ÍONKEY". The Latter can be

made to reproduce the "POITtrDER" spectrum sÍ-mply by speci-

fying zero errors on the peak positions. MONKEY will then

glve the experimental intensftes. One can, for example,

take the product (full widLh x peak heíght) as a measure,

or plot ouL the peak on Êhe "Calcomp" and measure the area.

In addition, wÍth síx parameters Èo vary the program
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wl1l overdo the iteraËions and. a suggested Èechnique is

Ëo fínd out first what the values of fu and flL ^r". This
E

can be done quite sírnply using the graphs supplled by

Kundig (see reference 48 fn Chapter 2). These graphs are

quite accurate and enable one to specify these two para-

meters before going to the trouble of usíng "POWDER".

In facË, for moderaÈely siurple spectra, the use of the

graphs is more than adequate.

The rrPOI,lDERtt program T,las written by D.C. Price

and the subroutlne to calculate the spectra by I'i. Kundig,

who very kindly supplied us with a copy.
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Appendlx E The hydroËhermal- synthesis of FerS4"

1 SoluËlons of sodf um su1-phtde (Na2S) and Mohr t s

salt (Fe(NHr)2(so4)26H20) vle made using dísti1led

deionlzed \.vater o

2 l{e mixed equaL quantíties (5mL) of 0.20M sodium

sulphlde and 0"15M Mohrrs sal-t togeËher ín a clean

closed end pyrex glass tube" A black precípítate

result ed "

3 The open end of the pyrex tube I^7as connected to a

rotary pump and Ëhe closed end ütas immersed in a

cold bath. Under the resulting s Tãther modestu

vacuum the pyrex tube was seal-ed off wíth an

oxyg en/ gas torch,

4 The g3.ass ampul wa6 placed lnside an aluminium

reactlon vessel f ltted i'¡f,th a high pressure valve 
"

5 The reactl-on vessel \r7as seal-ed and nitrogen \¡7as

lntroduced lnto the vessel to a pressure of 90 p"s.i.

The temperature of the hydrothermal reactíon was

to be 190oC " The nítrogen pressure wouLd ríse to

140 p.s"l" but Ëhe pressure wíthin the glass ampul

wouLd also rfse on account of Èhe aqueous soluÈíon

contafned in 1t. Aecordíng to,the C.R.C, steam tables

Èhe lnternal pressure would be "v130 p. s. i " The
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preBsure differen

r¿ould Ëherefore,

tial- across

be close to

the pyrex Ëube

zeto 
"

The reacElon vessel

aE 190 + 2"C for l-

\¡ras quenched into a

\^7aS placed

hour. Af te

Large ice

in an oil baËh

r Ëhls tíme, it

\.rater bath.

The reaction vessel r^7as opened and the ampul

\¡/aE¡ removed, oPened and the precípitate ü/as

f lltered of.f , washed several- tLmes r,ríth dís-

ttl1ed I¡Iater and vacuum dried.


